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Accounts of the emergence of aesthetics in eighteenth-century Germany, the study of 
“sensible cognition” in Alexander Baumgarten’s words, frequently associate its 
emergence with the imaginative autonomy central to Immanuel Kant’s influential 
1791 Critique of the Power of Judgment. Bridging aesthetics, media, and reception 
studies, this dissertation presents a more diverse picture. Analyzing the works of three 
key figures – Friedrich Klopstock, G.E. Lessing, and Kant himself – it suggests that 
aesthetics instead respond to a secular crisis of authority precipitated by the emergence 
of a bourgeois reading public coming into self-consciousness of its own autonomy. As 
theories about the essential relation between a subject and a shared sensible world, 
aesthetics are theories about a subject’s essential relation to community, in the absence 
of the external authority operative in religion, feudalism, and Leibnizean/ Wolffean 
rationalism.  
 This study claims that aesthetics are influenced by two models for a subjective 
relationship to community present in eighteenth-century Germany: Protestantism and 
Pietism. While Max Weber has suggested that, in substituting external authority for a 
subjective principle, Protestantism offers a model for secular community based on 
individual distinction, this study claims that German Pietism offers an alternative at 
odds with individualism: oriented instead towards an experience of spiritual 
community in the present. These two models inform two genealogies of aesthetics 
catalyzed by the emergence of print. Humanist aesthetics, such as those of Kant and 
late Lessing, reinforce the isolation of the print medium by emphasizing autonomous 
experience and privileging written media. By contrast, in the work of Friedrich 
Klopstock emerges a nationalist strain that, influenced by Pietism, is in tension with 
reading, emphasizing live performance and forms of print distribution binding 
individuals into more substantive contact. Analyzing Klopstock and Lessing’s poetry, 
plays, and political allegories, this study shows how these aesthetic practices actively 
seek to organize different forms of secular community around sensible presentations. 
This dissertation ultimately seeks both to uncover a genealogy of nationalist aesthetics 
obscured by humanist histories of aesthetics, and develop a methodology for 
understanding the role of aesthetic and medial practices in producing normative forms 
of secular community in the absence of absolute authority. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Aesthetic Experience as Sensus Communis 
When Immanuel Kant identifies aesthetic judgment as a form of sensus communis, he 
is not discarding the political and social dimension of the term.1 He is merely revising 
it. The claim that, on the contrary, Kant’s aesthetics abandon the “politisch-sozialen 
Inhalt” (24) of sensus communis is made by Hans-Georg Gadamer in Wahrheit und 
Methode. Gadamer begins his text by discussing Kant’s divergence from the humanist 
tradition of sensus communis, which includes thinkers such as Giambattista Vico, 
Francis Hutcheson, and Shaftesbury.2 In the humanist tradition, Gadamer claims, 
sensus communis connects individuals to the community; with reference to Vico, he 
suggests it is “nicht nur jene allgemeine Fähigkeit, die in allen Menschen ist, sondern 
er is zugleich der Sinn, der Gemeinsamkeit stiftet” (18). Not merely a universal sense, 
sensus communis is also a sense for the common, for “die konkrete Allgemeinheit, die 
die Gemeinsamkeit einer Gruppe… darstellte” (18).  
 Gadamer claims that in referring to aesthetic judgment as “eine Art von sensus 
communis” (5:293), Kant leaves this tradition. Kant’s aesthetic judgment does not 
connect individuals to what is common: to each other, to shared historical 
                                                
1 See sections 20-22, 44 of the Kritik der Urteilskraft, in Immanuel Kant, Gesammelte 
Schriften, vol. 5, ed. the Königlich-preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 
(Berlin: de Gruyter, 1910-), 238-240; 293-296. Unless otherwise noted, all citations of 
Kant’s work are hereafter taken from Gesammelte Schriften and offered 
parenthetically, with the volume preceding the colon and the page number following 
it. 
2 See Hans-Georg Gadamer, Wahrheit und Methode: Grundzüge einer 
philosophischen Hermeneutik [1960], 3rd ed. (Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1972), 16-27. 
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circumstances, for example. Rather, for Kant it is the judgment itself that becomes 
common, in the sense of universal. When Kant claims that a judgment of beauty has 
“exemplarische Gültigkeit” (5:239), he is referring to this universality; what it 
exemplifies is the universal faculties of the transcendental subject.3 For Gadamer, it is 
only in this manner, and as a disinterested judgment abstracted from personal desire, 
that aesthetic judgment remains a sensus communis in Kant’s work, characterizing the 
loss of the political and social dimension of the term in eighteenth-century Germany 
more generally.4 
If Gadamer begins Wahrheit und Methode with a discussion of Kant’s aesthetic 
break with the social dimension of sensus communis, it is because it is this break his 
own theory seeks to correct. Influenced by Martin Heidegger’s phenomenological 
approach to the artwork, Gadamer’s work attempts to reground the subject in historical 
circumstances exceeding it. On the one hand, this attempt is undertaken as a specific 
intervention in Wilhelm Dilthey’s neokantian hermeneutics, seeking to resituate 
                                                
3 Such a judgment is itself only universalizable in a subjective sense. As Kant puts it, 
“er sagt nicht, daß jedermann mit unserem Urteil übereinstimmen werde, sondern 
damit zusammenstimmen solle” (5:239). See also John Hicks’s discussion of the 
difference between actual and virtual assent in Kant’s notion of sensus communis, 
“Sensus Communis: On the Possibility of Dissent in Kant’s ‘Universal Assent,” 
Diacritics 40, no. 4 (2012): 106-129. 
4 See Gadamer, Wahrheit, 24. Gadamer summarizes Kant’s reduction of sensus 
communis to aesthetic judgment: “Wenn Kant dergestalt den Geschmack den wahren 
‘Gemeinsinn’ nennt so zieht er die große moralisch-politische Tradition des Begriffs 
des Gemeinsinns, die wir oben darstellten, nicht mehr in Betracht. Es sind vielmehr 
zwei Momente, die sich in diesem Begriff für ihn vereinen: erstens die Allgemeinheit, 
die dem Geschmack insofern zukommt, als er die Wirkung aus dem freien Spiel aller 
unserer Erkenntniskräfte ist und nicht auf einen spezifischen Bereich eingeschränkt ist 
wie ein äußerer Sinn, zweitens aber enthält der Geschmack insofern 
Gemeinschaftlichkeit, als er nach Kant von allen subjektiven Privatbedingungen, wie 
sie Reiz und Rührung darstellen, abstrahiert” (40). 
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humanistic knowledge in history.5 On the other hand – and this is emphasized further 
in Gadamer’s extended treatment of the artwork in isolation, Die Aktualität des 
Schönen – it is part of a broader attempt to locate the subject within a shared tradition 
offered to him by art.6 
But is Kant’s theory of aesthetic judgment – claiming that the subject’s 
essential relation to sensible form is an autonomous one, occasioning the free play of 
the faculties – not itself a political and social claim? Put differently, in revising the 
notion of sensus communis as aesthetic judgment, is Kant not claiming that this 
subject is autonomous from their historical circumstances, from tradition, a claim that 
is perhaps at odds with the phenomenological need for unification evoked by this 
autonomy, but no less political and social? Such a connection is explored by Hannah 
Arendt, who sees in Kant’s Kritik der Urteilskraft a political philosophy rooted in a 
free relation to a common space of appearances.7 As has been noted by several 
scholars, Arendt’s reading of Kant’s aesthetics is, to be sure, itself a departure from 
Kant.8 Reflecting the Heideggerean heritage she shares with Gadamer, Arendt 
                                                
5 See Gadamer’s discussion of Dilthey in Gadamer, Wahrheit, 205-228 
6 See Gadamer’s discussion of tradition and prejudice in Gadamer, 250-274. See also 
Gadamer’s extended discussion of the artwork in Die Aktualität des Schönen: Kunst 
als Spiel, Symbol, und Fest (Stuttgart: Reclam, 1977).  
7 See Hannah Arendt, Lectures on Kant’s Political Philosophy (Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, 1992). 
8 See David Marshall, “The Origin and Character of Hannah Arendt’s Theory of 
Judgment,” Political Theory 38, no. 3 (2010): 367-393; as well as Patchen Markell, 
“Arendt, Aesthetics, and “The Crisis in Culture” in The Aesthetic Turn in Political 
Thought, ed. Niolas Kompridis (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2014), 61-88, 
who writes, “Arendt's most obvious departure from Kant is that judgment is never 
universally valid but only among those others in whose place the judging person has 
put himself for his consideration” (84); and Ronald Beiner, “Hannah Arendt on 
Judging,” in Hannah Arendt, Lectures on Kant’s Political Philosophy (Chicago, 
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emphasizes that what is common in judgment is the sensible appearance perceived by 
a group of spectators, not the universality of the faculties, or what Patchen Markell 
refers to as the difference between the “common situation” and the “common 
experience” (86). Nonetheless, in theorizing that the subject’s relation to the sensible 
environment, however unspecified, is characterized by autonomy, Kant is making a 
political and social claim: concerning that subject’s relation to an environment shared 
by others. And more, the claim implies an essential politics: it is not a relation 
structured by external conditions or objects, but rooted in a universal account of the 
subject’s experience.  
This study suggests that in positing an essential relation between a subject and 
a sensible environment shared by others, theories of aesthetic experience after 
Leibnizian/Wolffean rationalism (theories, that is, not based on an automatic response 
to an externally-represented absolute, but on an account of the subject’s experience of 
the sensible) are also social and political theories, theories about a sensus communis. 
In positing an essential relation to a shared world, they posit an essential politics. Thus 
for Kant, this relation is characterized by individual autonomy, for Gadamer, it is 
defined by situatedness in history and tradition. As with all essentialist or normative 
claims, the problem they present is deviance – deviance that in the case of aesthetic 
experience is also social deviance. They either omit or explicitly condemn alternatives. 
                                                                                                                                       
University of Chicago Press, 1992), 89- 156, who in his essay accompanying Arendt’s 
lectures emphasizes “appealing to the judgment of one’s fellow’s is, in the account 
Kant gives of it, a purely formal appeal, having nothing at all to do with any 
substantive relations of community (hence he speaks of judgment being exercised a 
priori)” (135). 
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For Kant, one of the names given to deviance from the autonomy of aesthetic 
experience is fanaticism (Schwärmerei): a mistaken belief that one has experienced a 
supersensible spirit (Geist).9  
 The problem of deviance in normative claims about aesthetic experience 
extends to histories of aesthetics. Both materialist and intellectual-historical accounts 
of the emergence of aesthetics, as the theory of noncognitive or sensible experience 
distinct from the rationalist aesthetics of cognizable perfection that preceded them, 
frequently associate this emergence with Kant’s account of aesthetic autonomy.10 This 
is undoubtedly owing to the popularization of aesthetic autonomy in late eighteenth-
century Germany, influencing Moritz, Goethe, Schiller, and German romanticism 
more generally. What these histories risk, however, is reinforcing Kantian norms 
themselves, excluding alternative aesthetic theories or responses from a homogenous 
version of modern society or treating them as relics of a bygone religious era. 
 This study offers a different approach to the emergence of aesthetics in 
eighteenth-century Germany, rejecting normativity and seeking to better account for 
the diversity of aesthetic phenomena. It suggests that aesthetic theories, as theories 
about the relation between a subject and a sensible world shared by others, are 
informed by both the normative notions circulating within a culture about what a 
                                                
9 See chapter five of this dissertation. 
10 See, for example, Jürgen Habermas, Der philosophische Diskurs der Moderne: 
Zwölf Vorlesungen (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1985), 9-64; Peter Bürger, Theorie der 
Avantgarde (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1974), 49-75; Martha Woodmansee, The 
Author, Art, and The Market: Rereading the History of Aesthetics (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1994); Dorothea von Mücke, The Practices of the 
Enlightenment: Aesthetics, Authorship, and the Public (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2015). 
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subject’s relation to the world and others should be, and the practices dictating what 
they are. These notions and practices, I propose, are universalized in theories of 
aesthetic experience, and in turn influence aesthetic practices – reinforcing themselves 
in a feedback loop.  
In particular, this study suggests that aesthetics themselves emerge as a result 
of a particular set of practices and notions of community in the mid-eighteenth 
century. Specifically, they respond to a secular crisis of authority: namely, how to 
conceptualize, and actively organize community in the absence of the absolute 
external authority represented by the church and feudal monarch. Though as I will 
demonstrate, this crisis of authority has its roots in notions of community within the 
Protestant tradition, it is precipitated around 1750 by the widespread proliferation of a 
particular practice: the organization of individuals in autonomous bourgeois print 
publics. Aesthetics respond to the crisis of secular authority among a bourgeois public 
becoming self-conscious of its autonomy through print by offering theories of the 
subject’s relation to the world and each other in authority’s absence, and practices that 
seek to structure this relation itself. And the content of the aesthetics of individual 
autonomy in particular reflect the way in which print organizes subjects in relation to 
each other and a common object of perception, as well as certain subjectivist notions 
of community within Protestantism. But they are not the only practices and notions 
informing the emergence of aesthetics at this moment. Nor is the aesthetics of 
individual autonomy the only form assumed by aesthetics themselves.    
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The German Leserevolution and the Crisis of Secular Community 
 Informed by research by Rolf Engelsing, historians – most extensively Erich 
Schön – have described a Leserevolution beginning in Germany around the same time 
as the emergence of aesthetics: in the middle of the eighteenth century.11 This reading 
revolution is characterized by a dramatic expansion of literacy and the book market 
and changes in both the practices and content of reading. Erich Schön notes that 
between 1770 and 1800, literacy in Germany rose from 15% to 25%.12 This drastic 
rise in literacy was accompanied by a change in how literature was consumed, namely, 
from the intensive, repeated reading of a few texts, to the extensive reading of multiple 
texts only once, and from reading aloud in groups to reading silently in isolation. Over 
the same time period, the book market itself grew exponentially. At the Buchmesse – 
the center of the German book trade, located in Frankfurt until 1764, then relocated to 
Leipzig – the total number of new volumes more than doubled between 1770 and 
1800: from 1144 to 2569.13 This increase in the number of newly printed books 
corresponded to a shift in their content. Latin ceded to the widespread printing of 
vernacular German texts, and religious to secular literature – above all, literary fiction 
such as poetry and novels: among the same sample taken from the Buchmesse, new 
religious literature dropped from 38.5% to 13.5% between 1740 to 1800, and literary 
                                                
11 See, for example, Reinhard Wittmann, Geschichte des deutschen Buchhandels 
(Munich: C.H. Beck, 1991), 143-199 and Erich Schön, Verlust der Sinnlichkeit oder 
Die Verwandlungen des Lesers: Mentalitätswandel um 1800 (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 
1987), 23-176. 
12 Qtd. in Schön, 45. 
13 Ibid., 44. 
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fiction rose from 5.8% to 21.4% over the same period.14 In the later half of the 
eighteenth century, a bourgeois reading public arose in Germany: reading, in isolation, 
predominantly secular literature written in vernacular German.  
Both Jürgen Habermas and Benedict Anderson have stressed the centrality of 
the emergence of this reading public in the bourgeoisie’s coming into self-
consciousness as a group independent from religious and feudal authority. For 
Habermas in Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit, the constitution of a critical public 
sphere is central to development of Enlightenment culture in Germany.15 While the 
material conditions enabling a culture distinct from religious feudalism include 
phenomena such as individuals assembling independently in salons, Habermas is clear 
that this autonomous public was “von Anbeginn ein Lesepublikum” (81).  It is this 
reading public that supplants, for Habermas, the “repräsentative Öffentlichkeit” (60) 
that preceded it, associated with the feudal lord “als die Verkörperung einer wie 
immer ‘höheren’ Gewalt” (6). The critical public sphere that emerged out of 
feudalism’s “representative publicness” is for Habermas a humanist one: associated 
with ideals such as the universality and autonomy of reason, defined in opposition to 
the representative authority of religious and feudal society.16 
 For Benedict Anderson, the emergence of vernacular reading publics such as in 
Germany in the second half of the eighteenth century is likewise the condition of 
possibility of collective bourgeois self-consciousness, albeit of a different kind: the 
                                                
14 Ibid. 
15 See Jürgen Habermas, Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit: Untersuchungen zu einer 
Kategorie der bürgerlichen Gesellschaft [1962], 2nd ed.  (Frankfurt a.M.:Suhrkamp, 
1990). 
16 Ibid., 161-224. 
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“imagined community” (6) of the nation.17 Enabled by reading publics, this 
community is one defined in opposition to lived experience, a form of imaginary 
affiliation in which members identify with others they will likely never meet.18 As 
with Habermas’s humanist critical public, the nationalist bourgeois reading public 
imagines itself as sovereign, defined in opposition to the “divinely-ordained, 
hierarchical dynastic realm” (7) of the church and feudal monarch. And like 
humanism, it is also imagined as a community, a “deep, horizontal comradeship” (7). 
Yet unlike a humanist public, with its notion of a universal horizontal affiliation with a 
common humanity, the nation, Anderson insists, is inherently limited, possessing 
“finite, it elastic, boundaries, beyond which lie other nations” (7).  
 The sovereignty of the bourgeois reading public from the representative 
authority of the monarch is reflected in the sovereignty of the notions of affiliation 
they enable. This study claims that the emergence of this reading public likewise 
enables the development of aesthetics, as the thinking of sensible or noncognitive 
experience defined in opposition to the Rationalist aesthetics of cognizable external 
perfection, occurring over the same period in Germany. The rejection of the notion of 
a cognizable object of perfection for an aesthetics based on subjective experience 
separate from object-cognition is analogous to the rejection of the “repräsentative 
Öffentlichkeit” of the divinely-ordained monarch for Habermas and Anderson. As 
theories about the subject’s relation to a shared sensible world in the absence of such 
authority – on the grounds of their subjective experience alone – aesthetics are theories 
                                                
17 See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and 
Spread of Nationalism [1983], rev. ed. (New York: Verso, 2006).  
18 Ibid., 6. 
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about secular forms of community in the absence of absolute authority. They are 
theories about communities grounded in experience. By “community” I mean any 
form of affiliation between individuals.19 And by “experience,” I mean the mode in 
which a subject relates to objects or representations.20  Aesthetics are theories about 
individuals affiliated by a shared relation to a sensible world of objects or 
representations.  
Like Habermas and Anderson, this study proposes that the autonomy of 
aesthetics from rationalism’s notion of substantial perfection is informed by the 
emergence of an autonomous print public. But more, the particular structure of that 
practice – how it organizes individuals in relation to each other and a common object 
or representation – influences the content of aesthetic theory. Humanist aesthetics, 
offered paradigmatically by Kant in the Kritik der Urteilskraft, correspond to the 
isolation of individuals from each other and the world of cognizable objects, as well as 
                                                
19 Anderson defines community in relation to nationalism as a “deep, horizontal 
comradeship” (6). The definition I offer here is deliberately broader. It does not 
necessarily imply hierarchy or its absence, identity or nonidentity, nor direct contact or 
relation. Instead, it merely implies affiliation, by means of institutions (such as the 
state or religion) or practices (such as reading a particular work, or viewing a play, 
etc.). 
20 The post-Kantian discourse of experience is a contested one. A central debate 
concerns whether experience is limited to the subject alone (Dilthey’s Erlebnis, a 
neokantian position) or assumes a relation with its context, as Gadamer claims in his 
own, phenomenologically inflected intervention in Wilhelm Dilthey’s neokantian 
hermeneutics. The definition offered above is meant to encompass both neokantian 
and speculative definitions of experience. See Gadamer, Wahrheit, 52-66, 329-243. 
See also Walter Benjamin’s distinction between Erfahrung and Erlebnis in Benjamin, 
“Über einige Motive bei Baudelaire,” in Gesammelte Schriften, vol.I/2, ed. Rolf 
Tiedermann and Hermann Schweppenhäuser (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1974), 605-
650.  
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the emphasis on imaginative response over immersion in a shared context, implied by 
the medium of reading.21  
But the aesthetics of individual autonomy are not the only theory and practice 
that emerges at this moment. Rather, this study demonstrates the development of a 
collectivist aesthetics that, while also emphasizing the experience of the subject, is 
premised not only on a common experience, but the experience of something common. 
It argues that this collectivist aesthetics is informed by a different notion and practice 
of experiential community: one originating in German Pietism. This form of 
community will likewise become grounded in experience alone in the encounter with 
print publics and no longer strictly associated with a particular religious institution. 
Yet premised on the boundedness of an experience of something shared in the present, 
rather than the universality of an experience available to anyone, this community will 
be imagined as nationalist in the encounter with print: a likewise limited form of 
community distinguishing the group presently sharing the experience from others. 
This mode of community is in tension with the individual autonomy characterizing the 
isolation of reading and imaginary form of the nation, reliant on the presence of others 
confirming its status as shared experience. 
This study shows that these nationalist and humanist aesthetics are informed by 
two different religious models for the subject’s relation to community in the absence 
                                                
21 The isolation implied by emergence of print publics is explored by Walter Benjamin 
in his comparison of oral storytelling and the newspaper and novel in Benjamin, “Der 
Erzähler. Betrachtungen zum Werk Nikolai Lesskows,” in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 
II/2, ed. Rolf Tiedermann and Hermann Schweppenhäuser (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 
1977), 438-465.  
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of absolute authority present in eighteenth-century Germany: Pietism and Lutheranism 
respectively. These religious models of community offer models for sovereign secular 
community because in different ways they already propose forms of social affiliation 
autonomous from the substantial appearance of absolute authority: that is, grounded in 
subjective experience. 
 
Pietist Communities of Experience 
In Gadamer’s narrative concerning the intellectualization of the notion of sensus 
communis in eighteenth-century Germany, above all in Kant’s aesthetics, whereby it 
no longer becomes a sense relating individuals to something common, but simply a 
universal sense, he notes “Doch gibt es eine bezeichnende Ausnahme: den Pietismus” 
(24). Referencing the eighteenth-century Swabian Pietist Friedrich Christoph 
Oetinger, he claims that Pietism reacts to the intellectualization of sensus communis by 
emphasizing “Herz” over reason. A mode of sensus communis, Herz does not make 
individuals receptive to universal or rational truths, but “‘sinnliche’ Wahrheiten” (26) 
connecting them to their shared contexts. While Gadamer notes that other Pietist 
theologians emphasized this sense for a common sensible world, he dismisses their 
impact for later German thought, concluding by noting the general “ inhaltliche 
Entleerung und Intellektuierung” (27) of sensus communis by the German 
Enlightenment. 
 By contrast, in her recent book, The Practices of the Enlightenment, Dorothea 
von Mücke assembles some under-examined influences on secular eighteenth-century 
German culture – among them Pietism – and interprets all of them as precursors to 
13 
 
Kantian aesthetics and the autonomous subject.22 For her, radical Pietism’s “atomistic 
individualism” (103) and meditational practices predict Kant’s account of aesthetic 
experience. In claiming that Pietism “prepared the ground for the promotion of 
“disinterested interest” as the key to Enlightenment aesthetics” (6), von Mücke 
chooses Johann Arndt’s 1605 devotional guide, Vom wahren Christentum, as her 
paradigmatic example of German Pietism. In opposition to Gadamer’s account of 
Oetinger, von Mücke claims with reference to Arndt’s text that “the kind of aesthetic 
experience for which I claim Pietist meditational practices laid the groundwork must 
be in principal universally accessible, as it is also not at all engaged with the actual 
existence of a particular object, but much more engaged with the self-reflexive 
dimension of a perceptual practice” (11). Arndt’s text promotes, for von Mücke, a 
sensus communis based on the autonomy of the individual from a shared historical 
world, anticipating what for Gadamer is Kant’s departure from the phenomenological 
engagement implied by the notion before him.  
 Von Mücke’s choice of Arndt as representative of Pietism is a strange one. 
While as a form of religious life rooted in individual experience, Pietism is notoriously 
heterodox, spawning a variety of sects and variations, Arndt’s text appeared seventy 
years before the work universally recognized as announcing its common beginnings: 
Philip Jakob Spener’s 1675 Pia Desideria. While Arndt’s work was an influence on 
Spener, (the first printing of Pia Desideria in 1675 appeared as the introduction to a 
reprint of Vom wahren Christentum), what Spener offers in Pia Desideria is radically 
different from Arndt, with the entirety of the Thirty Years’ War intervening between 
                                                
22 See von Mücke, The Practices of the Enlightenment. 
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the two texts. It is to the scholarly ossification of Orthodox Lutheranism during this 
period that Spener’s text responds. When von Mücke indirectly refers to Spener’s text, 
it is interpreted as a program of reform within Protestantism.23 And its immediate 
social consequences – the Pietist “conventicles,” or lay spiritual communities that 
emerged independent from the institutional church – are viewed by her as a “model for 
a public sphere that was to be fully fleshed out in Kant’s “What is Enlightenment?” 
(1784)” (87).  
In chapter one I contest von Mücke’s attempt to read German Pietism into a 
homogenous narrative of Enlightenment culminating in the Kantian subject, aesthetics, 
and a critical humanist public, by returning to Spener’s text and the communities it 
spawned themselves. Specifically, I read them in light of Max Weber’s thesis 
concerning the Protestant subject and capitalist modernity, to claim that Pietism offers 
secular eighteenth-century Germany an alternative model for the relation between 
subject and community to the individualistic model offered by Protestantism more 
generally. The Protestant subject is, for Weber a model for secular community insofar 
as it is one already divorced from the substantial appearance of authority, its faith 
instead rooted in individual experience. For Weber’s “ascetic forms of Protestantism” 
– Calvinism, Methodism, Baptism, and Pietism – justification through faith alone 
leads (above all in the Calvinist doctrine of predestination) to an individualistic 
relationship to society, in which individuals seek distinction as a means of securing 
salvation in the next life. By contrast, with reference to Spener’s Pia Desideria, this 
study demonstrates that while Pietism offers a model for community likewise rooted 
                                                
23 Ibid., 85-88. 
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in subjective experience instead of institutional representation, this mode of 
experience is radically different. It is not individual experience premised on faith in 
individual salvation in the next life, but an affective experience of spirit, shared and 
confirmed by others, in the sensible world: not individual eschatology, but spiritualist 
chiliasm. Like the Protestant subject, the Pietist subject is one whose relation to 
community is grounded in individual experience as opposed to substantially-appearing 
authority, and in this regard offers a model, as von Mücke and others claim, for 
secular German communities and aesthetics emerging in the eighteenth century. 24  I 
show, however, that these are not premised on the atomistic individualism 
characterizing Weber’s Protestant subject, Kantian humanism or the critical publics of 
the Enlightenment. Rather, the model for a community grounded in experience is 
communalist, a group unified in a common spiritual experience (above all that of 
rebirth). It is the presence of these individuals to each other in the conventicle 
community that confirms their experience’s exceptional status, independent from the 
institutional authority of the church. These are the autonomous communities that came 
into being in Saxony in the 1690s, following the publication of Spener’s Pia Desideria 
fifteen years earlier. 
 
 
                                                
24 The claim that Pietism, in emphasizing individual experience over textual meaning, 
anticipates Kantian aesthetics is made by F. Corey Roberts as well. As with my 
critique of von Mücke, I would claim this is only true insofar as it involves a relation 
based on subjective experience. The mode of experience it offers differs decisively 
from Kant. See Roberts, “German Pietism and the Genesis of Literary Aesthetics: The 
Discourse of Erfahrung in the 1700s,” DVjs 78, no. 2 (2004): 200-228. 
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Nationalist and Humanist Aesthetics in Eighteenth-Century Germany 
The remainder of the dissertation demonstrates that the theories and practices of 
community based on subjective experience offered by Protestantism and Pietism in 
turn inform divergent aesthetic theories and practices that seek to conceive and 
actively organize secular communities beginning in the 1750s. Focusing on the works 
of three key figures, Friedrich Klopstock, G.E. Lessing, and Immanuel Kant, it shows 
that their aesthetics are unified in a common rejection of the rationalist aesthetics of 
perfection for one favoring subjective response. The catalyst for these experiments in 
community grounded in experience, it proposes, is the proliferation of bourgeois print 
publics during the same period. Accordingly, all three of these thinkers turn to favor 
literary media – poetry, drama – over static media such as painting and sculpture. The 
transparency and simultaneity of painting and sculpture make them suited to the 
representation of an object, associated with a rationalist paradigm privileging this 
object over the subject. By contrast, within a paradigm of subjective experience 
enabled by print, the nontransparency and successive character of language becomes 
an asset, shifting the emphasis towards the subject’s response. For humanists such as 
Lessing and Kant, this nontransparency is favored as a means of enabling an 
autonomous or semi-autonomous affective and imaginative response on the part of the 
spectator. By contrast, for Klopstock, rooted in a Pietist model of shared spiritual 
experience, the nontransparency and sequential character of poetry allows for a 
collective immersion in its sequence, as the audience anticipates a meaning to come. 
This emphasis on a common experience of the poem’s sequence, rather than a common 
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autonomous imaginative experience, is a reason Klopstock favors the medium of live 
poetry, where this sequence is controlled homogenously for the entire audience by an 
external source. Enabled as a subjectivist and nationalist aesthetics by Klopstock’s 
exposure to print publics, Klopstock’s aesthetics are at odds with reading. 
 Chapter two demonstrates how, influenced by the primacy of spiritual 
experience in Pietism, Klopstock will in the 1750s reject a rationalist aesthetics based 
on the representation of perfection in favor of this shared experience of poetic 
sequentiality – understood as a shared experience of spirit. In readings of two of his 
odes from the 1750s, “Die künftige Geliebte” and “An Fanny,” it shows how his 
poetry itself eschews referentiality and allegory to emphasize the nonsemiotic 
dimension of metric-rhythmic movement. It is this dimension of the poem – neither 
signifier nor signified, material or meaning, but implicated in both – that is central to 
poetry’s communal immersive effect for Klopstock, confounding binaries of subject 
and object. Substituting this experience for authoritative representation becomes the 
legitimizing ground for Klopstock envisioning a community unified in the secular 
experience of spiritual poetry, autonomous from religion and its institutionalized 
representations. This community, however, is ideally organized around the medium of 
live poetry, for two reasons. First, in live poetry, the deployment of poetic form over 
time, controlled by an external source, unfolds homogenously for the entire audience, 
ideally unifying them in its common progression. Secondly, Klopstock’s substitution 
of the traditional authority of the institutionalized church for spiritualized poetic 
experience creates a problem of legitimation for his newfound community. The 
authority of this experience becomes charismatic, in Max Weber’s sense of the term: 
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grounded in the exceptional action of an individual (the poet), whose exceptional 
status is acknowledged by a group of followers. The presence of others in the live 
setting reacting to the poet therefore confirm the poem’s authoritative status as an 
embodiment of a common spirit. 
Chapter three shows how it is Klopstock’s exposure to a bourgeois print public 
while writing for the Nordische Aufseher from 1758-1760, a moral weekly published 
anonymously and addressed to a wide bourgeois audience, that leads him to imagine 
his community unified in spirit as a national one. It is because of Klopstock’s limited 
notion of community, dividing a group unified in spirit from others, that he envisions 
this public as a national, rather than a universal humanist one. Yet the imagined 
character of this national community presents a problem for Klopstock: a tension 
inherent to charismatic forms of nationalism more generally. The charismatic ground 
of Klopstock’s community is dependent on the presence of followers confirming the 
exceptional power of the poet to each other. Yet these followers, and the poet itself, 
are absent to each other in the medium of reading. Along with recommending the 
declamation of his poems, Klopstock’s attempt at resolving this tension is the 1774 
Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik. As an allegory for a German culture nation unified in 
language and led by the charismatic poet, the text mythologizes its own bourgeois 
public as a charismatic national community. Yet most interestingly, Klopstock 
reconfigures the channels through which he distributes the text in an attempt to convey 
the socially-acknowledged power necessary to charismatic authority through print: via 
a subscription service linking him directly to his subscribers, whose names he printed 
in the distributed text.  
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 Chapter four argues that with his 1756 bürgerliches Trauerspiel, Miss Sara 
Sampson, G.E. Lessing departs from the rationalist aesthetics of perfection by 
introducing an aesthetic principle: a form of presentation divorced from clear 
signification or objectrepresentation. From then on, it claims, Lessing understands this 
principle as a means of training a fundamentally rationalist audience, who naturally 
desires authoritative representations of the good, in more egalitarian social relations 
befitting of the bourgeois public emerging in his time. Lessing envisions his artistic 
work as an apparatus, deploying aesthetics to make a rationalist audience more 
humanist. While in Miss Sara Sampson, the aesthetic principle central to Lessing’s 
artistic practice seeks to make a rationalist audience compassionate towards equal 
others, ten years later it will be associated with an even more radical rejection of 
rationalist authority in Lessing’s media theory, Laokoon. There, it no longer serves to 
modulate a rationalist subject towards compassion, but enable imaginative semi-
autonomy associated with the medium of writing.  
 Chapter five shows how Kant’s aesthetics develop alongside an attempt to 
recuperate a sensible relation to supersensible spirit (Geist) – understood as a capacity 
for free purposiveness in nature known to belong to humans alone– without lapsing 
into an external experience of it. Kant calls this delusional belief in an experience of 
an external spirit fanaticism (Schwärmerei), a term which likewise names his rejection 
of the rationalist aesthetics of perfection. Reading his theory of genius and poetic 
production and reception in the Kritik der Urteilskraft, the chapter suggests that Kant 
understands both artistic production and reception as manifestations of free human 
Geist, but that governed by the prohibition against fanaticism, the Geist of the work 
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and the Geist of the observer must exist independent of one another. Drawing from 
Kant’s own comments privileging the medium of poetry, it ultimately claims that 
Kant’s description, understood as the transcendental a priori of aesthetic judgment, in 
fact most closely resembles the experience of written poetry. It concludes by 
suggesting a provocative relation between Kant’s description of autonomy and the 
structure of reading – a relation suggested by Kant himself in his manifesto for a free 
bourgeois reading public, “Was ist Aufklärung?” 
 Ultimately this study seeks to overcome the normative humanism reflected in 
historical accounts of aesthetics privileging autonomous individual experience. On the 
one hand, this humanism overlooks a genealogy of phenomenologically engaged, 
collectivist aesthetics emerging in the encounter between German Pietism and print, 
associated with nationalism and in tension with reading. On the other hand, like any 
universal norm, aesthetic humanism reinforces judgments levied against communities 
based on an absolute standard, such as Kant’s accusation of fanaticism. Rather than 
assuming a normative account of aesthetic experience, this study instead attempts to 
understand the role of aesthetic and medial practices in producing these norms 
themselves, by organizing subjects differently in relation to each other and common 
objects of perception. In doing so, it suggests a methodology accounting for the role of 
aesthetic practices in structuring normative communities, within a secular culture 
defined by the absence of the absolute. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
Pietism and Protestantism: Two Models for Secular Community  
in Eighteenth-Century Germany 
 
 
In Der Ursprung des deutschen Trauerspiels (1925), Walter Benjamin identifies 
allegory as the semiotic form characteristic of Lutheranism during the Thirty Years’ 
War (1618-1648).25 Unlike the symbol later favored by Goethe and the Romantics, 
which involves “eine unzertrennliche Verbundenheit von Form und Inhalt” (336), 
allegory is “eine bloße Weise der Bezeichnung” (339). Benjamin explains that while 
the symbol unifies material sign and transcendental meaning so each are mutually 
present, the allegorical sign refers to a transcendental meaning it does not present 
itself. If the symbol fuses worldly sign and transcendent meaning, allegory marks their 
split. 
 Benjamin offers a dialectical account of the prevalence of allegory in the 
works of Baroque German poets such as Martin Opitz, Andreas Gryphius, and Daniel 
Caspar von Lohenstein. Historically, allegory is the Baroque semiotic form par 
excellence owing to the ravages of the Thirty Years’ War, whose senseless suffering 
demanded justification – to be interpreted, that is, as signifying some transcendental 
sense. Theologically, allegory has a basis in Lutheranism. Central here is Martin 
Luther’s decisive break with Catholicism in the doctrine of sola fide – justification not 
                                                
25 See Walter Benjamin, Der Ursprung des deutschen Trauerspiels, in Gesammelte 
Schriften, Vol.I/i., ed. Rolf Tiedemann and Hermann Schweppenhäuser (Frankfurt 
a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1974), 203-430. 
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through good works and faith, but faith alone – stated in article IV of the Augsburg 
Confessions.26 Benjamin emphasizes the social consequence of sola fide: 
Der rigorosen Sittlichkeit der bürgerlichen Lebensführung, die es Lehrte, 
stand seine Abkehr von den ‘guten Werken’ gegenüber. Indem es die 
besondere, geistliche Wunderwirkung diesen absprach, die Seele auf die 
Gnade des Glaubens verwies und weltlich-staatlichen Bereich zur Probestatt 
eines religiös nur mittelbaren, zum Ausweis bürgerlicher Tugenden 
bestimmten Lebens machte, hat es im Volke zwar den strengen 
Pflichtgehorsam angesiedelt, in seinem Großen aber den Trübsinn. (317) 
 
Whereas Catholicism grants earthly actions a spiritual weight adjudicated through the 
institutional church, Lutheranism rejects the sacred significance of works entirely.27 
Sola fide thus announces a fundamentally allegorical worldview. If in Catholicism, 
earthly action has spiritual significance analogous to the symbol, in Lutheranism, these 
actions are severed from spirit, signifying it only indirectly. This difference is 
articulated in the treatment of the Eucharist in Catholicism and Protestantism more 
generally, a point emphasized by Jacob Taubes.28 While Catholicism understands the 
Eucharist according to a doctrine of transubstantiation, in which the bread and wine 
actually are the body and blood of Christ, Lutheranism revises the belief as 
consubstantiation, in which the bread and wine are simultaneously body and blood. 
                                                
26 See AC, Ger. 4, in BC, 38-40. 
27 True of Luther’s initial break with Catholicism over the issue of indulgences, this 
logic finds its place as well in the treatment of confession in article XI of the Augsburg 
Confessions, in which confession is retained, but the enumeration of sins no longer 
required, transforming confession from an economy of sin and penance into a simple 
declaration of faith and forgiveness. See AC, Ger. 11, in BC, 44. 
28 Writes Taubes: “Die mittelalterliche Kirche ist charismatisches Christentum. Die 
Mitte der mittelalterlichen, christlichen Religion ist die Messe, in der sich Himmel und 
Erde vereinigen” (88). The transubstantiated Eucharist central to the Catholic mass is 
emblematic of this unity of “Himmel und Erde.” Jürgen Habermas also emphasizes the 
importance of the transformation of this understanding of the Eucharist with 
Lutheranism. See Habermas, Der Philosophische Diskurs, 28. 
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And such a revised understanding of the Eucharist marks a step towards its 
allegorization: the understanding of the bread and wine as merely signifying the body 
and blood in the Reformed and Baptist churches following the theology of Huldrych 
Zwingli.29 As semiotic form, allegory characterizes a Protestant world abandoned by 
transcendental authority.  
 Benjamin’s Ursprung explores how this worldview creates melancholy 
(Trübsinn) in the figure of the sovereign represented by the Baroque poets, whose 
actions are considered inconsequential qua a history severed from the transcendent. 
But in the passage cited above, he mentions another effect of sola fide, not among the 
“Großen” discussed in his book, but “im Volke”: that it instills a strict sense of 
obedience (Pflichtgehorsam). The comment is likely a reference to Max Weber’s Die 
protestantische Ethik und der ‘Geist’ des Kapitalismus, published in 1905, which in 
contradistinction to Benjamin’s study, is explicitly concerned with the obedience to 
duty instilled in the people by the Protestant worldview.30  
Weber’s study rests on an apparent paradox: why is it that, with the retreat of 
transcendental authority from the world with Protestantism (and particularly its 
“ascetic” branches: Methodism, Baptism, Pietism, and Calvinism), individual moral 
obedience is not weakened, but rather strengthened and extended to secular life as 
well? Central to Weber’s explanation is the concept of the calling  (Beruf), suggesting 
                                                
29 For a lucid description of these differences, see Sophie Read, Eucharist and the 
Poetic Imagination in Early Modern England (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2013), 14-
19. 
30 See Max Weber, Die protestantische Ethik und der ‘Geist’ des Kapitalismus, in 
Gesamtausgabe, vol. I/18, ed. Wolfgang Schluchter und Ursula Bube (Tübingen: 
J.C.B. Mohr, 1984): 123-492. 
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“die einer von Gott gestellten Aufgabe” (Die protestantische 209), but also worldly 
occupation (in the sense of ‘vocation’) and a certain notion of interpellation (being 
called by something/someone – the verb rufen). Weber understands the logic of the 
calling as culminating in the ascetic branches of Protestantism, particularly in the 
Calvinist doctrine of predestination, according to which certain individuals are elected 
for salvation, yet without knowing it. For Calvinists, a life separated from spiritualized 
action results in an attempt, Weber suggests, to prove one’s salvation indirectly, 
through obedience extended to all spheres of action, secular institutions 
notwithstanding. But he is also clear that the calling originates with Luther: What is 
“unbedingt neu” (226) about Luther’s conception of the calling is “die Schätzung der 
Pflichterfüllung innerhalb der weltlichen Berufe als des höchsten Inhaltes, den die 
sittliche Selbstbetätigung überhaupt annehmen könne” (226) – a fact that Weber is 
clear develops from “die Durchführung des ‘sola-fide’- Gendankens in seinen 
Konsequenzen” (228).  The absence of specific transcendental symbols turns all 
actions into potential references – allegories – to the absolute: one’s salvation not on 
earth, but in the next life. 
 For Weber’s Protestant subject, the absence of transcendental symbol is a 
prerequisite for a fundamentally passive acceptance of secular, “bureaucratic-
rationalist” power and society. If the Protestant subject is, for Weber, a model for the 
secular subject, it is because it has already traded a relationship with a transcendental 
object of authority for a subjective principle, an attempt to prove one’s salvation 
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through actions that can never be objectively deemed adequate.31 In the remainder of 
this chapter, I want to suggest that this is not the only model for a subjective relation 
to the world and others, based on individual experience rather than absolute external 
authority, within the German Protestant tradition. The alternative – that of German 
Pietism beginning with Philipp Jakob Spener (1635-1705) – prescribes a radically 
different relation between subject, world, and community than Weber’s Protestant 
subject.  
That German Pietism deviates from Weber’s characterization of the Protestant 
subject has been suggested by Richard Gawthrop and Carl Hinrichs.32 They argue that 
Weber mistakenly considers Pietism among the forms of Protestantism rooted in 
individual eschatology and a desire for personal salvation in the next life. Gawthrop 
suggests that Weber does not account for the collective, this-worldly eschatology of 
German Pietism – which for him only reinforces Weber’s logic of institutional 
obedience.33  And for Hinrichs, the emphasis on spiritual community in the present 
world in Pietism makes it more consistent with the spirit of socialism rather than 
                                                
31 The point is made by Jürgen Habermas: “Gegen den Glauben an die Autorität von 
Verkündigung und Überlieferung behauptet der Protestantismus die Herrschaft des auf 
seine Einsicht pochenden Subjektes: die Hostie gilt nur noch als Teig, die Reliquie nur 
noch als Knochen” (Der philosophische Diskurs, 27). 
32 See Carl Hinrichs, Preußentum und Pietismus: Der Pietismus in Brandenburg-
Preußen als religös-soziale Reformbewegung (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1971); Richard Gawthrop, “Lutheran Pietism and the Weber Thesis,” German Studies 
Review 12, no. 2 (1989): 237-247; Richard Gawthrop, Pietism and the Making of 
Eighteenth-Century Prussia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). 
33 Writes Gawthrop, “Weber’s fascination with predestination perhaps prevented him 
from seeing that eschatology can also provide a powerful motivation for inner-worldly 
asceticism” (“Lutheran Pietism,” 240). 
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capitalism.34 For both scholars, German Pietism’s divergence from the “Protestant 
ethic” accounts for its role in the emergence of Prussian state institutions starting with 
August Hermann Francke at the beginning of the eighteenth century.  
I suggest that Pietist subjectivity is not simply complicit, as these authors have 
argued, with obedience to secular institutional authority – not simply an intensification 
(Gawthrop) or collectivization (Hinrichs) of Weber’s Protestant subject. Gawthrop’s 
observation that Spener’s Pietism diverges from the other Protestant sects considered 
by Weber on the issue of collective, rather than individual eschatology, and Hinrich’s 
emphasis on German Pietism’s collectivist mode of social organization are important 
correctives to Weber’s reductive understanding of Pietism. But German Pietism, I 
propose, is a radical departure from the subjective relation to the world characterizing 
Weber’s Protestant subject. Rather than the individualistic pursuit of salvation in the 
next life, Pietism orients the subject towards an affective experience of spirit in the 
present. This relation informs not simply a passive or active acceptance of institutions, 
but egalitarian forms of spiritual community that, unified by affective experience, can 
attain legitimacy independent of institutional structures. In doing so, I will show that 
Pietism and the other ascetic branches of the Protestant tradition offer two distinct 
models for the relation between subject, world, and community in the absence of 
transcendental authority – models for a secular bourgeoisie defining itself against 
religious and feudal authority in eighteenth-century Germany. 
 
  
                                                
34 See Hinrichs, 13, 74. 
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Protestantism, the Subject and the Copernican Turn 
For Jacob Taubes, the Protestant worldview, in which “die Welt ist eine Erde ohne 
Himmel (88), is not limited to that religion alone; rather, it characterizes the 
Copernican universe.35 In the Ptolemaic system, there is a direct relation between the 
earthly realm and the divine archetype. Its characteristic signifying system is not 
allegory, but one in which earthly form and transcendent meaning are intrinsic to one 
another, the symbol: “Die ptolemäische Erde hat den Himmel über sich, und alles, was 
auf ihr geschieht, ist Abbild des Urbildes: Symbol” (88). This logic of semblance, 
rather than representation, in which language is but one sign among the sum total of 
earthly phenomena, linked to each other and the heavens according to imaginary 
similarity and analogy, is described in detail by Michel Foucault in his account of the 
medieval episteme in The Order of Things.36 Foucault doesn’t mention the Ptolemaic 
or Copernican systems explicitly, but his periodization – the medieval episteme ceding 
to a classical logic of representation by the end of the sixteenth century – corresponds 
with the advent of the Copernican age. Taubes’s characterization of the Catholic mass, 
                                                
35 This worldview does not begin, for Taubes, with Copernicus per se, but with the 
theology of Joachim of Fiore. See Taubes, 88. 
36 See Michel Foucault, The Order of Things (New York: Routledge, 2002), 18-50. 
Foucault writes of the medieval episteme: “There is no difference between marks and 
words in the sense that there is between observation and accepted authority, or 
between verifiable fact and tradition. The process is everywhere the same: that of the 
sign and its likeness, and this is why nature and the word can intertwine with one 
another to infinity, forming, for those who can read it, one vast single text” (Order 
38). For Foucault, in the medieval episteme, language is but one sign among others, 
linking heaven and earth in relations of similitude: “The relation of languages to the 
world is one of analogy rather than of signification; or rather, their value as signs and 
their duplicating function are superimposed; they speak the heaven and the earth of 
which they are the image” (41). 
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with its transubstantiated Eucharist, as “Die Mitte der mittelalterlichen, christlichen 
Religion… in der sich Himmel und Erde vereinigen” (88), can thus be understood as a 
reflecting a broader set of epistemological norms within the Ptolemaic system.  
Indeed, the idea that language should be privileged as a sign over worldly 
actions or objects such as the Eucharist is, in light of Foucault and Taubes’s critique, 
an anachronistic reading of the medieval episteme from the perspective of our own. 
And it is precisely this more modern-seeming logic of representation, allegory, and the 
word that characterizes for Taubes the Copernican universe and its paradigmatic 
religion, Lutheranism. In the Copernican universe, individual experience and worldly 
objects are severed from a connection to the “image of the archetype.” This event 
marks the demise of transcendental authority on earth, while simultaneously marking 
the birth of the free subject, whose actions are divorced from the transcendental: “Die 
Freiheit des Christenmenschen entbindet die Seele aus ihren Fesseln und begleitet die 
Geburt des Ichs” (110).37 In Lutheranism, this subject’s relation to the divine is now 
mediated solely through representation and the word – namely, scripture: “So bezieht 
sich im Luthertum aller Glauben auf das Wort der Schrift, das allein den Willen Gottes 
vermittelt. Das Wort ist das Sakrament der lutherischen Kirche, durch welches die 
                                                
37 Jürgen Habermas and Michel Foucault have made related claims concerning the 
emergence of the subject. For Habermas, “Das Prinzip der Subjektivität” (Der 
philosophische Diskurs, 28) emerges as a result of “Reformation, Aufklärung und 
französische Revolution” (27) – beginning with Luther’s rejection of external absolute 
authority for a subjective principle: “Mit Luther ist der religiöse Glaube reflexive 
geworden, hat sich die göttliche Welt in der Einsamkeit der Subjektivität zu etwas 
durch uns Gesetztes gewandelt”(28). For Foucault in The Order of Things, it is the 
demise of the medieval paradigm of semblance and classical logic of representation 
that give rise to the notion of the subject (his famous claim “man is a recent invention” 
(422). See Foucault, Order, 330-374. 
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lutherische Kirche die Objektivität und die Unabhängigkeit der Anstalt vom Subjekt 
wieder herstellt”(109). And as per Weber’s critique, the absence of divine 
manifestation in the Copernican worldview “ermöglicht schließlich die weltliche Welt, 
in der sich aller Geist wehrlos der Macht unterordnet” (109). 
But for Taubes, an allegorical relation to the divine is not the only option 
available to “Copernican man” abandoned to the world. Rather, in the Copernican 
universe, the loss of a vertical relation of semblance between earth and heaven is 
compensated for by a horizontal paradigm of fulfillment in time:  
Die Eigentlichkeit der Welt erreicht das kopernikanische Menschentum nicht, 
indem es die Welt einem oberen Urbild annähert, sondern indem es die Welt 
nach einem Ideal, das in der Zukunft liegt, revolutioniert… Weil sich der 
kopernikanische Raum seines Sinnes entleert, liegt der Erfüllung des 
kopernikanischen Menschentums in der Zeit und damit in der Geschichte. (88) 
 
The Copernican world is not simply emptied of transcendental substance, but also 
becomes a world of eschatological speculation concerning the arrival of the kingdom 
of God on earth. Thomas Müntzer, enemy of Luther and leader of the Anabaptists, 
represents for Taubes this spiritualist alternative to Protestantism’s individualism. 
Whereas the paradigm of divine absence in Protestantism upholds worldly institutions 
and isolates the individual from god, eschatological spiritualism unifies believers in an 
immanent experience of spirit independent of institutional authority. In this way, 
Taubes believes chiliastic thinkers such as Müntzer “die Innerlichkeit als Grund des 
Glaubens für die ganze Gemeinde Gottes legt und so die religiöse Existenz des 
Einzelnen (Kierkegaard) in die soziale Existenz der Masse (Marx) aufhebt” (117). 
With reference to Müntzer, Taubes here contrasts the socialist dimension of spiritualist 
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chiliasm, with its revolutionary potential, with the fundamentally conservative 
individualism of the Protestant paradigm. Spiritualist chiliasm sublates (aufhebt) the 
individualism of a faith based on subjective grounds (Innerlichkeit), seeking to secure 
individual salvation in the next life. In its stead, it seeks to bring this salvation about 
collectively in the present: to produce the kingdom of god on earth.  
For Max Weber, it is precisely the confrontation with Müntzer that leads 
Luther himself to reject chiliasm in favor of individual eschatology and a passive 
acceptance of worldly institutions. Weber emphasizes that Luther’s shift towards 
understanding worldly duty as coinciding with divine expectations is related to his 
gradual rejection “der paulinischen eschatologischen Indifferenz” (Die protestantische 
240) to worldly affairs, particularly after his clash with Thomas Müntzer and the 
peasant revolt. Following the confrontation, Weber suggests that, “die objektive 
historische Ordnung, in die der einzelne von Gott hineingestellt ist, für Luther immer 
mehr zum direkten Ausfluß göttlichen Willens wird” (242). The absence of divinity on 
earth no longer inspires melancholy indifference in Luther, but becomes the 
prerequisite for viewing all worldly events as God’s will – a logic of providence. 
Chiliastic expectations cede, in Lutheranism, to a notion of individual eschatology.38 
In an oblique reference to Weber’s theory of the Protestant type, seeking to prove 
individual salvation through worldly success, Taubes asserts that with the passage of 
the Anabaptist movement, “Die Stunde des homo spiritualis hat geschlagen, und der 
                                                
38 The point is emphasized by Jacob Taubes: “In der lutherischen Reformation liegt 
aller Ton auf der Individualeschatologie, den die Sozietät ist der Welt anheimgestellt” 
(120). 
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homo oeconomicus tritt in der bürgerlichen Gesellschaft sein Regiment an,” 
suggesting “Erst im Pietismus meldet sich zunächst ganz schwach und zage wieder die 
Hoffnung auf das Reich” (120). 
 
Pietism and Spiritualist Chiliasm: Philipp Jakob Spener’s Pia Desideria (1765) 
While he dismisses its significance for modern history, Taubes’s reference to 
Pietism as an example of spiritualist chiliasm is instructive. In Die protestantische 
Ethik, Max Weber is ambivalent concerning German Pietism’s relation to the logic of 
the calling. On one hand, he includes it in his list of ascetic forms of Protestantism, 
suggesting that it is also governed by predestination.39 On the other hand, with explicit 
reference to Spener, his immediate successor August Hermann Francke, and 
eighteenth-century Pietist and founder of the Moravian Church, Nikolaus Ludwig von 
Zinzendorf, he notes, albeit equivocally, that unlike Dutch or English Pietism, German 
Pietism deviates from the doctrine of predestination.40 Its characteristic feature isn’t a 
rational absence of certainty concerning salvation, but emotional immanence. As 
Weber puts it, the element of emotion,  
wäre dann auf dem Boden der reformierten Kirche als das entscheidende 
Merkmal des ‘Pietismus’ anzusprechen, soweit unsere Gesichtspunkte in 
Betracht kommen. Denn jenes der calvinistischen Frömmigkeit im ganzen 
                                                
39 Writes Weber: “Historisch ist der Gedanke der Gnadenwahl jedenfalls der 
Ausgangspunkt für die üblicherweise als ‘Pietismus’ bezeichnete asketische Richtung 
gewesen” (Der protestantische Ethik 346). 
40 Writes Weber, “Die Entwicklung des mit den Namen Spener, Francke, Zinzendorf 
verknüpften, auf dem Boden des Luthertums stehenden deutschen Pietismus führt uns 
nun vom Boden der Prädestinationslehre ab. Aber damit keineswegs notwendig aus 
dem Bereich jener Gedankengänge, deren konsequente Krönung sie bildete” (Der 
protestantische Ethik 358). 
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ursprünglich fremde, dagegen gewissen Formen mittelalterlicher Religiosität 
innerlich verwandte Gefühlsmoment lenkte die praktische Religiosität in die 
Bahn diesseitigen Genusses der Seligkeit statt des asketischen Kampfes um 
ihre Sicherung für die jenseitige Zukunft. Und das Gefühl konnte dabei eine 
solche Steigerung erfahren, daß die Religiosität direkt hysterischen Charakter 
annahm und dann durch jene aus zahllosen Beispielen bekannte, 
neuropathisch begründete, Abwechslung von halbsinnlichen Zuständen 
religiöser Verzückung mit Perioden nervöser Erschlaffung, die als ‘Gottferne’ 
empfunden wurden, im Effekt das direkte Gegenteil der nüchternen und 
strengen Zucht, in welche das systematisierte heilige Leben des Puritaners den 
Menschen nahm, erzielt wurde: eine Schwächung jener ‘Hemmungen,’ 
welche die rationale Persönlichkeit des Calvinisten gegenüber den ‘Affekten’ 
stützen. (Die protestantische 355) 
 
 
In place of the preoccupation with individual salvation in the next life, the emotional 
element in German Pietism led its followers to seek religious ecstasy in the present – 
an immanent and affective experience of communion with the divine. This logic is 
such a dramatic departure from the Protestant type that Weber ascribes it in passing to 
a second characteristic type, one for whom “der innere Antrieb des Gedankens an den 
stets von neuem zu bewährenden Gnadenstand, der die ewige Zukunft verbürgt, 
gefühlsmäßig auf die Gegenwart abgelenkt “ (376). Accompanying the rational-
ascetic Calvinist that is the religious ancestor of the bourgeois-capitalist entrepreneur 
is this second type, for whom ceaseless planning for the future cedes to an ecstatic-
hedonistic desire for communion with God: 
An Stelle des planmäßigen rationale Strebens darnach: das sichere Wissen von 
der künftigen (jenseitigen) Seligkeit zu Erlangen und festzuhalten, steht hier 
das Bedürfnis, die Versöhnung und Gemeinschaft mit Gott jetzt (diesseitig) zu 
fühlen. Wie aber im ökonomischen Leben die Neigung zum Gegenwartsgenuß 
streitet gegen die rationale Gestaltung der ‘Wirtschaft,’ die ja eben an der 
Fürsorge für die Zukunft verankert ist, - so verhält es sich, in gewissem Sinne, 
auch auf dem Gebiet des religiösen Lebens. (377) 
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The Calvinist “Type-A” finds its counterpart for Weber in the pleasure-seeking 
descendent of the Pietists. Instead of the rational striving for individual salvation in the 
next life characterizing the Calvinist type, the Pietist subject is interested in an 
emotional feeling of spiritual communion in the present. What theological differences 
inform this radical split between the Protestant and Pietist subject? 
The answer lies precisely in German Pietism’s eschatological chiliasm. The 
definitive break from Luther’s logic of providence, with its passive acceptance of 
history as the will of an absent god, is offered by Philipp Jakob Spener, the founder of 
German Pietism, in his 1675 Pia Desideria. Spener’s text follows the end of the Thirty 
Years’ War in 1648, the period whose historical trauma and political conservatism 
correlates with the allegorical Protestant worldview for Benjamin. Indeed, it is itself 
aimed at revitalizing a religious life stagnating under institutional conservatism. Until 
recently, scholars frequently regarded Spener’s work as a reform movement within 
Lutheran Orthodoxy.41 Central to this view was a tendency to downplay Spener’s 
chiliasm, understanding his call for “bessere Zeiten” as a call for improvements in the 
conditions of the church alone.42 However it is now well established that Spener’s text 
marks a radical departure from traditional Lutheran Orthodoxy, particularly with 
                                                
41 Dorothea von Mücke, for example, understands it as a “manifesto for the reform of 
the Protestant church” (Practices 87). See the discussions of this issue in Johannes 
Wallman, Pietismus und Orthodoxie (Gesammelte Aufsätze, 3) (Tübingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 2010). 
42 See the discussion in Dietrich Blaufuss, “Zu Ph.J. Speners Chiliasmus und seinen 
Kritikern,” in Pietismus und Neuzeit 14 (1988): 85-108, here 86-87; as well as 
Johannes Wallmann, “Pietismus und Chiliasmus: zur Kontroverse um Philipp Jakob 
Speners ‘Hoffnung besserer Zeiten’,” in Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche 78 
(1981): 235- 266. 
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regards to the issue of chiliasm.43 If such a divergence caused relatively little 
controversy among Spener’s peers at the time and was initially well-received by the 
church, it can be perhaps be attributed to the fact that dramatic reform was long 
overdue, leading even Lutheran Orthodoxy at the time, as Johannes Wallmann 
suggests, to espouse, albeit discretely, chiliastic perspectives.44   
Beginning with a critique of the state of piety in the church levied at both 
clergy and laypeople, Spener’s eschatological break with traditional Lutheranism 
comes in the second section of Pia Desideria. The section addresses the question of 
the signs one has to hope for better conditions for the church. Scriptures, Spener 
argues, offer two signs, from which “so dürfen wir nicht zweifeln, dass Gott noch 
seiner Kirche hier auf Erden einen bessern Zustand versprochen habe” (218). The first 
of these is the prophecy of Paul (Romans 11: 25-26), which suggests that after the 
Jews are converted, “ganz Israel selig werden solle” (218). The second, Revelation 18-
19, asserts “haben wir auch noch einen großen Fall des päpstlichen Roms zu erwarten” 
(220). If these two things happen, Spener suggests, “so sehe ich nicht, wie man 
zweifeln könne, dass nicht die wahre Kirche überhaupt in einen viel seligen und 
                                                
43 See Markus Matthias, “Pietism and Protestant Orthodoxy,” in A Companion to 
German Pietism, ed. Douglas Schantz (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 17-49. Matthias asserts 
“Pietism, therefore, was not simply a piety movement concerned to address a 
degenerate state church Orthodoxy. Pietism, in fact, reconstructs theology so 
decisively that it can only be understood as the expression of a comprehensive change 
in mentality in the field of religion” (19). Pietism’s specific deviance from Orthodoxy 
with regards to eschatological chiliasm is stressed in Richard Gawthrop, “Lutheran 
Pietism and the Weber Thesis.” 
44 See Johannes Wallmann, “Reich Gottes und Chliasmus in der lutherischen 
Orthodoxie,” in Theologie und Frömmigkeit im Zeitalter des Barock (Gesammelte 
Aufsätze 1) (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1995), 105-123. 
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herrlichen Stand kommen werde, als sie ist” (220). He continues by noting that these 
two prophecies, while not fulfilled, have already begun to reveal themselves: a great 
number of Jews have already been converted (though, he states, contrary to 
“verschiedene unserer auch angesehenen Männer” (219), not yet enough), and Rome 
was given “ein merklicher Stoß von unserm seligen Luther“ (220) (though again, “so 
ist doch desselben geistliche Gewalt noch viel zu groß, als daß wir behaupten könnten, 
die Weissagung Offenb. Joh. 18 und 19 sei erfüllt (220).  
While it remains possible that Spener is talking specifically about 
improvements in the institutional church, he quickly shifts to a discussion of 
perfection that makes clear the outcome of the events he discusses concern a much 
more profound change in the worldly state.  Spener continues by responding to those 
who suggest “wenn man die Vollkommenheit suche, so müsse man aus diesem Leben 
in jenes gehen, da würde man allein etwas Vollkommenes antreffen, das man eher 
nicht hoffen dürfen” (227). He disagrees with those who belief perfection is only to be 
found in the next life, stating emphatically: “Einmal ist nach der Vollkommenheit zu 
trachten gar nicht verboten, sondern wir werden vielmehr dazu angetrieben und wie 
wäre zu wünschen, daß wir sie Erlangen möchten!” (227).  Contrary to Lutheran 
Orthodoxy, Spener is here asserting the possibility of divine perfection – the utopian 
kingdom of god – on earth. He acknowledges that this perfection may not be possible 
in one’s own lifetime, but quoting several of Paul’s letters to the early Christians 
urging them towards perfection, he states, “Indessen ob wir’s wohl freilich 
nimmermehr in diesem Leben zu dem Grade der Vollkommenheit bringen werden, 
dass nichts mehr dazu getan werden könnte oder sollte, so sind wir gleichwohl 
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verbunden, einen Anfang mit dem Trachten nach der Vollkommenheit zu machen” 
(228). Spener’s suggestion is clear: the conversion of the Jews and the fall of Rome 
are signs of coming perfection: not merely signs of an improvement in the institutional 
church, but of the advent of the divine on earth. 
Two features of Spener’s account of these prophecies attesting to a better state 
for the earthly church mark notable divergences from traditional Lutheranism. Firstly, 
the signs of their fulfillment are not allegorical; they do not refer to a transcendent 
meaning or eschatological horizon that lies elsewhere. Rather, they are part of the 
transcendent state itself. The conversion of the Jews and the decline of Rome are not, 
in other words, signs that the kingdom of god will emerge on earth with the arrival of 
an indefinite eschatological future or that an individual will be saved in the next life, 
rather, they are that earthly emergence of an ideal state, an eschatological future in 
progress. As Richard Gawthrop suggests, Spener is advocating here a “melioristic” 
eschatology, meaning “God’s providential plan calls for an improvement in the piety 
and morals of the church that has already begun and that will lead to a limited triumph 
of the Gospel before the last day” (“Lutheran Pietism” 240). In contrast to Luther, it is 
not an eschatology in which god’s kingdom arrives with the end of history, leaving 
individuals to fend for their own salvation in the next life. Rather, it conforms to the 
two-stage model of eschatology discussed by Jacob Taubes in relation to Joachim of 
Fiore, in which utopia is “das geschichtliche Ziel der Zukunft und… zukünftige 
Erfüllung” (94).45  An ideal state, Spener is suggesting, can emerge on earth, and is 
                                                
45 See Taubes’s discussion of the notion of the “age of spirit” and comparison of 
Joachim and Hegel, 90-98. Karl Löwith also identifies Joachim of Fiore as introducing 
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indeed already in the process of emerging. Not individual eschatology, Spener is 
describing a collective eschatological state. 
 Secondly, whereas Lutheranism advocates a passive acceptance of worldly 
institutions, Spener associates the ideal eschatological future with a definite set of 
earthly political goals, empowering individuals to actively bring this state about. 
Spener makes participation in this political project a prerequisite for participation in 
the ideal state:  
Wenn wir, welchen Gott durch den Dienst Luthers das helle Licht des 
Evangeli wiederum geschenkt, säumig sind, hierinnen das zu thun, was unsers 
Amtes ist, so wird Gott anderwärts Hülfe schaffen, und seine Ehre retten: aber 
das könnte leicht mit schwerer Strafe über unsere Saumseligkeit geschehen, 
indem wir ohnedies mit großer Undankbarkeit tausendmal verschuldet haben, 
daß Gott solches Licht von uns nehme und damit zu Andern gehe. (78)  
 
The pious must help bring about the conversion of the Jews and downfall of Rome – a 
frequent motif in Christian chiliasm – if they wish to be part of the ideal spiritual 
kingdom these accomplishments would reveal.46 
Thus while both Luther and Spener’s models belong to a Copernican paradigm 
of fulfillment in time, Spener’s proposal marks a sharp divergence from Lutheranism. 
Whereas Lutheranism propounds a universe in which the earthly domain is severed 
from a divine arriving in an indeterminate eschatological future – a logic of absence – 
                                                                                                                                       
this two-stage eschatological model, which Löwith views as central to German and 
Italian fascism. See Karl Löwith, Meaning in History [1949], 7. ed. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1962), 145-159.  
46 For the chiliastic motif of the fall of Rome, see Reinhard Koselleck, Vergangene 
Zukunft: Zur Semantik geschichtlicher Zeiten (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1988), 
20. Writes Koselleck: “Wie immer die Endzeitbilder variiert wurden, ein fester 
Bestandteil blieb darin die Rolle des Römischen Reiches: solange es Bestand hatte, 
wurde der endgültige Untergang aufgehalten” (20). 
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Spener’s is one in which this eschatological future is present and in the process of 
being fulfilled. Whereas Lutheranism emphasizes action in the interest of individual 
salvation in the next life, Spener’s Pietism stresses action in the interest of a collective 
utopian state in the present. And while Lutheranism inspires passivity – either an 
indifference to a world abandoned by a god yet to arrive, or a positive acceptance of 
the world as a manifestation of god’s will –  Spener’s Pietism inspires active 
participation in furthering the coming of the kingdom of god on earth as a prerequisite 
for belonging to it. It trades individual eschatology for collectivism, grounded in one’s 
participation in a project of furthering spiritual interests on earth.  
 
Pietism and the Experience of Rebirth 
There is another crucial way in which Spener’s Pietism diverges from Lutheranism: 
the practice of rebirth, which signifies, in a personal and affective experience, one’s 
initiation into the spiritual community.47 According to Taubes, “Das Wort ist das 
Sakrament der lutherischen Kirche” (110), the means by which the individual subject 
relates to the divine, albeit indirectly. By contrast, in German Pietism after Spener, 
conversion – elaborated as the experience of rebirth – holds a central place of 
importance.48 This marks a shift from Lutheranism, in which little emphasis is placed 
                                                
47 For a discussion of the affective nature of these conversion experiences, see 
Andreas Bähr, “Fear, Anxiety and Terror in Conversion Narratives of Early German 
Pietism,” German History 32, no. 3 (2014): 353-170. Bähr stresses that these 
experiences should be considered affective – involving bodily responses – rather than 
based on feeling and interiority. 
48 For the centrality of conversion to German Pietism, see Jonathan Strom, “Pietist 
Experiences and Narratives of Conversion,” in A Companion to German Pietism, ed. 
Douglas Schantz (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 293-318; Martin Schmidt, Wiedergeburt und 
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on conversion or baptism, there simply understood as an aspect of the larger category 
of repentance.49  
 Scholars possess many narratives of rebirth in Pietism, thanks in large part to 
the practice of transcribing one’s own experience among German Pietists since August 
Hermann Francke, Spener’s successor. These biographies of conversion were 
compiled and published by Johann Heinrich Reitz between 1698 and 1745 as the 
Historie der Wiedergebohrnen.50 The most famous of these is that of Francke himself, 
and has led scholars to treat it as paradigmatic for Pietist rebirth more generally.51 
Several scholars have used Francke’s narrative to construct a pattern for conversion in 
                                                                                                                                       
neuer Mensch: Gesammelte Studien zur Geschichte des Pietismus (Witten: Luther 
Verlage, 1969), 169-194; and Gerhard Kaiser, Klopstock: Religion und Dichtung 
(Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus Gerd Mohn, 1963). Kaiser writes: “Wohl besitzt 
der Pietismus ein zentrales biblisch-dogmatisches Thema gegenüber Reformation und 
Orthodoxie: die Wiedergeburt, in der die Gnade Gottes als eine das ganze Leben 
durchdringende und verwandelnde, lebendige Erfahrung wirksam wird” (125). 
49 See David Steinmetz, “Reformation and Conversion,” Theology Today 35 
(1978): 25-32. As Paul Althaus notes, baptism is in Lutheranism simply an initial 
ritual of repentance. See Althaus, “Die Bekehrung in reformatorischer und 
pietistischer Sicht,” Neue Zeitschrift für systematische Theologie 1 (1959): 3-26; 
here 13. 
50 See Johann Heinrich Reitz, Historie der Wiedergebohrnen, Oder Exempel 
gottseliger, so bekandt- und benant- als unbekandt- und unbenanter Christen, 
Männlichen und Weiblichen Geschlechts, In Allerley Ständen: Wie dieselbe erst von 
Gott gezogen und bekehret, und nach vielem Kämpfen und Aengsten, durch Gottes 
Geist und Wort, zum Glauben und Ruh ihrer Gewissens gebracht seynd [1698-1745], 
7 vols., rep. ed., ed. Hans-Jürgen Schrader (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1982). 
51 See August Hermann Francke, Lebensläufe August Hermann Franckes, ed. Markus 
Matthias (Leipzig: Evangelische Verlaganstalt, 1999). See also Johannes Wallmann, 
Der Pietismus (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 2005). Wallmann writes that 
Francke’s conversion “ist prototypisch geworden für das pietistische 
Bekehrungserlebnis” (63). 
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Halle Pietism.52 The schema offered by these scholars assumes a tripartite structure, in 
which a sudden divine stirring (göttliche Rührung), is followed by a lengthy and 
painful repentance struggle (Bußkampf), which resolves itself with a breakthrough to 
grace and a new life as an instrument of god’s spirit (Durchbruch). But others, such as 
Dorothea von Mücke, have questioned a normative structure to rebirth by analyzing 
the narratives in Reitz’s Historie, suggesting that Reitz sought to present the diversity 
of these experiences.53 Indeed, even Francke’s notion of rebirth as a process of self-
examination represents a departure from Spener’s original conception of it as 
occurring in a single instant.54 If this diversity can be witnessed within Halle Pietism, 
then it is even more the case when taking into account the many Pietist sects that 
developed in the early eighteenth century. For Zinzendorf and the Moravian church, 
for instance, conversion occurred in a single instant, there termed “Erweckung.”55 
 If it is therefore difficult to ascertain a normative pattern to rebirth in Pietism, 
what these accounts nonetheless do have in common is an understanding of rebirth as 
an affective, personal experience distinct from knowledge, in which the individual 
awakens to “true faith:” a life in spirit that must leave a visible mark on their 
                                                
52 See Erhard Peschke, Studien zur Theologie August Hermann Franckes, vol. 1. 
(Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1964), 42-47, 66-75. See also Petra Kurten, 
Umkehr zum lebendigen Gott: die Bekehrungstheologie August Hermann Franckes als 
Beitrag zur Erneuerung des Glaubens (Paderborn: Ferdinand Schöningh, 1985), 88-
103. 
53 See Dorothea von Mücke, “Experience, Impartiality, and Authenticity in 
Confessional Discourse,” New German Critique 79 (2000): 5-35, here 21. 
54 See Richard Gawthrop, Pietism and the Making of Eighteenth-Century Prussia, 144, 
as well as Martin Schmidt, Wiedergeburt und neuer Mensch, 169-194. 
55 See Gisela Mettele, “Constructions of the Religious Self: Moravian Conversion and 
Transatlantic Communication,” Journal of Moravian History 1 (2007): 7-36, here 17.  
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conduct.56 Knowledge of god is given directly to the Christian through repentance, 
without the mediation of the word as in Lutheranism.57 Rebirth is an act of divine 
inspiration. This understanding of rebirth makes it independent of the institutions 
central to Lutheranism.58 Whereas the Lutheran subject’s relation to god is mediated 
by the divine revelation central to the institutional church, their interpretations offered 
by the clergy, the Pietist subject relates to god independently, by means of a personal 
and lived experience. And if the Lutheran subject is abandoned to the world, left to 
prove their individual sanctity indirectly through worldly institutions, the Pietist 
subject is reborn into a community unified in a common spiritual project. Pietist 
rebirth is rebirth into a community of spirit, furthering the coming of the kingdom of 
god on earth. 
 
Pietism and Conventicle Communities in Saxony, 1690-1693 
Grounded in affective experience of rebirth rather than the revealed word of god, 
Pietist community is independent of institutional authority – be it worldly or that of 
the church – legitimated anywhere the experience can be felt. It is this substitution of 
the institutional word for a subjective experience of god that allowed for the 
proliferation of a variety of Pietist sects in the years following Spener’s Pia Desideria, 
                                                
56 For an account of “true faith,” see Ryoko Mori, “The Conventicle Piety of the 
Radicals,” in A Companion To German Pietism 1660 – 1800, 201-224, here 213. For 
the affective nature of rebirth experiences, see Andreas Bähr. 
57 Mori, “The Conventicle Piety,” 211. The point is also made by Markus Matthias, 
21. 
58 Mori, “The Conventicle Piety”, 213. 
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and accounts for their differences and heterodox character.59 Indeed, Spener himself 
encouraged this break with the authority of the institutional church. As previously 
mentioned, In Pia Desideria, Spener states that participation in his program of reform 
is a prerequisite for belonging to the coming kingdom of god. Were his specific 
recommendations to adhere to existing Lutheran doctrine, then the anti-institutional 
potential of his chiliasm could likely have be thwarted. But what Spener proposes – 
expounded in the third section of Pia Desideria – directly challenges the existing 
structure of church authority. There, he suggests three principal actions, shifting 
authority from clergy to laypeople, and from knowledge to practice. The first is “das 
Wort Gottes reichlicher unter uns zu bringen” (240), meaning not just listening to 
priests giving sermons at mass, but meeting outside of church to discuss scripture 
among groups of laypeople – giving rise to the phenomenon of the conventicle: 
spiritual communities independent of the Church. The second is the establishment of 
the “geistliche Priestertum” (250), empowering laypeople relative to priests by 
suggesting “nicht nur der Prediger, sondern alle Christen von ihrem Erlöser zu 
Priestern gemacht, mit dem heiligen Geist gesalbet, und zu geistlichen priesterlichen 
Verrichtungen berufen sind” (250). Finally, Spener emphasizes not knowledge, but the 
practice of piety. 
The result of Spener’s proposal was the emergence of conventicles across 
Saxony: independent communities of like-minded Pietists, transcending class and 
                                                
59 For studies on the vast array of Pietist sects in eighteenth-century Germany, see 
Geschichte des Pietismus, vol. 2, ed. Martin Brecht and Klaus Deppermann 
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1995). 
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gender hierarchies, where believers would read scripture and share their interpretations 
and experiences. 60 As Ryoko Mori recounts, these communities began in 1686, when 
eight theology students at Leipzig University formed a student circle committed to the 
study of the classical languages of the Bible, the Collegium Philobiblicum.61 Their 
circle attracted no particular attention, since such collegia were common at the time. 
By 1688, these students had graduated, and each began their own private study circle, 
permitted to “Magister” graduates at the time. These meetings were attended not only 
by members of the university, but townspeople as well. The fact that the meetings 
were conducted in vernacular German rather than Latin encouraged the participation 
of private citizens, and they rapidly became extremely popular. Under the pretense 
that these meetings were full, students who had no Magister degree began holding 
similar meetings in Leipzig. The actions of these students in turn triggered 
townspeople to begin meeting independently, resulting in the proliferation of new 
conventicles. Women not only participated in these groups, they led many of them as 
well. The presence of both private citizens and women at meetings occurring at the 
university was unprecedented at the time. 
                                                
60 For an account of the proliferation of conventicles in the wake of Spener’s Pia 
Desideria, along with their eventual repression by Lutheran authorities, see chapter 5 
of Richard Gawthrop, Pietism and the Making of Eighteenth-Century Prussia, 105-
120; as well as Ryoko Mori, Begeisterung und Ernüchterung in christlicher 
Vollkommenheit. Pietistische Selbst- und Weltwahrnehmungen im ausgehenden 17. 
Jahrhundert (Berlin: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 2004), and Ryoko Mori, “The 
Conventicle Piety of the Radicals.” 
61 See Mori, “The Conventicle Piety of the Radicals,” 203-221. 
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This event in Leipzig marked, according to Mori, the beginning of the “second 
wave” of Pietism, following Spener’s collegia in Frankfurt.62 The practice of holding 
independent meetings among laypeople quickly spread throughout central and 
northern Germany, and the existence of several thousand letters of adherents of the 
movement have allowed scholars to track this proliferation.63 Francke received letters 
from sixty-nine different towns in the years between 1690 and 1693.  
As the movement proliferated, it also rapidly radicalized. In 1691 emerged the 
so-called “three inspired maidens” (drei begeisterete Mägde), discussed by Mori and 
Claudia Wustmann.64 That year, three servant-girls in Halberstadt, Quedlinburg, and 
Erfurt simultaneously fell into repeated trances, experienced visions, and claimed to 
receive messages from god. These women, Catharina Reinecke, Magdalena Elrich, 
and Anna Maria Schuchart, served as maids to leading Pietists in their respective 
towns, who confirmed their claims by interpreting their ecstatic states as acts of the 
divine spirit, revealing God’s power. News quickly spread, and in 1692 reports of 
similar phenomena emerged in various towns, with over forty people attesting to 
ecstatic experiences of the divine between 1692 and 1693.  
What caused the conventicle movement to proliferate and radicalize so 
rapidly? Mori suggests that the attraction lay in its egalitarianism and communal spirit 
                                                
62 See Mori, Begeisterung, 25-56. 
63 Ibid., 286-298. 
64 See Mori, Begeisterung, 129-149, and Claudia Wustmann, Die begeisteren Mägde. 
Mitteldeutsche Prophetinnen im Radikalpietismus am Ende des 17. Jahrhunderts 
(Leipzig: Kirchhof & Franke, 2008), 127-163. 
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– transcending the social hierarchies found in everyday society.65 In the conventicles, 
women and men, scholars and laypeople of all classes, were permitted to speak of 
their experiences and interpretations of the bible, and addressed each other as brother 
and sister.66 This leads Mori to propose that conventicles were “a kind of harbinger of 
Enlightenment salon culture” (“The Conventicle Piety” 211) – a practice premised on 
equality and independent of the traditional authority of Church and feudal state.67 
Conventicles are, however, even more radical than these later Enlightenment 
publics: premised on an egalitarianism transcending even the divide between literate 
bourgeoisie and the lower classes. And the basis for both this egalitarianism and their 
autonomy from traditional institutions is their substitution of the claim to divine 
authority grounding these institutions for a subjective principle: the affective 
experience of the divine central to rebirth. But this substitution also presents Pietist 
communities with a problem, which further explains the rapid proliferation of 
conventicles: namely, how to confirm, in the absence of traditional authority, that 
one’s subjective experience truly was divine? In this regard, rebirth experience is not 
simply an initiation into spiritual community. Rather, participation in the community 
itself offers confirmation to the Pietist subject that their experience was indeed an 
experience of god’s spirit. The presence of others in the conventicle legitimizes the 
experience of spirit. Indeed, the sharing of these experiences – integral to the genre of 
Pietist autobiography as well – was also a central feature of the conventicle meetings. 
                                                
65 See Mori, “The Conventicle Piety of the Radicals,” 210. 
66 Ibid. 
67 The claim that the conventicles were a precursor to the Enlightenment public sphere 
is made also by Dorothea von Mücke, The Practices of the Enlightenment, 87.  
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This reciprocal relation between rebirth and the community acknowledging it explains 
the exponential growth of Pietism in Saxony in the early 1690s: as word spread of 
these experiences confirmed by believers, it signaled to others that their own 
experiences might themselves be divine, accelerating the emergence of similar stories 
and further conventicles. This proliferation of Pietist experiences as a result of their 
legitimation by communities of believers can be seen in the case of Reinecke, 
Schuchart, and Elrich’s visions: their confirmation as divine experiences by Pietist 
leaders generating a ripple effect leading to reports of similar experiences in others.  
This spontaneous emergence of egalitarian lay communities of spirit naturally 
threatened the existing social order and the institutional authorities of state and church, 
and it wasn’t long before it triggered a response. In March of 1690, the Electoral 
Prince of Saxony announced a ban on private gatherings in and around Leipzig, and in 
1691, a meeting in a nearby town was raided and participants arrested on the order of 
Duke Christian of Sachsen-Merseburg. In the same year, a group of pastors in Erfurt 
published an indictment, charging that the Pietists addressed each other as brother and 
sister regardless of age, class, and gender.68 Other pastors complained against 
participants being freely permitted to speak and interpret texts of the Bible in the 
meetings – a fact, Mori suggests, which undermined their “exegetical monopoly” 
(209). In December of 1692, a decree by the Elector of Halle was read out at every 
church, disapproving of the belief in revelation, reasserting the orthodoxy of Protestant 
theology, and demanding that citizens obey worldly and ecclesiastical authority.69 
                                                
68 Mori, “The Conventicle Piety of the Radicals,” 208. 
69 Mori, Begeisterung, 204-214. 
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August Hermann Francke and Joachim Justus Breithaupt were ordered to stop Bible 
classes and meetings with townspeople. Negotiating a compromised with authorities, 
Breithaupt instead agreed to hold classes which townspeople could attend as 
spectators, but not actively read or interpret the Bible, and Francke moved his 
meetings into the church.  
The event marked the official end of the second wave of Pietism, understood 
as spontaneous conventicle meetings.70 In its place emerged an institutionalized form 
of Pietism – Halle Pietism – led by Francke. Beginning in 1695, Francke founded a 
series of institutions built on Pietist principles – an orphanage, school system, 
publishing company, and even bookstore – in cooperation with state authorities.71 It is 
this institutionalized form of Pietist spiritual community that Carl Hinrichs and 
Richard Gawthrop have argued became integral to the development of the Prussian 
state.72 Their accounts prove that if grounding community in an affective subjective 
principle threatens traditional institutional authority, it can likewise be channeled 
towards upholding and legitimating these institutions. Not necessarily at odds with 
institutionality, these communities are instead independent from them. The history of 
German Pietism reveals that its notion of a community unified by a subjective 
principle – the experience of spirit – both threatened the existing institutional authority 
of the church and feudal state and allowed for the constitution of new structures of 
                                                
70 Mori, Begeisterung, 217, and Mori, “The Conventicle Piety of the Radicals,” 219. 
71 Mori, Begeisterung, 217-236. 
72 See Gawthrop, Pietism, and Hinrichs, Preußentum. 
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authority. Radical forms of Pietist community nonetheless continued to emerge in 
Germany through the eighteenth century.73  
 
The Pietist and Protestant Subjects 
Weber’s account of the Protestant subject in Die protestantische Ethik offers a model 
for conceptualizing the relation between the subject and community in the Copernican 
universe – a world, that is, in which the absolute does not appear. It is thus a model for 
the secular subject in the Protestant world, insofar as secular is understood as 
autonomous from the authority of institutional religion. Weber’s thesis is that the 
subject’s relation to the world and community remains nonetheless structured by the 
particular way in which it is understood as relating to divine authority in its absence: 
on the subjective grounds of experience. For the Protestant subject, this relation is 
structured according to logic of individual eschatology. Severed from a sacred 
community, the Protestant subject is alone, driven to prove their individual salvation 
in the next life within a sphere of action extended to worldly institutions as well. 
 In this chapter, I have attempted to demonstrate that the Protestant notion of 
the subject central to Weber’s account is not the only model for a subject severed from 
the authority of a substantially appearing divine operative in the early modern German 
context. Rather, beginning with Philipp Jakob Spener, there emerges another subject, 
one whose subjective relation to community is structured according to a different 
logic. For the Pietist subject, it is not the pursuit of individual interest that organizes 
their relation to community, but an affective, lived experience of spirit. This subjective 
                                                
73 See Geschichte des Pietismus, vol. 2. 
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principle structures a subject relating to communities likewise severed from traditional 
religious authority. But rather than governing a passive acceptance of existing 
institutions, it serves to actively legitimate shared communities of spirit, whose 
followers reciprocally confirm the experience’s extraordinary legitimacy. And 
whereas the Protestant subject is left to the pursuit of individual distinction contrasted 
with others, the Pietist subject seeks the dissolution of this autonomy in a shared 
experience opposed to individual hierarchy and differentiation – a difference 
demonstrated by the example of conventicles in Saxony around 1690. 
 In different manners, then, both these forms of subjectivity are organized in 
relation to community independent from the divine legitimation of church and 
monarchical authority, from which the bourgeoisie in the eighteenth century will 
increasingly take leave. In the remainder of this dissertation, I will show how these 
models inform divergent understandings of how such autonomous bourgeois 
communities should be organized beginning in the later half of the eighteenth century, 
among a bourgeois public coming into self-awareness through print. When aesthetics 
emerges out of rejection of Leibnizian/Wolffean rationalism around 1750 – with its 
authoritarian notion of sensible perfection – Pietism and Protestantism will offer two 
paradigms for understanding the ideal relation between subject and a shared sensible 
world, on the grounds of experience alone. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The Cult of Aesthetic Experience: Klopstock and Live Poetry 
 
(Note: “Die künftige Geliebte” is reprinted in Appendix A) 
Who is “Die künftige Geliebte,” named in the title of the love ode deemed exemplary 
of Klopstock's poetics of Darstellung?74  The indeterminate signifier comprising the 
title is the enigma structuring the entirety of the poem; poet and reader attain a unity in 
their search for its object. But the object is not forthcoming, and before reading a 
single line, the poem reverses the construction of the allegorical love lyric: “Die 
künftige Geliebte” doesn't present an ideal object of desire and defer the possibility of 
its fulfillment, it presents fulfilled desire and defers the possibility of its object. This is 
not an allegorical situation in which a determinate, present signifier refers to an absent, 
transcendental signified; rather, it is one in which the determinacy of an idealized 
signifier is deferred, yet nonetheless presented as immanent in indeterminate form. 
The semiotic equivalent of a variable in mathematics, “Die künftige Geliebte” presents 
                                                
74 See Winifred Menninghaus, “Klopstocks Poetik der schnellen Bewegung,” in 
Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, Gedanken über die Natur der Poesie, ed. Winifred 
Menninghaus (Frankfurt a.M.: Insel Taschenbuch, 1989), 259-361, here 269, and the 
extended reading of the poem offered by Inka Mülder-Bach, Im Zeichen 
Pygmalions: Das Modell der Statue und de Entdeckung der “Darstellung” im 18. 
Jahrhundert (München: Wilhelm Fink, 1998), 203-217. Mülder-Bach richly 
analyzes the role of negation in the poem, replacing a re-presentation (Vorstellung) 
of the possible with a Darstellung of the impossible via the introduction of an 
indeterminacy (the title figure of the future beloved) that is nonetheless figured as 
producing present effects or having features. Yet her reading relies on a logic of 
imaginary response not found in Klopstock and beholden to Rationalist notions of 
aesthetic experience. This becomes particularly evident when she suggests that the 
“doppeltes Gesicht” of negation is on one side a lack, and on the other an 
“imaginären Erfüllung” (210). 
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an indeterminacy. We only know that the presented “object” is the ideal object of a 
desire (“Geliebte”) to come (“künftige”). Nothing else.  
 In lieu of re-presenting an absent love then, the poem presents a future one, 
replacing the determinacy of a signifier whose referent is absent with the 
indeterminacy of one-to-come, treated as an existent dasein. The effect of this change 
is in my mind twofold. On the one hand, the very fact that the signified is empty, not a 
particular object, enhances its ideal quality: as a point of negativity, it is unaffected by 
the limitations endemic to the referential signifier. This is true of allegorical master 
signifiers as well, abstractions such as god, virtue, freedom, etc. The very absence of a 
clearly signified object is the precondition for a reference to the ideal; signifying 
nothing in particular, it comes to signify an ideality. 
The second gesture however – the indeterminacy of the signifier itself – marks 
a decisive break with allegory. Whereas the allegorical master signifier stops the 
forward flight of a chain of signification by referring to a transcendent meaning absent 
in the chain itself, the indeterminate signifier presents this ideality, as absence, 
immanently, as a kind of rupture in sense demanding particularization. It thus 
motivates a dual response, at once embodying something beyond the limits of the 
particular within the signifying chain and moving signification forward, its 
indeterminate character begging concretization in the reader's referential order, an 
immanent referential possibility extended to all the signifiers in the poetic order of 
succession to come. The particular time form of the indeterminate signifier and the 
poem itself – presenting a “vollendente Zukunft,” which Steffen Martus calls the 
characteristic “Zeitfigur” of Klopstock’s early work (266) – enhances the expectation 
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of immanent concretization: in being presented a “künftige Geliebte,” we are at once 
curious to find out who it is, and reassured that we will in the future. Through the 
indeterminate signifier, the reader is drawn in to the movement of the poem towards a 
signified adequate to its negative totality. Yet if such a signified were found, the 
ideality would be absented from the signifying chain. 
 The poem maintains the semiotic indeterminacy of the künftige Geliebte 
through the use of techniques of negation discussed by Mülder-Bach.75  It also 
employs many of those mentioned by Menninghaus in his discussion of Darstellung, 
who more directly treats the connection between Klopstock’s poetic form and its aim 
of affective Bewegung, such as the constant use of caesura to produce “semantische 
Verfremdungseffekten” (272) and create a rhythm of “gehinderte Bewegung” (272), 
and the temporal modality of a fulfilled future rendered present noted by Martus.76 
 The structure of indeterminate signification in the poem’s title is metonymic to 
the structure of the poem itself. The poem’s sets of non-rhyming, two line stanzas 
frequently begin with a short first word, emphasized by the indent in every second 
line, that mirrors the indeterminacy of the poem’s titular “object”: Ach (which appears 
4 times in this position), nur, dir, und, oft, zu, ich, wo, aber, du. While with the notable 
exception of “Ach,” these words possess a meaning per se, many of them are in 
themselves contentless: they either serve to relate other signifiers within the order of 
                                                
75 See Mülder – Bach, Im Zeichen Pygmalions, 203-217. 
76 See Menninghaus, 260-290; and Steffen Martus, Werkpolitik: Zur 
Literaturgeschichte kritischer Kommunikation vom 17. bis ins 20. Jahrhundert 
(Berlin: de Gruyter, 2007), 265-267. 
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signification (as conjunctions or prepositions), or are question words, or personal 
pronouns referring to the indeterminate Geliebte, or are deictic markers that can only 
be understood in the context of utterance.77  “Ach,” which Friedrich Kittler, in 
Aufschreibesysteme 1800/1900, uses as the example par excellence of the minimal 
signified – the border between meaning and nonsense presenting an unrepresentable 
beyond of the system of signs and characterizing, for him, the discourse network 
(Aufschreibesystem) of 1800 embodied in the mother’s voice– holds a particular place 
of prominence here.78 In the poem itself, Klopstock figures this “word” as the locus of 
a common desire between poet and addressee: 
                                                
77 Relevant here is Jean-Francois Lyotard's discussion of “indicators,” deictic words 
that indicate positionality and therefore only attain reference in specific context: “The 
indication of the here refers to a coexistence of body and space which has no 
equivalent in the experience of [the system of language]” (37). While Lyotard admits 
that the system of language does possess “indicators” (37) – words such as “I, this, 
here” – what is interesting about this words are that they possess no meaning at the 
semantic level; it is only in “the spatiotemporal situation in which it is uttered” (38) 
that they become meaningful. Such words are pure linguistic manifestations of the 
referential act of designation, only found in the closed semiotic system as insignificant 
“holes” (38): See Jean-François Lyotard, Discourse, Figure, trans. Anthony Hudek 
and Mary Lydon (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press, 2011). 
78 In Aufschreibesysteme 1800/1900, Kittler accounts for the popularity of poetry 
around 1800 in Germany on the basis of the oralization of reading through maternal 
instruction, inscribing a subject marked by an excess of desire excluded from the 
signifying order. The semiotic indeterminacy privileged in the poetry of the romantic 
period thus embodies a desire excessive to signification that, for Kittler, only comes 
into being at this moment. And it is embodied particularly in what Kittler refers to as a 
“Minimalsignifikat,” (49), at the edge of meaning and nonsense, “ein Minimalelement, 
das Lauten und Bedeuten, Natur und Geist vereint” (49) of which “Ach” is the 
example ca. 1800 par excellence: “Dieses ach! ist ein Wort und kein Wort; es spricht 
die und widerspricht der Sprache; es macht ihren Anfang, den aber alles Sprechen 
verrät. Das Aufschreibesystem von 1800 steht auf der Basis eines Signifikanten, der 
sein Grenzwert bleibt, weil alle artikulierten Signifikanten ihn als ihr Signifikat 
bedeuten” (47). See Friedrich Kittler, Aufschreibesysteme 1800/1900 (Munich: Fink 
Verlag, 2003). 
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Fühlst du, wie ich, der Liebe Gewalt, verlangst du nach mir hin, 
 Ohne daß du mich kennst; o so verheel' es mir nicht! 
Sag' es mit einem durchdringenden Ach, das meinem Ach gleicht, 
 Das aus innerster Brust Klage seufzet, und stirbt. (16-19) 
 
“Ach” represents here a site of affective unity between the figures in the poem. And it 
stands for the intended function of the poem as a whole, which seeks to unite author 
and reader through the use of indeterminate signifier: both presenting the implied 
author’s desire for an ideal referent (his search for a künftige Geliebte), and seeking to 
invest the implied reader in this desire, and the poetic sequence, as well. In his 
poetological essays, Klopstock discusses the movement of desire towards a terminus – 
what he calls Handlung (“Zur Poetik” 161), as beginning with an object most 
expressive of Leidenschaft (he defines Leidenschaft there as simply “beginnende 
Handlung”(161). Yet Klopstock's example of such an “object,” “Ach,” which he 
claims should be shown first so as to invest the reader in the poetic structure (“Von der 
Sprache der Poesie” 28), is not a determinate object subject to referential signification: 
“Das Ach fing den Perioden an; und es hätte glücklicher vor den Wörtern gestanden, 
welche die Leidenschaften am meisten ausdrücken” (29).79  The pairs of stanzas often 
begin with such an indeterminate signifier, demanding signification that the second 
line disappoints, leaving expectation as a remainder.80  Narrative continuity between 
stanzas is often broken; expectation is aroused, disappointed, and new expectation 
                                                
79 See “Zur Poetik,” in Gedanken über die Natur der Poesie, ed. Winifred 
Menninghaus (Frankfurt a.M.: Insel Verlag, 1989) 161-165; and “Von der Sprache der 
Poesie,” in Gedanken über die Natur der Poesie, 22-34. 
80 This is Klopstock’s poetic principle of “etwas Erwartung lassen” (“Von der 
Wortfolge” 178) that leads Menninghaus to refer to Klopstock’s poetics as “das 
rezeptionsästhetische Theorem der enttäuschten Erwartung” (“Klopstocks Poetik,” 
264). 
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aroused again. In this manner, the poem seeks to maintain its negative presentation of 
the künftige Geliebte over the span of its succession by delaying the onset of its 
identification – a strategy that aims to drive the reader forward out of a desire to 
identify, reducing it to a signified and thereby eliminating its presence from the poetic 
chain of succession. This effect is strongest in moments of false recognition of the 
künftige Geliebte, where she is figured as directly present and therefore identifiable, 
yet also withheld as a reference by the subsequent lines in the stanza, especially: 
“Und, o ich sehe sie! Mitweinende, weibliche Zähren, / Ein mir lispelnder Hauch, und 
ein erschütterndes Ach; (43-44). 
 How does the search end? The answer depends on when you ask Klopstock, 
and the difference between the original version, published in 1748 and titled “Elegie,” 
and the second, appearing in the author’s 1771 ode collection, defines the span of 
Klopstock’s decisive break from allegory and transcendental religious signification. In 
the earlier version, the search ends in a transcendental signifier – “Göttliche:” “Ach, 
wie will ich dich, Göttliche, lieben! Das sagt uns kein Dichter” (93). Whether this 
signifier is understood as the feminine divine, or as a nominalized adjective referring 
to the künftige Geliebte (she, who is divine), in either case it represents the end of the 
poem’s indeterminate presentation of its object in its omission from the signifying 
chain: in an allegorical master signifier signifying a transcendent object (the Geliebte 
elevated to divine status) thereby eliminated both from reference (to a worldly object) 
and the poem’s order of signifiers itself. 
 The 1771 version marks a departure here. All references to the transcendental 
signifer “Göttliche” are systematically removed – in lines 17, 44, and crucially in line 
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93 quoted above. In roughly the same spot as the second reference to “Göttliche” in 
the former version, the poem further includes a lengthy speculative attempt at naming 
the künftige Geliebte not found in the earlier poem: 
 
Heißest du Laura? Laura besang Petrarka in Liedern, 
 Zwar dem Bewunderer schön, aber dem Liebenden nicht! 
Wirst du Fanny genannt? Ist Cidli dein feyrlicher Name? 
  Singer, die Joseph und den, welchen sie liebte, besang? 
Singer! Fanny! Ach Cidli! Ja Cidli nennet mein Lied dich, 
  Wenn im Liede mein Herz halb gesagt dir gefällt! (55-60) 
 
The names listed here, potential determinants for the indeterminate signifier “künftige 
Geliebte,” are the fictional names for Klopstock’s lovers in his early odes, of which 
Klopstock eventually decides on Cidli. In the revision, then, the search seems to 
simply end in reference to a worldly object, eliminating the presence of indeterminacy 
in the poem’s signifying chain. 
 Laura, however, is not one of Klopstock’s fictionalized lovers, but rather a 
literary reference to Petrarch’s muse, and the names listed here are also the names of 
the poet’s love odes – not transcendental or worldly reference, but potential poetic 
self-reference. Repeating the structure of expectation and disappointment found 
throughout the search for the künftige Geliebte, the line following the revelation of her 
identity as Cidli offers an anti-climactic note: “Ja Cidli nennt mein Lied dich / Wenn 
im Liede mein Herz halb gesagt dir gefällt!” (59-60). Cidli may be the name of the 
lover, but this name – this signifier – only says half of what the implied poet’s heart 
truly desires, and is perhaps only spoken to please his love. That the poem’s true 
object is beyond the particularity of any signifier is suggested again by the poem’s 
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curious climatic line, presenting a reflective structure of desire alongside signifying 
negation: “Wie will ich, Cidli, dich lieben! Das sagt uns kein Dichter” (96). The 
poem’s true “object” of desire is not Cidli, but desire itself – what no poet can say, in 
the sense of name. This is why the naming of Cidli is anti-climactic, and following 
Klopstock’s convention of naming his odes after the fictional lovers they address, the 
ode is named künftige Geliebte, and not Cidli: for it was never addressed to a 
particular object, but an ideal, and perforce indeterminate one, indefinitely deferred to 
the future. The very ideal object the poem presents, but doesn’t say.  
*** 
 
I claim that the changes made to “Die künftige Geliebte” for its inclusion in 
Klopstock’s 1771 ode collection typify his radical poetic and political gesture: 
substituting authoritative representations of the absolute for an aesthetic experience 
embodied in a non-signifying poetic mode. This gesture means more than simply 
taking leave from allegory or representation in favor of a paradigm of aesthetic 
presentation (Darstellung), as Winifred Menninghaus has described.81 Rather, I will 
show that it means a departure both from the authority of religious institutions – 
grounded, as they are, in representations of the divine (biblical revelation) – and 
Wolffean rationalism, centered around such representations of the good as the object 
of the human subject’s desire.82 
                                                
81 See Menninghaus, “Klopstocks Poetik der schnellen Bewegung,” as well as 
Menninghaus, “Darstellung: Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstocks Eröffnung eines neuen 
Paradigmas,” in Was heisst ‘Darstellen’? ed. Christiaan Hart Nibbrig (Frankfurt am 
Main: Suhrkamp, 1994). 205-228. 
82 The core of Wolff’s theory – that beauty is an intuitive awareness of perfection – is 
found in paragraphs 543-549 (p. 420-422) of his Psychologia empirica in Gesammelte 
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Klopstock is often read as an aesthetic rationalist (albeit an idiosyncratic one), 
and his own writing remained beholden to religion, even in his later years: his lifelong 
work was, after all, the epic Messias, and his poetry remains filled with an emphasis 
on Christian moral virtues such as love, friendship, and so on.83 This has lead to 
debate concerning the moral and religious dimension of his poetry: while the poet 
readily asserts the primacy of aesthetic experience central to his poetics of 
Darstellung, such claims are at odds with an emphasis on the centrality of poetry’s 
moral/religious dimension in earlier essays such as the 1755 “Von der heiligen 
Poesie”.84 
                                                                                                                                       
Werke, vol. II/5, ed. Jean Ecole, J.E. Hofmann and H.W. Arndt (Hildesheim: Olms, 
1965), 387-440. The moral component of this claim – that desire is desire for the 
represented good – is elaborated in his Ethik in Gesammelte Werke, vol. I/4, eds. Jean 
Ecole, J.E. Hofmann and H.W. Arndt (Hildesheim: Olms, 1965), 7-8; hereafter 
referred to as GW. See also Friedrich Beiser’s discussion of Wolff’s theory in 
Diotima’s Children: German Aesthetic Rationalism from Leibniz to Lessing (Oxford: 
Oxford UP, 2009), 60-64. The theory influenced rationalists such as Gottsched, 
Baumgarten, Meier, Sulzer, and Mendelssohn.  
83 See, for example, the section of Gerhard Kaiser, Klopstock: Religion und Dichtung, 
comparing Klopstock to Leibniz and Wolff, 28-122. Kaiser states outright that “Die 
Basis der Gemeinsamkeiten zwischen Leibniz, Wolff, der Neologie und Klopstock 
besteht in der Überzeugung vom Gleichklang zwischen Vernunft und Offenbarung” 
(36). More recently, Frauke Berndt has argued for Klopstock’s indebtedness to the 
rationalist subject of Wolff in Poema/Gedicht: Die epistemische Konfiguration der 
Literatur um 1750 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2011), 137. Mülder-Bach’s reading of “Die 
künftige Geliebte”  also relies on a rationalist logic of imaginary response not found in 
Klopstock’s work. See Mülder-Bach, Im Zeichen Pygmalions, 203-217. 
84 See Klopstock, “Von der heiligen Poesie” in Gedanken über die Natur der Poesie, 
187-201. Menninghaus ultimately remains undecided about these conflicting 
tendencies in Klopstock’s poetry, suggesting inconclusively that “Vielleicht war es 
dieses ‘wortlose’ Unterwandern moralischer Vorgaben in der zur ‘Hauptsache’ 
aufgewerteten metrischen Reflexion, das den späteren Klopstock auch zunehmend 
Gedichte ohne moralischen ‘Überbau’ hat schreiben lassen, wie die Gedichte über 
metrische Bewegung einerseits, über sportliche Bewegung wie Schlittschuhlaufen und 
Reiten andererseits” (318). Mülder-Bach likewise remains undecided about the 
conflict (Im Zeichen Pygmations 175). Others such as Kaiser have come down 
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Klopstock’s aesthetics, I will show, do indeed substitute representations of the 
divine or rational perfection for a noncognitive experience of poetry. But unlike other 
early post-rationalist thinkers of aesthetics such as Lessing and Kant, this does not 
mean a departure from the authority of such presentations in autonomous or semi-
autonomous imaginative experience. Rather – just as the edits to “Die künftige 
Geliebte” substitute transcendental reference for self-reference – Klopstock substitutes 
the authority of poetic experience for authoritative transcendental representations 
exactly. Following the centrality of an immediate, communal experience of god in 
German Pietism – the experience of rebirth – over institutionalized religious 
representation discussed in the preceding chapter, Klopstock understands this aesthetic 
experience as the subjective ground of a new kind of community – neither secular, in 
the sense of liberated from spiritual authority, nor religious, in the sense of related to 
the traditional authority of the church and its representations. If there is debate 
concerning Klopstock’s relation to rationalism or religion, then, it is because aesthetic 
experience is not a departure from their structures of authority, but its substitute. 
Finally, I will demonstrate that this notion of a cult of aesthetic experience 
corresponds to one ideally organized around the practice of live poetry – the very 
practice promoted by Klopstock in his time.  
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                       
decisively in favor of the necessity of a moral/religious dimension. See Kaiser, 
Klopstock, 24. 
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From Institutional Religion to Aesthetic Community, 1755-1758 
Gerhard Kaiser has suggested that Klopstock’s exposure to Pietism began in earnest in 
1751, when he moved to Copenhagen to receive a pension from the Danish King 
Friedrich V.85 There, he was exposed to a circle of nobility rooted in “pietistische 
gefärbte Religiosität” (Klopstock 130) – above all the Stolberg family, who were 
known supporters of the radical Pietist and founder of the Moravian church, Nikolas 
Zinzendorf.86 Kaiser notes, however, that Klopstock’s own relation to Pietism is 
difficult to define, above all because of the heterodox diversity of Pietist belief.87 
Nonetheless, identifying the unity of German Pietism in the experience of rebirth, 
Kaiser suggests that, in addition to pietistic motifs in Klopstock’s writings, it is this 
notion that, above all, constitutes Klopstock’s connection to Pietism, offering him a 
model for poetic inspiration.88 In particular, Kaiser compares Klopstock’s own 
biographical account of being inspired to write his religious epic the Messias to the 
religious awakening experience of a well-known Pietist contemporary of his, J. Chr. 
Edelmann – in which a subjective feeling of inspiration becomes the common ground 
for the realization of a spiritual vocation.89 
                                                
85 See Kaiser, Klopstock, 130.  
86 Ibid,130. 
87 Ibid,125. 
88 Kaiser writes: “Wohl besitzt der Pietismus ein zentrales biblisch-dogmatisches 
Thema gegenüber Reformation und Orthodoxie: die Wiedergeburt, in der die Gnade 
Gottes als eine das ganze Leben durchdringende und verwandelnde, lebendige 
Erfahrung wirksam wird” (Klopstock 125). 
89 See Kaiser, Klopstock, 135-141. 
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 The Pietist experience of awakening, however, is more than just a personal 
model of artistic inspiration for Klopstock, as Kaiser suggests. Rather, it constitutes 
the basis of a new form of community organized around an ecstatic experience he will 
extend to secular poetry. As discussed in chapter one, Pietism breaks with religious 
orthodoxy by substituting a subjective experience of spirit (rebirth) for 
institutionalized revelation – resulting in the proliferation of heterodox spiritual 
communities, or conventicles. In works appearing between 1755 and 1759, Klopstock 
will push the logic of this deviation from institutional authority in a subjective feeling 
of awakening to a radical conclusion: a break with the traditional understanding of 
religion itself. This feeling will become for him the subjective basis for the spiritual 
authority of secular poetry – above all, his own – grounding a cult of aesthetic 
experience. 
 Klopstock’s break with institutionalized religion begins with the 1755 essay, 
“Von der heiligen Poesie,” which appeared as the introduction to the first volume of 
Messias. Religious representation, he claims, is like a painting:  
Der Teil der Offenbarung, der uns Begebenheiten meldet, besteht meistenteils 
nur aus Grundrissen, da doch diese Begebenheiten, wie sie wirklich geschehn, 
ein großes, ausgebildetes Gemälde waren. Ein Dichter studiert diesen reichen 
Grundriß, und malt ihn nach den Hauptzügen aus, die er in demselben 
gefunden zu haben glaubt. (188) 
 
While poetry is still at this stage for Klopstock subordinated, in a Horatian ut pictura 
poesis, to a representative role associated with the medium of painting (a medium that, 
in the 1774 Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik, he will associate with a paradigm of 
representation from which his poetry takes leave entirely), it is liberated here from the 
representative realism integral to revelation. Whereas the bible is like a large, detailed 
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painterly representation, the poet is freed from such literalism to improvise according 
to revelation’s most salient features. Klopstock cautions at this stage, however, against 
a moral threat presented by religious poetry’s freedom from biblical literalism (a 
freedom observable in his own Messias): 
Der Dichter bringt mich, durch seine mächtigen Künste dahin, daß ich zu der 
Zeit, da ich ihn lese, oder auch noch länger, vergesse, daß es ein Gedicht ist. 
Ist es erlaubt, daß jemand mich und viele zu einer solchen Art zu denken 
verleite, daß wir unvermerkt Geschichte, von denen wir nicht gewiß wissen, 
daß sie geschehen sind, für Geschichte von so großer Bedeutung, von solchen 
Endzwecken, für Geschichte der Religion, ansehn? (188) 
 
In presenting itself via a poetic mode that immanentizes its events and conceals its 
own mediality, religious poetry risks persuading its readers that it is the true story of 
religion. Yet in poetry’s defense, Klopstock here turns to valorize the moral character 
of this poetic mode itself, suggesting that “die Folgen, die er aus den Geschichten 
zieht, welche er, in diesem Feuer des Herzens oder der Einbildungskraft, für wahr halt, 
sind seinem moralischen Charakter nicht schädlich” (188). Employing terms for the 
faculties of the subject he will associate with the affective force of this poetic mode in 
this essay (Herz and Einbildungskraft, discussed later in this chapter), he suggests that 
his poetry’s effect on such faculties is moral in itself.  
 Unsurprising given the essay’s relatively early position in Klopstock’s poetic 
career and status as the preface to the Messias, in “Von der heiligen Poesie” Klopstock 
remains equivocal about the importance of poetic experience relative to religious 
content, even ceding to the latter. In the text, the work of the poetic genius is twofold, 
on the one hand, aiming to move the audience (“Die letzten und höchsten Wirkungen 
der Werke des Genie sind, daß sie die ganze Seele bewegen”), yet on the other, and at 
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this stage greater, representing religious truth: “ein andrer Teil aber, und vielleicht der 
größte, gehört vor den Richterstuhl der Religion” (189). In what capacity poetry’s 
ability to move the soul might in itself be considered moral is offered in a brief, 
suggestive statement that “[Der Dichter] muß uns mächtig daran erinnern, daß wir 
unsterblich sind, und auch schon in diesem Leben viel glückseliger sein könnten” (191 
my italics). The moral character of poetic experience is grounded in its twofold ability 
to induce a realization of one’s immortality (Unsterblichkeit) and that one is capable 
of an immanent form of sacred bliss (Glückseligkeit).  
Not developed further here, this quasi-religious experience, associated with the 
experience of a particular mode of poetry for Klopstock, is clearly reminiscent of the 
Pietist rebirth experience, particularly as understood by Zinzendorf, whose followers 
Klopstock was exposed to in Copenhagen: as a single instant of “Erweckung.”90 
Klopstock elaborates his understanding of this experience three years later, in the 1758 
“Von der besten Art, über Gott zu Denken.” In that essay, Klopstock is no longer 
equivocal about the moral priority assigned to this awakening experience over 
religious content. The essay begins by suggesting that one could live in “Schlummer” 
(233) their entire lives, a sleep contrasted with “Das wirkliche Wachen” (233) which 
is described as  “derjenige glückliche Zustand unsrer Seele, da wir entweder Gott 
denken, oder etwas, das Gott geboten hat, und zwar weil er es geboten hat, thun” 
(233). The nature of the thought of god constituting such awakening is elaborated in 
the remainder of the essay; as already suggested by the last quote, it is related to 
action: “Allein, da daß Thun allezeit von dem Denken begleitet werden, da es eine 
                                                
90 See Mettele. 
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gewisse Art zu denken giebt, die schon halb Handlung ist, und da sogar einige 
Gedanken völlig als Thaten von Gott angesehen werden” (234). The thought of god is 
here described less as a discrete object of cognition, as the act of a divine external 
agency.  
 In the middle section of the essay, Klopstock will differentiate this non-
cognitive means of “thinking god” from rationalism and empiricism. Rationalism, he 
claims, is a “kalte, metaphysische [Art]” (236) of thinking god, which “Gott beynahe 
nur als ein Objekt einer Wissenschaft anfleht, und eben so unbewegt über ihn 
philosophiert, als wenn sie die Begriffe der Zeit oder des Raums entwickelte” (236).” 
Rationalism, for Klopstock, fails by treating god as any other abstract concept. By 
contrast empiricism, while sensitive to the immanent dimension of sensible 
experience, “nur selten erheben sie sich bis zu einiger Bewunderung Gottes” (238). 
Klopstock’s use of the term “Bewunderung” – strongly associated with the rationalist 
aesthetics of cognizable perfection at the time promoted by figures such as 
Mendelssohn and Nicolai– suggests that if rationalism’s approach to god is too 
abstract, then conversely, empiricism doesn’t elevate sensible objects to divine 
status.91 The true method for thinking god involves the non-cognitive movement of the 
entire soul, beyond concept and observation: 
                                                
91 See, for example, Mendelssohn’s use of the term Bewunderung in his 
correspondence with Lessing concerning tragedy from 23 November 1756 to 18 
December 1756, discussed in chapter four of this dissertation in Lessing, Briefwechsel 
über das Trauerspiel zwischen Lessing, Mendelssohn und Nicolai, Werke und Briefe 
in 12 Bänden, Vol. 3, ed. Wilfried Barner, (Frankfurt/M: Suhrkamp, 1985-2003) 662-
736, here 675-703. Hereafter refered to as WB. Klopstock’s “Von der besten Art, über 
Gott zu denken” was critiqued vehemently by Lessing following its publication in 
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Wenn die ganze Seele von dem, den sie denkt, (und wen denkt sie?) so erfüllt 
ist, daß alle ihre übrigen Kräfte von der Anstrengung ihres Denkens in eine 
solche Bewegung gebracht sind, daß sie zugleich zu einem Endzwecke 
wirken…wenn, wofern wir darauf kamen, daß, was wir denken, durch Worte 
auszudrücken, die Sprache zu wenige und schwache Worte dazu haben würde; 
wenn wir endlich mit der allertiefsten Unterwerfung eine Liebe vereinigen, 
die mit völliger Zuversicht glaubt, daß wir Gott lieben können, und daß wir 
ihn lieben dürfen. (240) 
 
Such a movement of the soul is purposive, but without a concept, beyond reference in 
words. In continuing to attempt, like religion, to reference this experience, eighteenth 
century knowledge-orders fail, falling into a referential paradigm that bounds god 
within the limits of a discrete signifying order.   
 Understanding the thought of god as an experience of non-cognitive mental 
movement, Klopstock deems this experience moral for the same reasons given in 
“Von der heiligen Poesie:” it is an awakening experience, an immanent, this-worldly 
state of sacred bliss (“Glückseligkeit”) that coincides with the revelation of one’s own 
immortality (“Unsterblichkeit”).  Asserting that it is a “höhere Glückseligkeit” (235) 
to know that “wir fähig sind, Gott – den Unendlichen – zu denken” (235), he equates 
this non-conceptual thought with the emphatic revelation “Ich kann Gott, wie 
unvollständig meine Begriffe von ihm auch sind, ich kann Gott denken! Ich bin 
unsterblich” (235)! Notice the cause-effect, subject-object ambiguity in Klopstock’s 
account here: the divine experience of being moved to thought, earlier deemed an 
action of god, is here the subject’s own action – an ability demonstrating their own 
partaking in the divine (their immortality).  
                                                                                                                                       
letters 48-50 of the Briefe, die neuesten Literatur betreffend in G.E. Lessing, WB, 4, 
597-616. 
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 With the gesture of replacing the representation of god with an experience 
exceeding representation, Klopstock has reconciled the aim of his poetry with a 
religious and moral end, independent of actual religious content. Two months before 
the 1758 “Von der besten Art, über Gott zu denken,” in “Betrachtung über Julian den 
Abtrünnigen,” the poet redefines religion itself in relation to this experience, which he 
explicitly extends to poetry. 
 In the essay, Klopstock’s break with institutional Christianity reaches a 
heathenistic height. Its central figure, Julian the Apostate, was the fourth-century 
Roman Emperor known for replacing Christianity, the state religion favored by the 
Constantine dynasty preceding him, with Hellenistic polytheism. And yet despite his 
anti-Christianity, Klopstock calls him an “Originalgenie” (247), and praises his 
literary abilities. He ultimately comes to a provocative redefinition of religion itself: 
Daß uns die Religion zu nichts andern, als zur Aufklärung unsers Verstandes 
in Absicht auf die Erkenntniß Gottes und zur Besrung unsers Herzens gegeben 
werden könnt. Ich will es daher nicht einmal gegen unsre Widersacher gelten 
machen, daß die Offenbarung diesen ihren großen Endzweck, oft auch durch 
Meisterstücke der Poesie und der Beredsamkeit, erreicht habe. (260) 
 
Not only god, but religion itself, as the enlightenment of the mind with the goal of 
recognizing god, is divorced from representation and grounded in the experience 
central to Klopstock’s poetics, allowing him to consider perhaps even anti-Christian 
thinkers such as Julian as religious. The thought of god has become aesthetic 
experience, and religion the community that forms around it. Not secularization, 
Klopstock instead expands the definition of religion to encompass secular phenomena. 
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To do so, he must leave objective religious representation behind in favor of a 
spiritualized subjective experience.  
As we’ve seen, the precedent for him doing so is the centrality of the 
subjective experience of awakening in Pietism over the institutional church and its 
authoritative representations. In his provocative redefinition of religion as a 
community of aesthetic experience, Klopstock has pushed the logic of Philipp Jakob 
Spener’s break with Lutheran orthodoxy  – emphasizing lay communities united in 
shared spiritual experience over the institutional church – to a radical conclusion. He 
has transformed it into a cult of aesthetic experience. Between the original 1748 
version of “Die künftige Geliebte,” and its 1771 revision, this experience has replaced 
representations of god for Klopstock. Echoing the neoclassical fascination with 
ancient Greece among secular thinkers in Germany since Winckelmann, Klopstock 
compares the wordless dimension of the poem central to such experience to the Greek 
pantheon promoted by Julian: “Überhaupt wandelt das Wortlose in einem guten 
Gedicht umher, wie im Homers Schlachten die nur von wenigen gesehnen Götter” 
(“Von der Darstellung” 172).  
 
Moving the Soul, in Excess of Reason: Klopstock’s Break with Aesthetic 
Rationalism 
Around the same time as Klopstock’s break with authoritative religious representation, 
he will, in a parallel gesture, revise the theory of a subject naturally desiring the 
represented good found in Wolffean rationalism. The nature of this revision offers 
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insight into Klopstock’s understanding of this noncognitive, spiritualized aesthetic 
experience. 
 Klopstock’s revision of the rationalist theory of the subject occurs in two 
places, early on in his substitution of transcendental representation for experience: in 
cursory form in the 1755 preface to the Messias, “Von der heiligen Poesie,” and 
elaborated more systematically in an unpublished January 29, 1756 entry in 
Klopstock’s Arbeitstagebuch. Both versions of the theory posit the existence of three 
faculties, and the present analysis will focus on the more systematic version found in 
the Arbeitstagebuch. 
 The primary faculty, and the one of most concern to us here, is the enigmatic 
“Trieb zu handeln” (AT 120). This primary faculty is accompanied by a 
sensory/perceptive faculty, the “Kraft zu empfinden” (121) that pertains to “die 
Empfindung unsers Körpers, und der sinnlichen Wirkung, die auf ihn geschehn” 
(121), and a cognitive/representative “Kraft zu denken” (AT 122). This latter 
cognitive faculty is further subdivided into “Verstand, oder: Vorstellungskraft 
unsinnliche Dinge zu denken” (122), “Einbildungs, oder Vorstellungskraft, sinnliche 
Dinge zu denken, oder Bilder davon zu haben” (122), and “Gedächtnis, oder: die 
Fähigkeit gehabte Vorstellung zu wiederhohlen” (122).  
In his Arbeitstagebuch, Klopstock imagines consciousness as “Ein Baum, der 
eine Hauptwurzel, und zwo nebenwurzel hat. Der Trieb zu handeln ist die erste, das 
Denken und das Empfinden die beiden letzten” (119). The Trieb possesses a dual 
function in relation to the other two faculties, depending on whether it is in the 
presence of representable objects. In the presence of objects (“so bald sich Objekte 
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zeigen” (120)), the Trieb sorts objects of desire from the nondesirable, operating 
according to a binary of “wollen/nichtwollen” (120) that varies in degree from 
Neigung to Liebe for the former, and Abneigung to Haß for the latter. It is in this sense 
that it can be understood as a drive to action (handeln) or will. It is a dimension of the 
subject that exceeds representation, motivating action in response to representation 
and sensations by identifying objects as objects of desire or repulsion. 
The Trieb retains this function as the engine of subjective response outside of the 
presence of mental/physical objects. This is clarified in a substantial commentary from 
the Arbeitstagebuch: 
Der Trieb zu handeln, ist die schnellste und stärkste unter den drey 
angeführten Hauptkraften der Seele. Die beyden letzten wirken nur, wenn 
sich ihnen Objekte zeigen. Sie würden vielleicht oft ohne Objekte, und also 
ohne Wirksamkeit seyn, wenn nicht die beständige Thätigkeit der ersten, sie 
unaufhörlich in Bewegung brächte, und durch das miterregte Gedächtniß sie 
auf vergangne Objekte zurükführte. Beyde wirken, indem ihre Kräfte izt 
beschäftigt sind, wieder an ihrer Seite auf den Willen. Die Empfindungen 
thun es starker, als die Gedanken. (123) 
 
Not belonging to representation itself, the Trieb is nonetheless responsible for the 
affective movement of representation in and out of consciousness. This occurs both in 
the presence of physical/mental objects, in which case it gives the object an affective 
push/pull, and in their absence, where it moves objects in and out of conscious 
representation entirely. And its action persists in the absence of the external world of 
representation and sensation (for example, during sleep), where it returns affective 
objects to consciousness as dream or memory. Itself nonsubstantial, the Trieb is 
nonetheless the very essence of the subject: what reacts to the external world, 
internalizing its representations as objects of desire or repulsion. 
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 Scholars have debated the indebtedness of Klopstock’s subject theory to the 
rationalist psychology of Christian Wolff – asserting the primacy of a single faculty of 
representation (Vorstellungskraft) determining the other perceptual operations 
(Vermögen, wollen, Empfindungen, sensible Wahrnehmung).92 Insofar as the Trieb is 
understood as responding to represented objects and sensible perceptions, it is difficult 
to resolve this debate in light of what is put forward in his Arbeitstagebuch alone. We 
can say that the version of the theory in the Arbeitstagebuch already shows a 
terminological shift away from strict adherence to rationalism, placing greater 
emphasis on feeling rather than representation, in comparison to that offered in “Von 
der heiligen Poesie.”93 In the revised version, Klopstock more clearly separates out 
sensation – Empfindung – from representation. In the earlier version, the 
                                                
92 See Wolff, GW II/5, 387-440. Frauke Berndt argues for Klopstock’s essential 
indebtedness to Wolff’s model insofar as “alle drei Seelenkräfte – der Trieb (Wille) 
nicht ausgenommen – setzen nämlich “Repräsentation” als Grundprizip der Seele 
voraus” (137); an indebtedness also claimed by Gerhard Kaiser in the section of 
Klopstock: Religion und Dichtung devoted to a comparison of Klopstock’s thought to 
Leibniz and Wolff (36-122). On the other hand, arguing for a break from Wolff’s 
single Vorstellungskraft are Carsten Zelle, Klaus Hurlebusch, and Inka Mülder-Bach. 
The latter two argue that Klopstock’s theory here represents a reversal of Wolff, 
making representation (Vorstellung) emerge out of desire (Begehren/Begierde). See 
Carsten Zelle, “Klopstocks Diät – das Erhabene und die Anthropologie um 1750” in 
Wort und Schrift: Das Werk Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstocks (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer 
Verlag, 2008), 124; Klaus Hurlebusch, Erläuterung zu Arbeitstagebuch, in Friedrich 
Gottlieb Klopstock: Werke und Briefe, Vol, AA.ii: Arbeitstagebuch, ed. Horst 
Gronemeyer, Elisabeth Höpker-Herberg, Klaus Hurlebusch and Rose-Maria 
Hurlebusch. Berlin: de Gruyter, 1977. 232-387, here 301; and Mülder-Bach, Im 
Zeichnen, 204. 
93 These differences have been noted by scholars. Frauke Berndt notes that the middle 
faculty is “Empfindsamkraft” in the Arbeitstagebuch, and “Einbildungskraft” in “Von 
der heiligen Poesie.” The same observation is made by Carson Zelle, who stresses the 
theory’s indebtedness to the anthropology of Klopstock’s contemporary, George 
Friedrich Meier. See Zelle, “Klopstocks Diät,”124, and Berndt, 136.  
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Empfindsamkraft appears as an imaginary/representative Einbildungskraft, and 
sensory perception is incorporated into the primary faculty of Trieb zu Handeln, 
which, in Wolffean fashion, he there designates as Wille, or (employing a Pietist motif 
related to the religious movement’s emphasis, in contradistiction to rationalism, on 
feeling over reason) Herz (192).94  
Perhaps most importantly, whereas in Wolffean rationalism, the Wille is an 
automatic response to authoritative representations of the good, Klopstock does not 
relate its action to the moral character of represented objects in either version of his 
subject theory. Indeed, in both versions, the emphasis is not on the representations 
central to rationalism at all, but the nonsubstantial movement of the Trieb zu 
handeln/Wille itself. Two years later, in “Von der besten Art, über Gott zu denken,” 
Klopstock will have explicitly substituted the represented good desired by the 
rationalist subject with this nonsubstantial mental movement. In that essay, the action 
                                                
94 For Wolff’s account of Wille desiring the good, see his Ethik in GW I/4, 7-8. The 
importance of Herz over reason in Pietism is significant, as the movement can in one 
sense be understood as a reaction to the intellectualization of religious revelation by 
Lutheran Orthodoxy. The motif of Herz is stressed by a number of Pietist sects. It is a 
prominent motif in Zinzendorf, found in Zinzendorf’s well-known poem, “Herz und 
Herz vereint zusammen.” Kaiser stresses Klopstock’s exposure to Zinzendorf’s 
followers in the court of the Danish king Friedrich V, which Klopstock moved to in 
1751. In Hans-Georg Gadamer’s account of the intellectualization of the notion of 
Sensus Communis as a sense or love of community and society by the German 
Enlightenment, he suggests that there is one exception to this rationalization – Pietism 
– and that for the Swabian Pietist Friedrich Christoph Oetinger, Sensus Communis is 
called “Herz.” See Nikolas Ludwig Graf von Zinzendorf, “Herz und Herz vereint 
zusammen,” in Er der Meister, wir die Brüder, ed. Dietrich Meyer (Giessen: Brunnen 
Verlag, 2000), 331-332; Kaiser, Klopstock, 130-135; Dietrich Meyer und Martin 
Brecht, Der Pietismus im achtzehnten Jahrhundert, ed. Martin Brecht and Klaus 
Deppermann (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1995), 5-106; 269-288; Gadamer, 
Wahrheit und Methode, 24-27. 
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of the Trieb zu handeln/ Wille clearly corresponds to the thought of god defined in 
opposition to rationalism: it is not a concept, but rather an experience of mental 
movement, “halb Handlung” (208). Thus while in the 1755/1756 subject theory, the 
subject is still understood as being moved by representations (however unspecified), in 
“Von der besten Art,” it becomes clear that the action of mental movement is self-
reflexive: its object of desire – what motivates it – is the experience of being moved 
itself. To cite an epigram written by Klopstock after 1795: “Dass ihn etwas bewege, 
dies ist das heißeste Dürsten Unseres Geistes; er liebt alles, was so ihn erquickt “ 
(Epigramme, 54).  
 
Affect Animates the Semiotic Binary, But Isn’t Found Within It 
If in theorizing a new form of community independent from institutionalized 
religion, Klopstock substitutes the authority of religious representation for aesthetic 
experience, then in a parallel gesture, his subject theory likewise replaces a rationalist 
subject desiring this represented good with a subject desiring such experience. 
Precisely how poetry might offer this mode of experience is elaborated in the 1759 
essay, “Gedanken über die Natur der Poesie.” There, the dimension of the psyche in 
excess of representation central to his subject theory appears as a dimension of the 
poem in excess of binaries of signification. In the essay, he claims poetry should not 
seek to represent, but to move: 
Das Wesen der Poesie besteht darin, daß sie, durch die Hülfe der Sprache, 
eine gewisse Anzahl von Gegenständen, die wir kennen, oder deren Dasein wir 
vermuten, von einer Seite zeigt, welche die vornehmsten Kräfte unsrer Seele 
in einem so hohen Grade beschäftigt, daß eine auf die andre wirkt, und 
dadurch die ganze Seele in Bewegung setzt. (180) 
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Klopstock’s poetics of movement rest not on a binary semiotic model of signifier-
signified, but a tertiary expressive model (Ausdruck -Gedanke - Gegenstand): "Wenn 
der Ausdruck dem Gedanken ebenso angemessen ist, als der Gedanke dem 
Gegenstande, und dieser nicht allein gut gewählt, sondern auch in einem vorzüglich 
gefallenden Gesichtspunkte angesehn worden ist, so hat der Dichter allen 
Forderungen, die man ihm tun kann, genug getan" (181). In the first part of the claim, 
Klopstock appears to be advocating nothing more than a relationship of transparent 
correspondence between the three elements: the "Ausdruck" (set of signifiers) must 
correspond to the "Gedanke" (thought/signified), as the "Gedanke" to the 
"Gegenstand" (object/referent). This is not so different from the doctrine of sign 
motivation – the transparent correspondence of signifier to signified in the symbol 
popularized by Goethe and the early Romantics, discussed at length by Tzvetan 
Todorov.95 But the second part of the claim distinguishes this from a model based 
simply on harmonious correspondence between signifiers by further emphasizing the 
necessity of a particular subjective standpoint (observing the set of objects from a 
"vorzüglich gefallenden Gesichtspunkte") intervening between object/referent 
(Gegenstand) and the authorial thought that represents it. It is here, in the response to 
the object of representation, that non-cognitive movement enters the poem: 
Der Gegenstand ist gut gewählt, wenn er gewisse durch die Erfahrung 
bestätigte starke Wirkungen auf unsre Seele hat.  
                                                
95 See chapter 5, “Imitation and Motivation,” of Todorov's Theories of the Symbol for 
a lucid discussion of the privileging of sign motivation over referentiality – the symbol 
over the signifier – with the beginning of Romanticism. Tzvetan Todorov, Theories of 
the Symbol, trans. Catherine Porter (Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1982) 129-147. 
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Er wird in einem vorzüglich gefallenden Gesichtspunkte angesehen, wenn 
dieser die vorher angeführte Wirkung mehr als die andern hervorbringt, in 
welchem der Gegenstand auch angesehn werden könnte. 
Der Gedanke ist dem Gegenstande angemessen, wenn es scheint, als ob man 
keinen bessern dabei haben könnte; wenn er nicht da bloß Betrachtung bleibt, 
wo er Leidenschaft hätte werden sollen; wenn er überhaupt ein so genaues 
Verhältnis zu dem Gegenstande hat, als das Verhältnis zwischen Ursache und 
Wirkung ist. 
Der Ausdruck ist dem Gedanken angemessen, wenn er dem Leser besonders 
dadurch gefällt, daß er völlig bestimmt sagt, was wir haben sagen wollen. Er 
ist ein Schatten, der sich mit dem Baume bewegt. (182 first italics mine) 
 
The production of affective poetry is dependent on the author's own affective response 
to the object being presented. The object of poetic Darstellung must be chosen on the 
basis of the strength of its effect on the author's soul, and viewed from the perspective 
that maximizes this effect. This affective response, intervening between the object and 
its mental presentation, is one of movement: leaving a trace in the mental presentation 
("nicht da bloss Betrachtung bleibt, wo er Leidenschaft hätte werden sollen"), the 
affective-laden object is the cause of the mental presentation in the perceiving subject. 
In other words, a properly poetic object is one that moves the author to mental 
presentation in the first place. The rest – the writing of poetry, or formulation of the 
Ausdruck from the Gedanke – is simply transcription; if done with literal fidelity to the 
order of mental presentation, it too will contain the affective dimension that originally 
produced the thought, moving, as the mind did in response to the object, like "ein 
Schatten, der sich mit dem Bäume bewegt".  
 The non-cognitive mental movement central to Klopstock’s theory of the 
subject offered in the 1756 Arbeitstagebuch is precisely what is transcribed in the non-
semiotic movement of the poem, itself the product of an affective response. The 
poem’s affective plus ultra is the embodiment of this affective response, animating the 
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order of poetic signs but not found within it. Possessing no status as object or signifier 
itself, such movement is excluded from a synchronic semiotic model premised on the 
discrete representative relation between particular signifiers. Instead, accounting for it 
necessitates a diachronic model incorporating the process of mental presentation as 
well; indeed, movement simply is this process itself. The centrality of this non-
semiotic dimension of the poem for Klopstock – what Klopstock refers to, in 
contradistinction to representation (Vorstellung) as Darstellung (presentation) – has 
been asserted by Winifred Menninghaus, who defines it simply as “metrische-
rhythmische Bewegung” (Klopstocks Poetik 313).96 Klopstock’s poetics seek to 
emphasize this dimension of the poem over its referential meaning through techniques 
we’ve seen in “Die künftige Geliebte,”: the use of caesura and meter to emphasize 
movement over meaning, the transposition of its statements into a mode of possibility 
through the use of “wenn” and by treating future objects as present, and an emphasis 
on indeterminate signification. In this way, the poem seeks to engage its audience at 
the immediate level of its order of succession, rather than its interpretation and 
meaning, moving them as the poet was moved in creating it. 
Klopstock will later refer to this dimension of the poem as its “Leben,” 
suggesting, in an image echoing that of the shadow moving with the tree “Gedanken,” 
that a poem without Leben “ist ein Tänzer, der geht.”97 In a vitalist theory of 
                                                
96 Writes Menninghaus: “Die Aktion des Gedicts besteht in der rhythmischen 
Bewegung der Worte, welche das bipolare Modell des Zeichens sprengt – denn sie ist 
weder als Transport von Signifikaten noch als reine Lautlichkeit der Signifikanten zu 
fassen… Dieser schwer zu localisierende actus [heißt] Darstellung” (Menninghaus 
“Darstellung” 208). 
97 See Klopstock, “Zur Poetik,” 162. 
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inspiration then, Klopstock conceives of poetry as a chain of affective response – 
movement – originating from an object, moving the mind of the poet to mental 
presentation, transferred to the poetic order of succession, and moving the reader in 
turn.98 The poem comes to embody a communal spirit no longer confined, as in 
rationalism or institutional religion, to authoritative representations of the good, but 
present anywhere it can be experienced – above all, in poetry.  
 
A Poetics of the Voice 
Klopstock himself has trouble placing poetic movement clearly on the side of subject 
or object, offering insight into his claim to its communal character. In both the subject 
theory offered in the Arbeitstagebuch and “Gedanken über die Natur der Poesie,” 
Klopstock suggests the poet and the audience are moved by certain objects, to which 
an internal faculty (the Trieb/Wille) responds. Yet in “Von der besten Art, über Gott 
zu denken,” it is clear that this ideal “object” is not a substantial representation, but 
such movement itself. Indeed, this subject/object confusion appears in “Von der besten 
Art” alone, where the “thought of god” is both considered an action of the subject 
(Klopstock emphatically asserts that he is “unsterblich” because “ich kann Gott 
denken!” (235)) and of god.99  
Klopstock’s difficulty in locating movement clearly on the side of subject or 
object can be understood in light of its status as a plus ultra of representation or the 
                                                
98 The living quality of poetic movement is commented on by Mülder-Bach: “die 
Darstellung selbstbewegt – nicht belebt also, sondern “lebend” – ihre Schritte 
nehmen.” (Im Zeichen Pygmalions 175). 
99 See Klopstock, “Von der besten Art,” 234. 
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semiotic binary. On the one hand, in moving an imaginary representation through 
perception or cognition, it is associated with such representation. But although it 
motivates such representation, it is not stricto sensu a part of it. On the other hand, 
movement is not entirely distinct from representation either, since it only exists 
relative to such representation’s conscious appearance. This difficulty in locating 
poetic movement has been emphasized by Inka Mülder-Bach, who suggests 
Klopstock’s “[metrischer Ausdruck ist] in irreduzibler Weise beides zugleich, Außen 
un Innen, materielle und immaterielle Realität” (175). 
Such a paradoxical topology – intrinsically tied to both meaning and 
materiality, yet not belonging wholly to either – is analogous to that of the voice, to 
which commentators have frequently compared it (In this connection it is also no 
coincidence that Klopstock is cited by Friedrich Kittler for the prevalence of “minimal 
signifieds” in his work: nonreferential signifiers that exist at the border between 
meaning and nonsense, embodying for Kittler the mother’s voice).100 In A Voice and 
Nothing More, Mladen Dolar discusses this topology of the voice: like non-semiotic 
movement, which links matter to meaning yet belongs to neither, the voice “ties 
language to the body, but the nature of this tie is paradoxical: the voice does not 
                                                
100 Both Harun Maye and Frauke Berndt have compared this dimension of Klopstock’s 
poetry to the voice. See Harun Maye,  “Klopstock! Eine Fallgeschichte zur Poetik der 
Dichterlesung im 18. Jahrhundert,” in Original/ Ton: Zur Mediengeschichte des O-
Tons, ed. Harun Maye et. al (Konstanz, Germany: UVK Verlagsgesellschaft, 
2007),165-190, here 168, and Frauke Berndt, who unlike Mülder-Bach, understands it 
to be found in print as well, a “Stimme der Schrift” (174). Mülder-Bach also compares 
Klopstock’s poetic movement to the voice, distinguishing between the spoken voice 
and the body language embodied in its print counterpart. See Mülder-Bach, Im 
Zeichen Pygmalions, 177. See Kittler, 96. 
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belong to either” (73).101 It exists in a liminal space that Jacques Lacan refers to as 
extimate: it is a “leftover of the real eluding symbolization”  (Zizek 50) but 
nonetheless produced by the signifying act.102 Klopstock’s difficulty in locating 
movement clearly on the side of subject and object, together with his claim to its 
communal character, can be related to its extimate status: it is something not reducible 
to meaning or matter, subject or object, but implicated in both. Whereas signification 
and representation split the spectator from the artistic performance, thereby recognized 
as a discrete object of cognition, affective movement does not clearly belong to the 
domain of perceiving subject and perceived object. It is this difficult-to-localize 
experience that replaces, for Klopstock, the external representational authority 
operative in rationalism and institutionalized religion. 
 
The Poem’s Immortal Movement: An Fanny  
(Note: “An Fanny” is reprinted in Appendix B) 
That the poem ideally embodies a common desire embedded in its non-semiotic 
movement, rather than representing any discrete object of desire, is suggested by 
Klopstock’s ode, “An Fanny,” published in revised form alongside “Die künftige 
Geliebte” in the 1771 ode collection and first written in 1749 as “an Daphnen.”  
                                                
101 See Mladen Dolar, A Voice and Nothing More (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006), 
70-74. 
102 Lacan uses the term “extimate” in seminar VII to problematize the conventional 
distinction between interior/exterior in psychoanalysis. See Jacques Lacan, The 
Seminar. Book VII: The Ethics of Psychoanalysis 1959-1960 trans. Dennis Porter 
(London: Routledge, 1992), 139. 
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 In the poem’s opening stanzas, we already see a strange oscillation in 
addressee: between Fanny herself and the mutual gaze intervening between her and 
the poet. This is foregrounded by the repetition of “wenn…du.” The initial “wenn… 
du” in the first stanza refers to the poet’s eyes, the “wenn” presenting a possible future 
detailed in the subsequent four stanzas. In this possible future, it is the poet’s eyes, the 
source of his gaze directed towards Fanny, which have “weeped out” (ausgeweint) 
with his death. In the third stanza, the referent switches, the “du” no longer referring to 
the poet’s eyes but his love-object, Fanny, who in the possible future has also died. 
Yet after hereby positing a potential future where the subject-poet and object-lover of 
the gaze have died, the poem quickly moves to Fanny’s gaze a line later: (“wenn du 
alsdann auch, meine Fanny, / Lange schon todt bist, und deines Auges / Stillheitres 
Lächeln, und sein beseelter Blick / Auch ist verloschen” (17-20). The subject-poet, 
object-lover distinction is here reversed: it is not only the poet, and his gaze directed 
upon Fanny that have died, but Fanny’s gaze (Blick) upon him.  
That the true “object” of the first five stanzas is neither Fanny nor poet, but the 
mutual gaze existing in the liminal space between them is emphasized by the use of 
the possessive “sein” in line 18: it is not even Fanny’s Blick that has died in the 
potential future, but the eye’s gaze, the gaze itself. The future death of this mutual 
gaze, rather than the lovers/subjects themselves, is emphasized in the later version of 
the poem by the substitution of this line (“sein beseelter Blick”) in place of “Ihr 
beredter Geist” in the original. 
This emphasis on the gaze is significant, since the topology of the gaze is 
analogous to that of the voice. Alongside the voice, Lacan considers the gaze to be a 
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manifestation of the objet a, embodying a completion absent in, yet created by, the 
subject (Seminar XI, 242). Like the voice, the gaze is always more than the subject, 
yet inextricable from it, less than the “external” Real.103 Just as Lacan distinguishes 
between the subject-eye and the gaze apprehended in the mirror image, separating the 
subject from an imaginary completion occurring in the field of the other, Klopstock 
appears here to be distinguishing between subjects/lovers, and the alienated gaze 
marking the space of their mutual constitution – an extimate space like that of the 
voice foregrounded in his non-representational poetics. 
 And it is precisely this extimate space that the second half of the poem – 
moving from what is lost in this potential future, to what persists – will fill. The poem 
hinges on a crescendo in the sixth stanza, in which the potentiality of this future 
moment becomes actual, the “wenn” clause yielding to the equally-emphatic repetition 
of “dann,” and the absence of this mutual love yielding to what is initially figured as 
the presence of the lovers: “Dann wird ein Tag seyn, den werd ich auferstehn!/ Dann 
wird ein Tag seyn, den wirst du auferstehn!/ Dann trennt kein Schicksal mehr die 
Seelen,/ Die du einander, Natur, bestimtest” (26-29). 
Yet the last two uses of “wenn du” preceding this moment hints that what 
actually comes to fill the absent gaze is not the lovers/subjects themselves, but a 
                                                
103 The crucial distinction here, echoed in the section of seminar XI entitled, “The split 
between the eye and the gaze,” is between the subject-eye, and the gaze embodying its 
completion from without. The majority of the seminar is devoted to discussing the 
extimate status of gaze here, and could be consider an extension of his theorization in 
the mirror stage essay. Writes Mladen Dolar: “The gaze as the object, cleft from the 
eye, is precisely what is dissimulated by the image in which one recognizes oneself; it 
is not something that could be present in the field of vision, yet it haunts from the 
inside” (41). 
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likewise extimate embodiment of their mutual love – poetic movement. In its third use 
in line 19, the address continues to refer to Fanny after her death, yet at this possible 
future point beyond the lovers/subjects death, it is Fanny’s renown (“Nachruhm” (22)) 
that lives on as “ein unsterblich Lied” (22). Finally, the last use of the phrase specifies 
this possible future as the moment, in the absence of Fanny herself, in which she 
actually comes to love the poet (“Ach wenn du dann auch einen beglückteren/ Als 
mich geliebt hast” (23-24)). In a possible future in which the lovers/subjects and the 
gaze uniting them has been extinguished, what lives on in this liminal space is the 
immortal poem and reciprocated love itself. In a moment of self-reflexivity, the poem 
hints that what is immortal – what the poem is singing to – is the poem itself, 
understood as a manifestation of the common love uniting the two lovers past the 
moment of death, when nature has physically broken them apart. 
 Just as the poem locates its “object” in the liminal space between lovers – the 
space of their mutual love itself – so too is the “Unsterblichkeit” that lives on in the 
poem not located in its semiotic content: 
Zu dir auch eilen! dann will ich thränenvoll, 
Voll froher Thränen jenes Lebens 
Neben dir stehn, dich mit Namen nennen, 
 
Und dich umarmen! Dann, o Unsterblichkeit, 
Gehörst du ganz uns! Komt, die das Lied nicht singt, 
Komt, unaussprechlich süße Freuden! 
So unaussprechlich, als jetzt mein Schmerz ist. (39-45) 
 
The word “Unsterblichkeit” in line 42 is an addition to the later version of this poem. 
In the 1749 original, “Dann, o Unsterblichkeit, / Gehörst du ganz uns!” reads: “Ach 
dann, o Ewigkeit! Bist du ganz unser! (my italics)” The latter version is modified to 
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echo the “unsterblich Lied” in line 22, emphasizing that what is immortal is not the 
souls/subjectivities of the two lovers, but the poem itself, embodying a desire common 
to both but belonging to neither. The use of the term “Unsterblichkeit,” a frequent 
motif in Klopstock’s poems and critical writings, also links the poem directly to 
Klopstock’s Pietist-inflected theory of aesthetic experience as a revelation of what is 
immortal in the subject – namely, the communal affective movement in excess of 
representation – in the discussion of the “thought of god” in the 1755 “Von der 
heiligen Poesie” and the 1758 “Von der besten Art, über Gott zu denken” discussed 
earlier in this chapter.104 And consistent with that theory, these lines assert that the 
immortality of mutual love rests in an affective dimension the poem doesn’t sing – an 
unspeakable future joy equal to the poet’s present pain. Left unspoken, such 
experience is instead embodied in the non-semiotic dimension of the poem: a common 
spirit that moved the poet and will ideally move audiences to come.  
The proportional schema expressed in these lines – the longing for an ineffable 
joy equal to the ineffability of present pain – is a schema, then, for the structure of “An 
Fanny” itself. If in the first six stanzas, the poem mourns the future loss of a mutual 
love (an “unaussprechlich Schmerz”), then it proceeds to fill this absence with the 
only “object” equal to it: not the referent it actively withholds, but the poem as 
movement of affect, an “unaussprechlich süße Freuden.” “An Fanny” both mourns, 
and preserves, the affective movement constitutive of the two lovers – a non-semiotic 
                                                
104 See “Von der heiligen Poesie,” 191, and “Von der besten Art, über Gott zu 
denken,” 235. For a discussion of the Unsterblichkeit topos in Klopstock’s poetry 
more generally, see Terence K. Thayer, “From Topos to Mythos: The Poet as 
Immortalizer in Klopstock’s Works,” The Journal of English and Germanic Philology 
80, no. 2 (1981): 157-175. 
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movement that Klopstock considers the immortal dimension of poetry and human 
experience.  
 
The Cult of Live Poetry 
 
With his poetics of nonsemiotic movement, or Darstellung, Klopstock departs from 
the rationalist aesthetics of Wolff, premised on the representation of sensible 
perfection. He joins other aesthetic theorists at the time – among them, Kant and 
Lessing – in rejecting an aesthetics based on cognizable representation for an 
aesthetics of indeterminate representation, in which an object cannot be immediately 
cognized. For all three of these thinkers, such an aesthetics serves, albeit differently, to 
emphasize subjective experience over the external object of authority favored by 
rationalism. Thus, Lessing begins, starting with his theory of tragedy (see chapter 
four), to favor modalities of indeterminate representation as a means of engaging his 
audience’s imagination and affect, culminating in his theory of the pregnant moment 
in the 1766 Laokoon.105 For Kant in the Kritik der Urteilskraft (see chapter five), 
beauty is no longer the determinate cognition of perfection, but an aesthetic judgment 
                                                
105 David Wellbery argues that this remains rationalist, beholden to a logic of 
representation. See Lessing’s Laocoon: Semiotics and Aesthetics in the Age of Reason 
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1984), 181. The emphasis in Lessing’s Laokoon is on 
imaginary response as an active rather than a passive process of reception, however. 
Inka Mülder-Bach has argued that this represents a step towards a romantic aesthetics 
of individual freedom in “Bild un Bewegung: Zur Theorie bildnerischer Illusion in 
Lessings Laokoon,” in DVjs 66, no.1 (1992) 1-30. Mülder-Bach develops her claim 
further in Im Zeichen Pygmalions,103-148. The argument, contra Wellbery, that in 
emphasizing active subjective response Lessing’s Laokoon comes closer to 
romanticism than rationalism is also made by Eva Knodt in ‘Negative Philosophie’ 
und dialogische Kritik: Zur Struktur poetische Theorie bei Lessing und Herder, 
(Tübingen: De Gruyter, 1988), 7. 
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of reflection, in which the object remains undetermined and the subject experiences a 
pleasurable state of free play. And for Klopstock, allegorical representation is rejected 
for strategies of referential indeterminacy, to engage an audience in a common 
affective experience. 
 For all these thinkers, this rejection of cognizable representation is 
accompanied by a rejection of the sensible determinacy of visual media, favored by 
the rationalists, for the indeterminacy of literary media.106 For a rationalist paradigm 
of representation, the nontransparency of signification – the fact that language does 
not represent its object directly, but indirectly by means of a signifier – constitutes the 
basis for its devaluation relative to visual media. For contemporaries of Klopstock 
such as Gottsched and Charles Batteaux, guided by an Aristotelian doctrine of art as 
imitation of nature (Nachahmung der Natur), literature is subordinated to the visual 
arts on the basis of its ineffectiveness in representing a physical object.107 And for 
Wolffean rationalist contemporaries of Klopstock’s such as Friedrich Nicolai and 
Moses Mendelssohn in the 1750s, the representational effectiveness of the visual arts 
likewise enables them to better represent sensible perfection as a model for imitation 
(the good as object of the will’s desire) than literature.108 
                                                
106 See Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, Laokoon, in WB 5/2, 11-321, here 117; as well as 
Kant’s discussion of poetry in the Kritik der Urteilskraft in Kant, 5:326-327. 
107 See Johann Christoph Gottsched's 1730 “Versuch einer critischen Dichtkunst vor 
die Deutschen,” in Schriften zur Literatur, ed. Horst Steinmetz (Stuttgart: Reclam, 
1986), 78-169. and Charles Batteaux’s 1746  Les Beaux Arts réduits à un même 
principe (Paris: Editions Slotkine, 2011). 
108 See, for example, Mendelssohn’s 1757 treatise discussed in chapter four, “Von der 
Herrschaft über die Neigungen” in Moses Mendelssohn, Gesammelte Schriften, 
Jubiläumsausgabe, vol. 2 (Stuttgart-Bad Constatt: Frommann-Holzboog, 1971), 149-
155. See also Wellbery’s discussion of the text in Wellbery, 54-68. 
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 Under a new paradigm of subjective experience, rather than objective 
representation however, literature’s representational ineffectiveness becomes an asset. 
The nontransparency of the signifier qua its object in literature may make it ill-suited 
for representing objects. Yet it is precisely this nontransparency – the absence of the 
represented object in literature – that by contrast emphasizes the subject. The gap 
opened up between the linguistic signifier and referent already isolates the perceiving 
subject from cognition of its referential object, shifting the emphasis from object to 
subject by opening up a space for the subject’s response. Indeed, combined with 
aesthetic strategies opposed to descriptive or referential signification – Lessing’s 
proposal in the Laokoon that poetry is best suited to representing action, rather than 
describing objects, Kant’s extollation of poetry’s ability to present forms of 
representation divorced from the signifying binary implicit in cognition (aesthetic and 
rational ideas), and Klopstock’s Darstellung – literature enables a separation of 
subject from referential object cognition. It is this independence of the signifier from 
reference that leads all three of these thinkers to favor the medium of poetry, unified in 
the primacy of subjective experience.  
What distinguishes Klopstock from Lessing and Kant, however, is the nature 
of the subjective experience occasioned by the non-transparency of poetry – the nature 
by which the subject relates to its representations. For Klopstock, this relation is not an 
autonomous or semi-autonomous one, as in Kant and Lessing. It is not the basis for an 
imaginative or interpretative response on the part of the audience, but rather affective 
absorption in the non-semiotic dimension of the poem: its forward movement. By 
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resisting signification, Klopstock’s poems don’t seek to sever the audience from the 
poetic presentation but cleave them more closely to it, driving their investment in its 
own movement towards meaningful resolution. And just as his aesthetics don’t seek to 
liberate the audience from their poetic object, they are likewise not meant to liberate it 
from that object’s authority. Rather, the communal experience of poetic movement 
replaces the authority of the external representations operative in rationalism and 
religion exactly. It becomes the subjective ground for the poem’s authority as an 
embodiment of a common spirit. No longer dependent on institutionalized 
representation, such an experience authorizes, for Klopstock, new forms of community 
autonomous from traditional authority.  
This new form of community authorized by poetic experience, I propose, is 
one ideally constituted by the medium of live, rather than written poetry – the medium 
that Klopstock himself favored. This has been suggested by Harun Maye and Johannes 
Birgfeld, who have examined Klopstock’s own promotion of live poetry readings 
during his time.109 For Maye, Klopstock’s poetics “propagiert einen Medienwechsel 
von der Schrift zur Stimme” (168) more generally. In his insightful account of 
Klopstock’s understanding of poetic declamation, Maye emphasizes that, unlike the 
written word, declamation binds the audience closer to a present author, its 
nonsubstantial character allowing it to hide its mediality. This makes it the medium 
best suited to the aesthetics of Darstellung, Maye proposes, which trades referential 
                                                
109 See Johannes Birgfeld, “Klopstock, the Art of Declamation, and the Reading 
Revolution: An Inquiry into One Author’s Remarkable Impact on the Changes and 
Counter-Changes in Reading Habits between 1750 and 1800,” in Journal for 
Eighteenth-Century Studies 31, no. 1 (2008): 101-117. 
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content for the action of the poem itself – the site of an ideal unity between author and 
audience.110 I want to suggest that Maye reads Klopstock too closely to Lessing’s 
rationalist-influenced account in the Laokoon, to which he explicitly compares the 
poet.111 It is not primarily the fact that spoken poetry conceals its mediality that leads 
Klopstock to favor it, nor – despite the homology between Klopstock’s aesthetics of 
Darstellung and the voice – is it an aesthetics of speech or the voice itself. Rather, live 
poetry is preferred by Klopstock for two reasons: It enables an external source (the 
declaimer) to control the homogenous deployment of poetic form over time for the 
entire audience, and it allows poetry to function as the authoritative ground of 
Klopstock’s aesthetic community – a charismatic form of legitimacy.  
 
Moving an Audience in Unison 
In “Zur Poetik,” an essay that forms part of the self-published 1774 Die deutschen 
Gelehrtenrepublik, Klopstock offers a media-theoretical comparison between painterly 
Vorstellung and poetic Darstellung on the grounds of their respective abilities to 
arouse feeling and desire: 
Die Malerei zeigt ihre Gegenstände auf einmal; die Dichtkunst zeigt sie in 
einer gewissen Zeit. Die schnelle Vorstellung gibt jener so wenig einen 
Vorzug, daß diese vielmehr eben dadurch einen bekommt, daß man ihre 
Gegenstände nur nach und nach entdeckt. Dort war der Eindruck zu schleunig 
entstanden, um genug zu wirken. Man nehme ein Stück eines Dichters, ein 
                                                
110 Writes Maye: “Der ideale oder eigentliche Sinn der Literatur, ihre Darstellung, 
muss in einem Medium ausgedrückt, und wiederholt werden können, das nicht als 
Medium erscheint und die Idealität einer Sphäre unmittelbaren Innerlichkeit zwischen 
zwei Subjekten unangetastet lasst. Ein solches Medium, dass seine Medialität 
scheinbar auslöschen kann, während es Sinn überträgt und Verstehen möglich macht, 
ist die Stimme” (168). 
111 Ibid., 179. 
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kleines Ganzes, so viel als etwa ein Gemälde in sich fasset. Hier entsteht erst 
die Begierde zu entdecken eben dadurch, daß nicht alles gleich ganz da ist.  
Mit dieser Begierde, ist die Erwartung des, was man entdecken werde, (ich 
setze voraus, daß man höre, und nicht selbst lese, wenigstens nicht so, daß das 
Auge Sprünge voraus mache) sehr genau verbunden, ein doppleter Reiz den 
das Gemälde nicht geben kann. Wenn nun, wie bie dieser Vergleichung 
angenommen werden muß, die Arbeit des Dichters in ihrer Art so schön ist, 
als die Arbeit des Malers in ihrer; so hat der Dichter sozusagen zwei Kräfte 
mehr, es bei uns dahin zu bringen, wohin er es bringen will, nämlich, die 
Darstellung bis zur Täuschung lebhaft zu machen. Wer hat jemals bei einem 
Gemälde geweint? (163) 
 
Klopstock goes on to assert that the "zwei Kräfte" specific to poetry are "einer 
Wortfolge" that "die Erwartung sehr reizen," and "einer Kürze" by which "die genung 
gereizte Erwartung nun auch früh genung zu ihrem Ziele Komme" (163). 
 Why is poetry better than painting? The answer accords with the aesthetics of 
Darstellung, observable in odes such as Die künftige Geliebte, which substitute 
signifying language for referential indeterminacy in the interest of stimulating a desire 
for reference and absorb the audience in the forward flight of the poem. The structure 
of poetry – which, unlike painting, offers its object over time – supports this aim of 
immersing the audience in a common movement towards meaning, rather than 
offering them an object of representation. Poetry is superior to painting because it isn’t 
particularly efficient at representation; whereas a painting represents a simultaneously-
cognizable object, poetry remains nontransparent qua its object for the duration of its 
temporal span. This delay in the arrival of the whole allows poetry to present the 
temporal order of succession itself – not signifier or signified, but the non-semiotic 
dimension of the poem’s movement. And it drives the desire for this whole, ideally 
absorbing the audience in the poetic sequence in the expectation of a meaning to 
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come. This absorption is for Klopstock affective, a common movement dictated by the 
declaimer of the poem.  
 Thus while – like Kant and Lessing – Klopstock favors poetry over painting on 
the basis of its autonomy from object cognition, it is not in the interests of stimulating 
an imaginary response. In his essay on Klopstock and declamation, Harun Maye 
compares Klopstock’s poetics to Lessing’s theory of poetry in Laokoon. Like Lessing, 
the aim of Klopstock’s poetics, according to Maye, is to conceal the materiality of the 
medium through emphasizing speed (Geschwindigkeit) and movement, producing an 
illusion (Täuschung) in which the materiality of the medium disappears and the 
imaginary ideas it evokes are taken as real sensible objects.112 It is certainly true that 
Klopstock places Täuschung at the center of poetic Darstellung – stating plainly in the 
1779 essay, “Von der Darstellung”: “Der Zweck der Darstellung ist Täuschung” (167). 
But the illusion generated in the gap between succession and simultaneity for 
Klopstock is not a substitutive logic involving the imaginary presence of a mental 
object in the mind of the reader – which the actual presence of the written word might 
obscure. While Klopstock mentions imagination (Einbildungskraft) early on, in the 
1755 “Von der Heiligen Poesie,” this faculty is quickly devalued to an affective 
Empfindsamkraft in the 1756 revision of his subject theory in his Arbeitstagebuch – 
signaling a more general break from aesthetic rationalism and representation.113 From 
that point on, Klopstock does not mention a logic of imaginary response in his 
aesthetic theory. In stressing this rationalist logic of imaginary illusion, Maye (and 
                                                
112 Ibid. 
113 See Klopstock, “Von der heiligen Poesie,” 121, and Klopstock, Arbeitstagebuch, 
192. 
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Mülder-Bach, in her reading of Die künftige Geliebte) confuse Klopstock with his 
rationalist and post-rationalist contemporaries.114 Rather, illusion is for Klopstock a 
kind of immersion in which the audience attains a unity with the forward-flight of the 
poem, itself an expression of the poet’s desire, producing a common affective 
response: “Wer hat jemals bei einem Gemälde geweint” (163)? 
 While the immateriality of speech does serve to further emphasize its non-
semiotic movement over binaries of signification, materiality does not obscure an 
imaginary illusion for Klopstock, and is not of central concern for him. Likewise, if 
his poetics articulate a paradigm of the voice, it is not one rooted in sound or the voice 
itself. Rather, what Klopstock is centrally concerned with – what constitutes, for him, 
the “voice” of the poem – is its affective/expressive non-semiotic deployment of form 
over time. It is this movement that is the site of the poem’s communal affective 
character: as “Gedanken über die Natur der Poesie” suggests, a product of the poet’s 
own experience of being moved and ideally moving the audience in turn. If this 
nonsemiotic dimension of the poem can be considered analogous to the voice, then it 
is one found in print as well – what Frauke Berndt calls a “Stimme der Schrift.”115 
 In this regard, spoken poetry does, nonetheless, have an advantage over its 
written counterpart. In the above-cited quote from “Zur Poetik,” Klopstock expresses 
                                                
114 See Mülder-Bach, Im Zeichen Pygmalions, 203-217. Wellbery describes the 
rationalist logic of illusion as “The illusory presence to mind of the existentially-
absent object” (181). 
115 Inka Mülder-Bach distinguishes between the body language of Klopstock’s written 
poetry – comparable to the physical gestures in rhetorical action – and the voice 
involved in declamation: “Im Medium der Schrift ein Phantasma der ‘lebendigen 
Stimme’ zu erzeugen, hielt Klopstock nicht für möglich.” (Im Zeichen Pygmalions 
177). This is contested by Frauke Berndt, who insists the paradigm of the voice is 
involved in print as well. See Berndt, 174.  
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anxiety that readers of poetry might skip lines,  “ich setze voraus, daß man höre, und 
nicht selbst lese, wenigstens nicht so, daß das Auge Sprünge voraus macht” (163). In 
spoken poetry, the deployment of form over time unfolds homogenously for all 
listeners, controlled by an external source. The possibility of distraction 
notwithstanding, it therefore ideally keeps the audience in the same state for the 
duration of its temporal span, leaving them immersed in the common desire Klopstock 
understands it as expressing. It is this common deployment of form over time that 
leads Klopstock to favor particularly spoken poetry – not the imaginary response 
emphasized by Lessing (according to a “post-rationalist” paradigm of illusion, in 
which the audience imagines the object themselves) or by Kant (according to a 
paradigm in which the subject is released into a state of free imaginative play 
occasioned by the indeterminacy of the beautiful object, in control of its sequence and 
“lingering” (weilen) in the feeling of freedom it occasions).116 
 
Constituting the Charismatic Community 
There is another, perhaps more pressing reason why Klopstock favors the medium of 
spoken over written poetry. As this chapter demonstrates, Klopstock replaces the 
authoritative representations operative in institutionalized religion and rationalist 
aesthetics with a subjective principle – the experience of being moved by poetry. Yet 
unlike other post-rationalist aesthetic theorists, this subjective experience is for him 
the authoritative ground of a new form community, replacing the role played by these 
representations in religious institutions. This shift – from a community grounded in an 
                                                
116 See Kant, 5:222. 
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institutionally-sanctioned mark of authority to one unified in a subjective experience – 
presents Klopstock with a problem: that of specifically charismatic authority. 
 In his well-known typology of legitimate authority, Max Weber distinguishes 
between traditional and charismatic authority. The divinely-ordained monarchy, or the 
authority of the church from which Klopstock takes leave, belong to traditional 
authority, which Weber claims,“auf dem Alltagsglauben an die Heiligkeit von jeher 
geltender Traditionen und die Legitimität der durch sie zur Autorität Berufenen ruhen” 
(Wirtschaft 159). The legitimacy of those in power within these institutions is derived 
from a belief in the sanctity of the institutions themselves, rooted in tradition. By 
contrast, there is charismatic authority: “auf der außeralltäglichen Hingabe an die 
Heiligkeit oder die Heldenkraft oder die Vorbildlichkeit einer Person und der durch sie 
offenbarten oder geschaffenen Ordnungen” (159). Unlike traditional authority, 
charismatic authority is not rooted in the sanctity of institutions or their authoritative 
representations. Rather, it is a devotion to an individual’s exceptional powers, 
dependent on recognition by a group of followers: “Über die Geltung des Charisma 
entscheidet die durch Bewährung – ursprünglich stets: durch Wunder – gesicherte 
freie, aus Hingabe an Offenbarung, Heldenverehrung, Vertrauen zum Führer 
geborene, Anerkennung durch die Beherrschten” (179). Because charismatic authority 
leaves the sphere of traditional authority and its institutions, it is completely dependent 
on this recognition from a group of followers; trading institutional dependence for 
recognition by a group, its validity is based entirely on a dialectic of extraordinary 
action and recognition. As a result, it is independent (Weber calls it “die große 
revolutionäre Macht in traditional gebundene Epochen” (182)) but inherently unstable: 
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“Legitim ist sie nur soweit und solange, als das persönliche Charisma kraft Bewährung  
“gilt”, das heißt: Anerkennung findet, und “brauchbar” [ist] der Vertrauensmann, 
Jünger, Gefolge nur auf die Dauer seiner charismatischen Bewährtheit” (181). Once 
belief in the charismatic power of an individual wanes among its followers, so too 
does charismatic legitimacy. 
 In grounding his newfound community in the ecstatic experience of poetry, 
Klopstock confronts the instability of charismatic authority. Identifying a certain 
subjective experience of poetry as the “thought of god” enables him to take leave from 
traditional religious institutions and conceive of a community rooted instead in poetry. 
But this radical gesture comes at a price: its authority is only proven in action – in its 
effect – recognized and confirmed by a community. Thus while Klopstock formulates 
a comprehensive poetics underlying the production of poetry manifesting a common 
experience of being moved – encompassing rules concerning word choice, tempo, 
strategies of sustaining expectation, as well as the subjective conditions of poetic 
production itself (e.g. poetry should emerge out of the experience of being moved) – 
in the end, the only evidence that it indeed was the source of such an experience is 
empirical: namely, the reaction of the audience.  
Klopstock himself makes this explicit in several of his writings. In “Gedanken 
über die Natur der Poesie,” he insists that a proper object of poetic Darstellung is only 
recognized through experience (“Der Gegenstand ist gut gewählt, wenn er gewisse 
durch die Erfahrung bestätigte starke Wirkungen auf unsre Seele hat” (182)). The 
claim that poetic effect is only known in action is repeated in his 1774 Die deutsche 
Gelehrtenrepublik, where he states that one best learns the nature (Beschaffenheit) of 
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poetic Darstellung, which occupies “die ganze Seele” (9), through its effect 
(Wirkung). In a “Vorschlag zu einer Poetik, deren Regeln sich auf die Erfahrung 
gründen” (172), offered in that text, Klopstock emphasizes the contingency of all 
poetic rules regarding Darstellung: “Wir werden die Natur unsrer Seele nie so tief 
ergründen, um mit Gewisheit sagen zu können, diese oder jene poetische Schönheit 
muß diese oder eine andre Wirkung… notwendig hervorbringen” (172). The nature of 
the soul will never be so deeply fathomed that the production of spiritual poetry can be 
guaranteed by rules alone. Instead, this spiritual power is only confirmed by observing 
the poem’s effect on an audience: “Man ist nicht sicher, völlig richtige Erfahrungen zu 
machen, wenn man den Dichter nur zum Lesen hingiebt, und sich hierauf die 
Eindrücke sagen last. Man muß ihn vorlesen, und die Eindrücke sehen” (173). 
Reading in person confirms to the poet – and in a self-reinforcing feedback loop, to 
the audience – his charismatic power: that the poem was indeed an embodiment of a 
shared spiritualized feeling. 
 And indeed, Klopstock’s own letters and poems are filled with joyful remarks 
concerning the emotional responses of his audience. In a letter to his cousin, Sophia 
Schmidt, dated July 10, 1750, Klopstock proudly describes the reactions of his 
audience at poetry readings: 
Ich will Ihnen nur sagen, dass es eine ungemein süsse Sache ist (denn ich habe 
sie recht sehr und recht oft erfahren), wenn man von liebenswürdigen 
Leserinnen zugleich liebkost und verehrt wird. Ich habe von Lazarus und 
Cidli recht oft vorlesen müssen in einem Ringe von Mädchen, die entfernter 
wieder von Männern umschlossen waren. Man hat mich mit Thränen belohnt. 
(Briefe 43) 
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It is not only out of perverse pleasure that Klopstock writes of being “rewarded with 
tears” while reading poetry surrounded by a ring of young women. Rather, the tears of 
his followers serve to confirm his charismatic authority – that the poem was, indeed, a 
manifestation of collective spirit. And in Die künftige Geliebte, when the narrator 
appears to recognize the object of his desire as being reciprocated desire itselt - “Und, 
o ich sehe sie! Mitweinende, weibliche Zähren, / Ein mir lispelnder Hauch, und ein 
erschütterndes Ach; (43-44)” – such a statement should not only be taken as self-
reference – to the poem’s status as an embodiment of reciprocal desire – but the 
author’s hope that it is: that it will ideally induce mutual tears in the audience to which 
he is reading, confirming its charismatic power.  
And certainly Klopstock, the self-fashioned holy poet surrounded by weeping 
women at his poetry readings, was offered much recognition of this power in his own 
time. For an unpublished project on Klopstock’s reader and the new public of 
sentimental literature in the eighteenth century, the German literary scholar Richard 
Alewyn assembled many reports of the enthusiastic response to the poet, which 
appeared in part in two articles published shortly before his death in 1979.117 In 
“Klopstocks Leser,” Alewyn cites accounts of individuals and audiences riveted in 
sentimentality at Klopstock’s poetry readings, noting that these accounts are 
                                                
117 See Richard Alewyn, “Klopstock!” Euphorion 73 (1979): 357-364; and 
“Klopstocks Leser,” in Festschrift für Rainer Gruenter, ed. Bernhard Fabian 
(Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1978), 100-121. For accounts of the controversy 
surrounding Klopstock’s reputation and the emotional reception by his predominantly 
female audience in his time, see Hans-Georg Kemper, Deutsche Lyrik der frühen 
Neuzeit, vol. 6/1 (Tübingen, Germany: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1997), 425; Richard 
Alewyn, “Klopstock’s Leser,” 113-115; Harun Maye, 173-178; and Paul Großer, Der 
Junge Klopstock im Urteil seiner Zeit (Würzburg: Triltsch, 1937).  
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reminiscent of the Pietist awakening experiences that influenced his conception of 
poetry itself, and that “an den Pietismus erinnern auch die vielen Gemeinden, die sich 
im Namen Klopstocks bildeten” (113). So renown was the sentimental effect of 
Klopstock’s poetry that it inspired enthusiastic imitation (the young students at 
universities such as Karlsschule, Göttinger Hain, and Tübinger Stift who would rent 
rooms to read Klopstock aloud to their lovers, hug and kiss); as well as skepticism 
(Johann Jakob Bodmer, in a letter dated October 20, 1751 to Christian Ewald von 
Kleist, “er ist ja nicht der Messias selbst, und wer weiß ob nicht der Messias in 
Gesellschaft von Mädchen lustig gewesen wäre” (qtd. in Großer, 120)); and outright 
scorn (J.M. Dreyer in 1760: “Man will mich versichern, dass dieser Vicemessias fast 
an jedem Ort eine Sulmithin haben soll” (qtd. in Alewyn, “Klopstock’s Leser,” 
116)).118  
Indeed, by 1774 these sentimental responses to Klopstock’s poetry had become 
so renown that they found their way into literature more generally: in Goethe’s Die 
Leiden des jungen Werthers. When Lotte famously exclaims “Klopstock!” and her and 
Werther burst into tears, it suggests that Klopstock’s reputation had become 
synonymous with the communal emotional experience of his poetry – precisely its 
intended effect.119  Manifested in the real world, Klopstock’s vision of his poetry as an 
embodiment of collective spirit had achieved its own second-hand literary immortality.  
                                                
118 See Maye, 175. 
119 See Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Die Leiden des jungen Werthers Fassung B, in 
Sämtliche Werke: Briefe, Tagebücher und Gespräche, vol. 8. (Frankfurt 
a.M.:Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 1985), 53. Harun Maye in particular reads this scene 
as a synecdoche for Klopstock’s declamation of his works. See Maye 171. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Charismatic Nationalism, In Print: Klopstock’s Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik 
 
 
Klopstock’s move to Copenhagen in 1751 not only connected him with Pietism, but 
with a print public. Two years after arriving in Friedrich V’s court, with its connection 
to Nikolas Zinzendorf’s radical form of Pietism, Klopstock invited the writer and 
theologian Johann Andreas Cramer to join him and serve in the court as a chaplain.120 
Together with Cramer, Klopstock founded a circle of expat German intellectuals in 
Copenhagen that included Gottfried Benedikt Funk and Johann Friedrich Barisien.121 
Central to this circle was the Nordische Aufseher, a weekly appearing on an irregular 
schedule from January 5, 1758 to January 8, 1761, where some of Klopstock’s most 
radical essays of the period appeared, including “Von der besten Art, über Gott zu 
Denken” and “Betrachtungen über Julian der Abtrünnigen”.122 
 The Nordische Aufseher was a moral weekly, a type of periodical that emerged 
in England in the first half of the eighteenth century and appeared in Germany shortly 
thereafter. Unlike the learned journals that preceded them, moral weeklies sought to 
                                                
120 See Helmut Pape, Der halbierte Dichter? “Hohe Poesie” und profane Welt. 
Wandlungen einer literarischen Konzeption bei Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock 
(Frankfurt a.M.: Peter Lang, 2010), 91. 
121 See Klaus Bohnen, “Der Kopenhagener Kreis und der ‘Nordische Aufseher’,” in 
Der dänische Gesamtstaat, ed. Klaus Bohnen and Sven-Aage Jørgensen (Tübingen: 
Max Niemeyer, 1992), 161-180. 
122 For more on the Nordische Aufseher, see Andre Rudolph, “Klopstock und der 
Nordische Aufseher (1758-1761). Antideistische Apologetik und christliche Poesie im 
Zeichen Edward Youngs,” in Wort und Schrift – Das Werk Friedrich Gottlieb 
Klopstocks, ed. Kevin Hilliard and Katrin Kohl (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer, 2008), 21-
40; and Dan L. Flory, “Lessing, Mendelssohn, and Der nordische Aufseher. A Study 
in Lessing’s Critical Procedure,” Lessing Yearbook 7 (1975): 127-148. 
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reach a wide bourgeois reading public.123 Written in the vernacular, their aim was to 
be a moral voice for an emergent bourgeoisie independent from church authority. 
They were written anonymously, which gave them an air of objectivity and a sense 
they spoke for the collective, and provided a safe forum for publishing provocatively 
against religious and feudal society. Moral weeklies sought to vigorously distinguish 
their views not only from religion, but also from both the courtly and lower classes, 
which were often ridiculed. In this way, as Helga Brandes suggests, they propagated a 
social identity for the bourgeois class in the mid-eighteenth century, serving “als 
Forum bürgerlicher Bewusstseinsbildung und Selbstverständigung” (228) and 
becoming a “Schule der Nation” (231). Moral weeklies are cited by Jürgen Habermas 
in Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit as one of the media in which the bourgeoisie 
imagine themselves as an autonomous public, and they are a paradigmatic instance of 
the kind of periodical– vernacular and circulated among a bourgeois audience – 
identified by Anderson as a precondition for national consciousness as well.124  
 Noted by many scholars, Klopstock’s turn to nationalism around this time, I 
will demonstrate, is precipitated by writing for this publication. 125 As per Anderson’s 
                                                
123 For more on moral weeklies in Germany in the eighteenth century, see Helga 
Brandes, “Moralische Wochenschriften,” in Von Almanach bis Zeitung. Ein Handbuch 
der Medien in Deutschland 1700-1800, ed. Ernst Fischer, Wilhelm Haefs, and York-
Gothart Mix (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1999), 225-231.  
124 See Habermas, Strukturwandel, 105. See Anderson, 37-46. For the concept of a 
public more generally, see Michael Warner, Publics and Counterpublics (New York: 
Zone Books, 2002). 
125 See Katrin Kohl “Kulturstiftung durch Sprache: Rede und Schrift in der Deutschen 
Gelehrtenrepublik, in Wort und Schrift: Das Werk Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstocks, ed. 
Kevin Hilliard and Katrin Kohl (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 2008), 145-167, 
here 157; Johannes Birgfeld, 104; Helmut Pape, Der halbierte Dichter, 124; Hans-
Georg Kemper, 484. These scholars have themselves suggested a number of reasons 
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theory, it is Klopstock’s exposure to a wide bourgeois audience writing for the 
Nordische Aufseher that leads his to imagine his public as a national community, 
unified in the vernacular German language. Klopstock is particularly attracted to 
conceiving of this public as a nation, rather than the critical humanist public described 
by Habermas as likewise developing out of print, because his model for a community 
autonomous from the feudal institutions of church and state comes from Pietism. Like 
the Pietist community unified in a collective experience of spirit, the nation is a limited 
form of community, bound by language.  
 Klopstock’s exposure to a bourgeois print public enables him to imagine his 
community unified in collective experience as a nation. But this chapter also 
demonstrates that his Pietist notion of spiritual community conflicts with the 
“imagined community” of the nation and reading public – a conflict constitutive of 
charismatic nationalism. As chapter two discusses, Klopstock’s conception of 
community is charismatic: based, as per Weber’s definition, on the spiritual power of 
the poet, whose authority is dependent on its visible recognition by those experiencing 
it.126 But as Anderson argues, the nation and the print public enabling it are defined by 
the isolation of its members from each other; it is a community in which “the members 
of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, 
                                                                                                                                       
for Klopstock’s nationalist turn: from the discovery of “einen frühen nordischen 
Kultur mit Ossian” (Kohl, “Kulturstiftung,” 157), to “a broad wave of patriotic writing 
sparked by the Seven Years War” (Birgfeld 104), to Klopstock’s disputes with his 
publisher (Pape, Der halbierte Dichter, 124).  
126 See Max Weber’s definition of charismatic authority, discussed in chapter two of 
this dissertation in Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft: Grundriss der verstehenden 
Soziologie, 5th rev. ed., ed. Johannes Winckelmann. (Tübingen: JCB Mohr, 1976). 
179-188. 
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or even hear of them” (6). The nation and its print public are at odds with the contact 
between leader, followers, and each other necessary for charisma’s legitimation. show 
Klopstock’s attempt to contain this aporia of charismatic nationalism is his 1774 Die 
deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik: a text that he will distribute through a subscription 
service that seeks to re-shape print distribution to accommodate charismatic 
community, and, in its content, mythologize this community itself.  
 
Imagining the Charismatic Nation: The Nordische Aufseher, 1758-1761 
The Nordische Aufseher was, in many ways, a prototypical moral weekly. Appearing 
in the vernacular and written anonymously, it published provocatively against 
institutional religion and itself sought to offer moral guidance to an emergent 
bourgeois public. Content such as Klopstock’s radical essays on spiritual community 
discussed in chapter two appeared alongside more quotidian fare: essays concerning 
the responsibility of the individual to the group, agriculture, manufacturing, and 
health, and morality and the cultivation of social life.127 Education – becoming of vital 
importance to an emergent Bildungsbürgertum – held a position of prominence in the 
Nordische Aufseher, with Cramer notably publishing a fifteen-part plan for the 
education of children.128 
But the Nordische Aufseher also reflected the uniqueness of the Copenhagen 
circle: namely, its international influences (it addressed French, English, and, in a 
couple instances, Danish literature) and the pietistic atmosphere of Friedrich V’s court. 
                                                
127 See Bohnen, 174. 
128 See Flory, 128. 
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The weekly’s stance was anti-deistic and radical for its time, promoting a cult of 
feeling, “Sinnenoffenheit,” and an emphasis on personal experience. This pietistic 
character made it incompatible with rationalist intellectual circles at the time. In 
Berlin, the Nordische Aufseher was attacked by Lessing, Nicolai, and Mendelssohn on 
essentially rationalist grounds on multiple occasions.129 Lessing notably critiqued 
Klopstock following the publication of, “Von der besten Art, über Gott zu denken,” on 
May 13, 1758, with its rejection of rationalist and empirical ways of thinking god for 
immanent spiritual experience.130  
  As discussed in chapter two, it is in this essay, together with others published 
in 1758 in the Nordische Aufseher – most notably, “Betrachtungen über Julian den 
Abtrünnigen” – that Klopstock arrives at his decisive break with religious authority. 
Informed by the centrality of ecstatic spiritual experience over representation in 
Pietism, Klopstock substitutes, in these essays, a subjective experience – the feeling of 
ecstatic spiritual communion – for external divine authority, thereby divorcing the 
divine from any necessary relation to the institutional church, or even religion, 
traditionally understood. In “Julian,” Klopstock redefines religion itself as the 
community grounded in this subjective experience, which he explicitly extends to 
secular poetry. The subjectivization of god as experience is a precondition, then, for it 
being appropriated by secular communities – for Klopstock, namely the community 
organized around poetry.  
                                                
129 Ibid. 
130 See Lessing’s criticism in letters 48-50 of the Briefe, die neuesten Literatur 
betreffend in Lessing, WB 4, 597-616. 
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 It is no coincidence that Klopstock formulates a notion of community 
grounded in subjective experience in the Nordische Aufseher, for the medial structure 
of the moral weekly – as an anonymous, authoritative voice addressing a bourgeois 
audience independent from the church – enables these very declarations. The Aufseher 
addresses its bourgeois audience as an autonomous public, constituted as a collection 
of subjects no longer bound to religious authority. More, as a reading public, these 
subjects are organized in isolation, independent not only from a unifying authority but 
each other. The Nordische Aufseher is the medium in which Klopstock subjectivizes 
religion, because it itself addresses a network of isolated subjects: an emergent 
bourgeois reading public. The structure in which the divine is appropriated by 
Klopstock for this group mirrors the medial structure in which the group is organized: 
not a form of absolute external authority impinging on the subject’s autonomy, but a 
subjective principle rooted in individual experience. German Pietism offers Klopstock 
a model for this relation between subject and community, because as chapter one 
suggests, it already privileges a mode of subjective experience over the representations 
of the institutional church. 
By subjectivizing religion as communal spiritual experience, Klopstock is able 
to appropriate the divine authority formerly associated with religion for this bourgeois 
reading public. This is particularly important for the Nordische Aufseher, which seeks 
to be a moral voice – itself an authority – for this group defined in opposition to the 
sphere of religion and feudalism from which they are in the process of becoming 
independent. Thus in “Julian,” Klopstock not only subjectivizes religion as an 
experience found in secular poetry and oration, but praises the literary abilities of an 
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anti-Christian figure (Roman emperor Julian the Apostate). Such a radical claim is an 
obvious assertion of bourgeois independence, defined in heretical opposition to 
Christianity. As is the case with nationalism in Germany from Winckelmann’s time 
onwards, ancient Greece becomes the model for the apotheosis of the secular German 
state. 
If the Nordische Aufseher is the medium in which Klopstock subjectivizes the 
divine, it is also the medium in which Klopstock conceives of a new form of 
community. Months after “Julian” and “Von der Besten Art,” he conceives of spiritual 
experience as the authoritative center of a secular community in the pages of the 
Nordische Aufseher, publishing, on September 7, 1758, “Von dem Range der schönen 
Künste und der schönen Wissenschaften..” In that essay, he begins talking about a 
common “Nation”, which he suggests needs religion to be “Glückselig” (984). Yet as 
before, he here claims that this “Religion” “ist durch Muster der Poesie und der 
Beredsamkeit offenbar worden” (984). If his statement thus repeats the one 
appropriating religion for secular aesthetics in “Julian” near exactly – allowing secular 
poetry and oration to do the work in presenting god formerly belonging to the domain 
of religion – then he also adds a modifying claim that now limits this “religious” 
function to poetry and oration originating solely from the newly-identified “Nation”: 
“Und es ist keine geringe Ehre für uns, dass die Sprache, welche in der Offenbarung 
geredet wird, unsre Sprache ist” (984). Klopstock’s reading public, unified by the use 
of vernacular German, becomes in this gesture a national community whose language 
is the privileged site of revelation through poetry. Criticizing the paucity of this 
German-language “nation” in his time (in particular its religious culture: “Die 
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Beredsamkeit des Predigers sei gemein, schwach, witzelnd, ohne Gedanken, ohne 
Empfindungen… Die Lieder… noch platter” (986)), he suggests provocatively that 
perhaps all it is lacking is “ nichts, als einige wenige Bücher” (986) – books that, like 
those of “ die grieschische Nation, die so sehr aufgehört hat, eine Nation zu sein” 
(986), possess “Dauer.” Just as the Bible unifies the Christian community, Klopstock 
here opens the door for poetry fulfilling the same function in the German-language 
nation. 
That addressing a bourgeois public in the Nordische Aufseher would enable 
Klopstock to imagine it as a national community accords with Benedict Anderson’s 
theory of nationalism, in which the constitution of publics through vernacular print 
media is the precondition for national awareness. But it is not self-evident that a public 
unified along national lines by a shared vernacular would imagine itself as exclusively 
national. The structure of the bourgeois print public also enables humanist self-
conception: the notion of belonging to a universal community of autonomous subjects. 
This connection is explored by Jürgen Habermas, who attributes the development of a 
critical public sphere to, among other institutions of autonomous communication 
among the bourgeois, the emergence of a print public lead by moral weeklies such as 
the Nordische Aufseher.131 In Klopstock’s case, the poet finds himself particularly 
attracted to national self-conception because the specific mode in which a subjective 
principle replaces religious authority for him is informed by Pietism. Not an 
autonomous experience, it is instead fundamentally at odds with autonomy: an 
                                                
131 See Habermas, Strukturwandel, 54-160. 
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ecstatic, self-effacing feeling of belonging to a larger spiritual whole. It is also a 
limited, exclusionary notion of community, separating those who feel the spirit from 
those who don’t. Klopstock identifies this communal spirit with the language unifying 
his print public, thus bounding the spiritual community along national lines while 
privileging his own artistic medium – poetry – in the process.  
 
Printing Charisma: Die Deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik 
Writing for the Nordische Aufseher offered Klopstock a medium for subjectifying the 
divine as a communal spiritual experience associated with poetry. But it also enabled 
him to conceive of a German culture nation organized around this experience. 
Klopstock’s nationalist activities – supporting this culture nation through the 
production of authoritative poetry and myth – began in earnest after this moment, 
particularly following his return to Copenhagen in 1764 after a two-year visit to 
Germany.132  
Scholars have noted the appearance of bardic motifs in Klopstock’s writing 
taken from James Macpherson’s Ossian after this point, which Klopstock encountered 
in 1764, endowing his nationalist writings with a distinctly Northern European 
symbolism.133 These motifs appear not only in his poems from this period, but also in 
his trilogy of Hermann plays, the first of which, Hermanns Schlacht, emerged in 1769, 
                                                
132 Both Pape and Kemper date the beginning of Klopstock’s nationalist phase to 
1765. See Kemper, 484, and Pape, Der halbierte Dichter, 91.  
133 See Sandro Jung, “The Reception and Reworking of Ossian in Klopstock’s 
Hermanns Schlact,” in The Reception of Ossian in Europe, ed. Howard Gaskill (New 
York: Thoemmes Continuum, 2004), 143-156, here 144; and Katrin Kohl 
“Kulturstiftung,” 157.  
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mythologizing Tacitus’s account of the first-century defeat of the Roman army by the 
Germanic tribes. Mark-Georg Dehrmann has understood this play as part of a project 
of German nation building through literature, offering a mythological Germanic 
history in an effort to propagate a national identity that had little currency outside of 
scholarly circles at the time, and indeed, this seems true of much of Klopstock’s 
literary production in the 1760s.134  
In 1768, Klopstock’s effort to build a German culture nation went beyond his 
own literary activities, in an attempt to institutionalize government support for science 
and literature in German more generally. That year, Klopstock sent a plan to Holy 
Roman Emperor Joseph II in Vienna (the so-called “Wiener Plan”), in which he 
recommended stipends for artists and scholars, and a national printing house.135 In 
Helmut Pape’s words, the plan was an attempt at “einer Kulturpolitischen Erneuerung, 
an der Erweckung eines neuen patriotischen Bewusstseins aller ‚Deutschen‘” (128). 
Klopstock received no response from Joseph II, which speaks not only to the poet’s 
hubris, but also to the contradiction inherent in expecting imperial authorities to 
support the development of the bourgeoisie’s national class-consciousness – a threat to 
existing power relations suggested by Pape.136 
                                                
134 See Mark-Georg Dehrmann, “Der Dichter als philologischer Priester: Geschichte, 
Nation und Tacitusrezeption in Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstocks Hermann-Trilogie,“ in 
DVjs 86, no. 2 (2012): 224-271. Dehrmann suggest that through the Hermann play, 
“die unverstandene Identität, die unverständliche Begriff „Deutschland“ sollen durch 
die Aufnahme einer genuinen nationalen Überlieferung gefüllt werden” (227). 
135 For more on Klopstock’s “Wiener Plan” see Pape, Der halbierte Dichter, 119-129, 
and Kohl, Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock (Stuttgart: Sammlung Metzler, 2000), 42-43. 
136 Pape writes, “Aus der Sicht der von konservativer Staatsräson geleiteten Wiener 
Regierung sah man in Klopstocks Projekt auch Gefahren einer Tangierung der 
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Perhaps the poet’s strangest text in both content and mode of distribution, Die 
deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik emerged in the context of these attempts at building a 
national identity through the arts, and has been read by Katrin Kohl as a form of 
national “Kulturstiftung” (150). The conception of the project dates to November 24, 
1755, entry from Klopstock’s Arbeitstagebuch, in which he conceives of a utopian 
society of artists and scholars he names, in neoclassical fashion, “Hellenopolis” (11). 
His coming into national consciousness through writing for the Nordische Aufseher, 
combined with his reception of Ossian and Tacitus’s Arminus in the early 1760s, 
breathed new life and direction into the project.  
On June 8, 1772, Klopstock published a notice in the Hamburger Staats- und 
Gelehrten Zeitung, announcing that he would distribute “Die deutsche Gelehrten-
Republik. Ihre Einrichtung, ihre Gesetze, Geschichte ihres letzten Land-Tages. Auf 
Befehl der Aldermänner durch Salogast und Wlemar. Herausgegeben von Klopstock. 
Erster Theil” (221) directly to interested subscribers.137 What the 3,480 subscribers (an 
absolute highpoint for subscription efforts at the time) received was a fictional multi-
genre account – encompassing history, poetry, and aesthetic theory – of the parliament 
of a German republic governed by scholars and artists, couched in motifs taken from 
Ossian. In the parliament of this fictional culture nation, these scholars and artists 
occupied the positions of power once held by the aristocracy – their authority no 
longer dictated by birthright, but their position in an epistemological order of rank.  
                                                                                                                                       
allgemein bestehenden Machtverhältnisse, eben eine neue „Republik der Gelehrten“, 
begriffen als ein Staat im Staate” (Der halbierte Dichter 129). 
137 For a reprint of the complete notice, see Helmut Pape, Klopstocks Autorenhonorare 
und Selbstverlagsgewinne (Frankfurt a.M.: Buchhändler-Vereinigung, 1969), 221-225.  
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In form and content, Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik is nothing less than an 
attempt to re-structure the medium of print to conform more closely to Klopstock’s 
charismatic notion of community: his idea of a community unified in the immediate 
ecstatic experience under an inspired poet, their responses legitimizing the authority of 
the poet. Klopstock’s notion of community it at odds with the isolation of the very 
print medium that enables him to conceive of it as a national community (It is perhaps 
not a coincidence in this regard that, following his awakening to nationalist 
consciousness at the Nordische Aufseher, Klopstock turns to other performance media 
– drama – and in his “Wiener Plan” rejects distribution through private presses to 
favor a single, nationalized channel). The structure of distribution operative in his 
subscription project is an attempt to overcome this isolation, binding himself and his 
reading public together in more substantial contact.  
As discussed at length in the last chapter, spoken poetry has two advantages 
over written in creating spiritual community for Klopstock. Firstly, since Klopstock 
understands the communal spiritual dimension of the poem as present in its 
expressive, non-semiotic deployment of form over time, it means that, for Klopstock, 
a spiritual experience unifying poet and audience is possible – if not ideally presented 
– in print as well as in person. Live poetry remains superior, however, in presenting 
this unifying spirit because the deployment of form over time, controlled by an 
external source, unfolds uniformly for the entire audience. Secondly, reading in 
isolation precludes seeing the reactions of fellow spectators, confirming the notion of a 
collective ecstatic experience and offering visual acknowledgment of the poet’s 
charismatic power. The presence of others, reacting in a common manner to the poet, 
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legitimizes his charismatic authority to the audience itself in a self-reflexive circuit: 
proving in action that, indeed, he did channel a collective spirit.  
Klopstock’s subscription plan for the Gelehrenrepublik seeks to re-structure 
print distribution to accommodate this notion of a community united directly in 
spirit.138  In his subscription plan announcement, Klopstock continues: 
Vorerinnerung: Man sieht diesen Plan von einer falschen Seite an, wenn man 
glaubt, daß ich ihn genannter Schrift halben gemacht habe. Meine Absicht ist, 
zu versuchen, ob es möglich sey, daß die Gelehrten durch so eingerichtete 
Subskriptionen Eigenthümer ihrer Schriften werden. Denn jetzt sind sie dies 
nur dem Scheine nach; die Buchhändler sind die wirklichen Eigenthümer, weil 
ihnen die Gelehrten ihre Schriften, sollen sie anders gedruckt werden, wohl 
überlassen müssen. Es wird sich bey diesem Anlasse zeigen, ob man darauf 
hoffen könne, daß das Publicum den Gelehrten, und diese sich untereinander 
(von dem letzten weiß ich schon jetzt nicht wenig) dazu beförderlich seyn 
werden, daß sie zu dem wirklichen Besitze ihres Eigenthums gelangen. Ich 
wünsche nichts so sehr, als bald Nachfolger zu haben; und diese bitte ich, mir 
zu schreiben, weil ich glaube, ihnen dieß und jenes nicht ganz gleichgültig 
über die Sache sagen zu können. (qtd. in Pape, Klopstocks Autorenhonorare, 
222). 
 
Klopstock makes the intention behind his subscription plan clear: to free scholars (die 
Gelehrten) from booksellers and make them the owners of their own writings. His 
stated hope is that the subscription plan – selling his writing directly to the public, 
without a mediating third party – will inspire others to do the same, creating an 
autonomous market linking authors to their readers. As Pape has claimed, on a 
superficial level Klopstock’s concern here can be understood in light of his own 
financial hardships: his difficulties with his publisher, Hermann Hemmerde, who 
published unauthorized reprints of the Messias for which, owing to the lack of 
                                                
138 Pape aludes to something similar when he states “nicht das Buch steht im Zentrum 
des Interesses, sondern der Leser und der Autor, also der Mensch: Literatur nicht als 
Selbstzweck, sondern als Brücke für neue menschliche Begegnungen”(Der halbierte 
Dichter 167). 
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copyright at the time, he received no payment; the death of his benefactor, Friedrich V 
in 1766, which placed his livelihood in jeopardy.139 Like the  “Wiener Plan,” Die 
deutschen Gelehrtenrepublik seeks to create an autonomous platform for writers to 
engage in building a national cultural identity, or as Pape puts it, “eine Art fiktionaler 
Alernative zum Wiener Projekt, in eigener Regie zu realisieren” (129). 
 But Klopstock’s project can be understood another way. In his statement 
accompanying the subscription plan notice, he states that his hope is that, through 
inspiring similar projects, “das Publicum den Gelehrten” can become the true owners 
of their property. In “Von dem Publico,” an essay he published on October 21, 1758 in 
the Nordische Aufseher, Klopstock will define this public not only as those that work 
on “schönen Kunst” and “schönen Wissenschaft,” but those who “das gelehrte 
Schriften entscheidend beurteilen kann” (933). The public is for Klopstock not only 
producers of writing, but also consumers with taste. The public, here declared as the 
true owners of the literature circulated directly via subscription, is not only the 
scholarly class, but also the emergent Bildungsbürgertum. His project can therefore be 
understood as an attempt to make this public – not only producers of literature, but 
their readers – into an independent community that possesses their own property – 
namely, the national literature that binds them together.  
 Klopstock’s call for an autonomous public joining an author with his bourgeois 
readers emerges alongside similar statements at the time from such Enlightenment 
luminaries as Lessing, Nicolai, Wieland, Schiller, and Kant himself, whose 1784 
“Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist Aufklärung?” remains the classic manifesto of a 
                                                
139 See Pape, Der halbierte Dichter, 110-156. 
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free bourgeois press.140 Until the end of the eighteenth century, authorship was closely 
aligned with state power. This is because those who published, even in the vernacular, 
were usually scholars, educated in the university and literate in Latin.141 This res 
publica literaria – the Gelehrtenrepublik named in Klopstock’s text – was closely 
linked with the res publica politica, especially those working in law, who were 
charged with interpreting Roman law and therefore securing state power.142 
Klopstock’s attempt to construct an autonomous public can therefore be understood as 
part of the emergence of the public sphere apart from state authority described by 
Habermas, and it’s possible that this message in part resonated with the thousands of 
readers who responded – of which we know over 82 percent belonged to the bourgeois 
class, thanks to Klopstock’s records.143  
If at the end of “Von dem Publico,” Klopstock begins to refer to this public as 
a nation, then his subscription plan attempts to give shape to his spiritual national 
community. This subscription public differs crucially from the nation envisioned by 
periodical readers and writers, such as those of the Nordische Aufseher, or the 
audience of Klopstock’s 1771 poetry collection. While the public of the Nordische 
                                                
140 See John Christian Laursen, “The Subversive Kant,” in What is Enlightenment? 
Eighteenth-Century Answers and Twentieth-Century Questions, ed. James Smith 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 2012), 253- 269; here 260. 
141 See Heinrich Bosse, Bildungsrevolution 1770-1830 (Heidelberg: Winter, 2012), 
313. 
142 See Laursen, 260 and Bosse, 309. 
143 See Ulrich Dzwonek, et. al., “F.G. Klopstocks ‘Deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik’ und 
Bardendichtung als Dokumente der bürgerlichen Emanzipationsbewegung in der 
zweiten Hälfte des 18. Jahrhunderts,” in Deutsches Bürgertum und literarische 
Intelligenz 1750-1800 (Stuttgart: J.B. Metzler, 1974), 277-328, here 280. The authors 
suggest that Klopstock’s appeal to a national public in his newspaper posting is 
responsible for its success. 
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Aufseher also received the journal via subscription, they subscribe to a journal 
published anonymously rather than responding to the author directly. They thus 
possess no direct relationship to each other or the author they read, whose anonymity 
reinforces the sense of belonging to an imaginary, abstract collective. In a similar 
manner, the isolation of readers from one another and the author is emphasized in the 
case of the poetry collection by virtue of the fact that they purchase the text from a 
third-party – the bookseller – itself printed by a third-party publisher. They thus 
possess the same status as each other by virtue of being part of a readership, but no 
direct relationship to one another or the author, enabling an abstract notion of 
community (citizens of a nation, or members of humanity, for instance).  
In the subscription schema, however, readers are linked directly to the author, 
who sells them his work. The readers are not engaging with a third party – a 
bookseller selling a book in turn published by a printing house or an anonymous 
journal– but a person, with whom they have commonly made an agreement. Though 
these subscribers remain an imagined community constituted in print, they are united 
by an interpersonal association with an author, who in turn claims to be the source of a 
collective spirit. More, Klopstock attempted to bring these readers into interpersonal 
contact with each other by listing the names of the subscribers themselves in both the 
distributed edition of Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik and notices printed in daily 
newspapers, which presented the number of subscribers at each location.144 In this 
way, the public of readers is brought into personalized contact with the charismatic 
                                                
144 See Pape, Der halbierte Dichter, 198. 
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author and each other. Though not literally present for the isolated reader, the spiritual 
community is nominally present in the book itself. 
Creating interpersonal contact between readers and author through a 
subscription service does not completely solve the aporia of charismatic nationalism 
for Klopstock, however. What remains lacking in print is the visual evidence of 
spiritual communion: the emotional responses confirming to author and audience the 
author’s spiritual power. But as discussed in chapter two, by 1774, the year in which 
Klopstock’s Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik appeared, the emotional reactions to 
Klopstock’s work had become so renown, that his name itself had become 
synonymous with them: appearing that very same year in Goethe’s Die Leiden des 
jungen Werthers, when Lotte famously exclaims “Klopstock!” and Werther and her 
both burst into tears.145 Whether or not Klopstock’s subscribers truly were affected by 
his poetry then, their 3,480 printed names become, in the public eye, in turn 
synonymous with this ecstatic experience. They serve to quantify and personalize this 
experience to the public of readers itself. For subscribers, seeing these names, their 
own included, reinforces their sense of the scope of Klopstock’s ecstatic community, 
validating its claim to authority and, in a closed loop, their own desire to belong to it. 
 
Mythologizing the Public as Charismatic Nation 
In delivering the text through a subscription service, Klopstock sought to bring his 
print public into more immediate contact with each other and the source of their 
unifying spirit, the author himself. The text this public received, Die deutsche 
                                                
145 See Goethe, Die Leiden des jungen Werthers, 53. 
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Gelehrtenrepublik, in turn mythologizes its own public of readers, presenting them in 
reproducible form as a charismatic nation unified in spirit. In the text, participation in 
the reading public is figured as political participation in the Gelehrtenrepublik. It 
presents this republic as belonging exclusively to educated Germans. Just as 
Klopstock’s 1758 “Von dem Publico” distinguishes the true public of the educated, the 
nation, from “der grosse Haufen,” here the educated Germans granted representation 
in parliament are differentiated from the uneducated Pöbel who lack the “Naturgaben” 
(7) for study, and the Altfranken, who don’t attempt to. The pejorative language 
Klopstock uses to refer to the non-educated excluded from this public, and the 
republic of the learned – the heap (Haufen), the rabble (Pöbel) – further suggests an 
undifferentiated group, a collection of non-subjects. If the subject of a reading public 
is autonomous, then this autonomy is reflected both in Klopstock’s language and their 
status as political subjects in his imaginary republic. 
 If only the literate are granted political representation in the Gelehrtenrepublik, 
then such participation is further limited to Germans, an identity that is above all 
bound by the use of the vernacular German language. Klopstock names intellectuals 
from other lands (“Die Mitbürger anderer Gelehrtenrepubliken” (6)) Ausländer, and 
finally, non-intellectual foreigners simply Fremde Leute. The first law in the legal 
section of the text concerns the abolishment of Latin, the language of the scholarly 
class, and the exclusive use of German, punishable by exile (“Wer lateinisch schreibt 
(die bekannten Notdurften ausgenommen) wird so lange Landes verweisen, bis er 
etwas in unsrer Sprache geschrieben hat” (24). The same punishment applies to those 
who “in einer neuen ausländischen Sprache schreibt” (24). Vernacular German – the 
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language unifying his public as a national one – is the exclusive language of the 
imaginary republic. 
 Consistent with the idea of the scholar as a vanguard furthering the production 
of national identity through cultural work operative in Klopstock’s “Wiener Plan,” in 
the Gelehrtenrepublik, Klopstock ranks intellectuals within an aristocratic political 
order defined by their ability to propagate the national culture. At the low end of this 
order of rank are the Volke (“wer, ohne sich über das Mittelmäßige zu erheben, 
schreibt, oder öffentlich lehrt, oder die Wissenschaften in gemeinem Leben anwendet” 
(5).), who aren’t even necessarily cultural producers and include his non-scholarly 
literate readers. The Volke are accordingly given limited representation in the 
parliament. Full representation is given to the Zünfte, who are in turn ranked according 
to their type of intellectual production. Klopstock divides the rank and order into 
“Ünterzünfte” and “Oberzünfte” (8). The essential distinction here rests on the 
possibility of invention and novelty: “Gewöhnlich werden nur die in die Oberzünfte 
aufgenommen, die selbst denken, selten nachahmen, und als Entdecker oder Erfinder 
wenigstens zu einiger Höhe gekommen sind” (8).  The producers, and not merely 
imitators, of national culture, the Oberzünfte are further subdivided into “darstellende” 
and “abhandelnde” (9) Oberzünfte, referring back to his theory of poetic Darstellung, 
the movement of collective spirit in poetry, discussed in the previous chapter: 
Darstellung und Abhandlung (dieß möchte einigen vielleicht noch nicht recht 
bekant seyn,) sind nicht wenig von einander unterschieden. Abhandlung ist 
gewöhnlich nur Theorie, und wo sie es nicht ist, da ist sie doch von der 
Darstellung gleich weit entfernt. Die Art des Vortrags, die zum Exempel ein 
Naturforscher zu der Beschreibung einer gehabten Erfahrung wählt, gränzt 
wenigstens sehr nah an den Vortrag der Abhandlung; Darstellung hat Theorie. 
Sie beschäftigt, bey der Hervorbringung, die ganze Seele; Abhandlung nur das 
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Urtheil. Die Beschaffenheit dessen, was auf beyden Seiten hervorgebracht 
wird, lernt man am besten kennen, wenn man auf die Wirkung des einen oder 
des andern Acht hat; und Wirkung zeigt sich vorzüglich durch ihre Dauer. Ein 
abhandelndes Werk geht unter, sobald ein besseres über eben diesen Inhalt 
erscheint. Ein Werk der Darstellung, (wenn es sonst zu bleiben verdient,) 
bleibt auch nach Erscheinung eines bessern über eben den Inhalt. (9) 
 
Abhandlung belongs exclusively to the referential domain of knowledge, theory, and 
cognition – it is the representative procedure involved in natural description, to use his 
example. By contrast, Darstellung, while including cognitive mental operations, 
further occupies “die ganze Seele,” of its audience. It is the ability to channel a 
collective spirit, embodied not in representation, but in the nonsemiotic movement of a 
poem, that Klopstock will compare, in the 1758 “Von der Besten Art, über Gott zu 
denken,“ to the thought of god. 
Here, the charismatic nature of Klopstock’s imaginary nation emerges. If the 
autonomy of the bourgeoisie from religious feudalism creates a crisis of authority, 
then Klopstock resolves it by reproducing the divinely-legitimated aristocratic order of 
the monarchy within the nation. In his bourgeois nation, however, this spiritual 
legitimacy is not designated by birthright, but rather, demonstrated through practice: 
namely, one’s effectiveness in propagating the national community.146 Those that are 
ranked most highly in Klopstock’s Gelehrtenrepublik are those that are able not only 
to produce culture, but to channel this collective spirit directly – the rhetorical 
occupations of the “Geschichtschreiber” (9), the “Redner” (10), and above all, like 
Klopstock himself, the “Dichter.” These are the professions that, for Klopstock, are 
most capable of propagating the national community. Their spiritual authority is 
                                                
146 That the hierarchy among intellectuals in the Gelehrtenrepublik is based on 
Wirkung is suggested by Kohl, “Kulturstiftung,” 153. 
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demonstrated charismatically, in action – namely, by the duration (Dauer) of what 
they produce, evidence of its spiritual origins.  What these professions ultimately offer 
the nation is not new knowledge, which disappears when newer knowledge appears, 
but an aesthetic manifestation of the collective spirit itself, excessive to knowledge 
and cognition. Klopstock’s reference to the “Dauer” of certain works is the 
nationalized equivalent of the immortality topos in his earlier works. If the poet finds 
individual immortality in the writing of poetry, an expression of collective spirit 
reproduced by future generations of readers, then here, such literature serves the 
continued life of the nation – its spiritual authority proven through this continuity 
itself.  
As Heinrich Bosse suggests, Klopstock’s Gelehrtenrepublik is more radical 
than the humanist calls for an autonomous public sphere at the time discussed by 
Habermas, such as Kant’s “Was ist Aufklärung?” By continuing to privilege the 
rational elocution of the scholar, these calls for a humanist public retain the divide 
between scholarly producers and bourgeois readers.147 By contrast, Klopstock’s notion 
of national affiliation based on the common language alone mark a break with this 
hierarchy, belonging alongside that of Herder’s.148 While Klopstock’s 
Gelehrtenrepublik retains the hierarchy separating an aristocratic order of cultural 
producers and bourgeois readers, this rank is now defined not according to their status 
as scholars or use of rational scholarly language, but their effectiveness within the 
national community. For Bosse, this means that “Dank dem ständeübergreifenden 
                                                
147 See Bosse, 316. 
148 Ibid., 322. 
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Integral, der Muttersprache, öffnet sich diese Öffentilichkeit sozial schankenlos nach 
unten – und schließt sich eben deschalb national strikt nach außen ab” (323). The 
nation trades a rigid internal hierarchy for external exclusion. 
Despite Klopstock’s ranking of the Gelehrtenrepublik’s members according to 
their ability to channel this spirit, he is clear that its role is to unify all members of the 
literate German nation. Klopstock gives us the following curious account of the 
behavior of a poet at the end of the parliament’s first day: 
Ein Dichter hatte schon vor dem Landtage bemerkt, daß einiger Zwist unter 
den Zünften wäre. Der Streit der Zünfte mit den Aldermännern, so sehr er 
diese auch verehrte, und der Umstand, daß das Volk, aus altem Grolle gegen 
die ihm zu mächtigen Zünfte, die Aldermänner oft unterstützen würden, dieses 
kümmerte ihn weniger, als er wünschte, daß die wahre inre Kraft der 
Republik, die Übereinstimmung der Zünfte, angewendet würde. Vorzüglich 
zu Beförderung dieser wichtigen Absicht, hatte er einige Kleinigkeiten 
gemacht, die er Verse nannte. Er ließ jezo (es war noch nicht Abend) davon 
unter die Aldermänner, die Zünfte, und das Volk austheilen. Es war 
vornämlich die Art der Austheilung, was seinen Zwek beförderte. Denn da die 
Aldermänner, jede Zunft, und das Volk nicht eben dieselben, sondern immer 
andre Verse erhielten; so kam es bald zu einer fast allgemeinen Mittheilung. 
Alle Zünfte waren unter einander gemischt, und weder sie entzogen sich dem 
Volke, noch ihnen die Aldermänner. Da diese Verse (Der Dichter hatte wol 
gewust, daß in Erholungsstunden auch kleine Anlässe zu Zwecken führten) 
die Ursach zu nicht wenigen Berathschlagungen und Vereinigung gewesen 
sind; so haben die Aldermänner geboten sie in den Jahrbüchern aufzubehalten. 
(106 my italics) 
 
This passage asserts the ability of Klopstock’s poetic Darsteller to unify all classes 
constituting the republic of the learned. Rather than distributing a single poem to all 
classes, or a particular poem to each, the poet distributes a set of different verses to 
them all. It is thus not the content of the poem, but rather a dimension of it in excess of 
this representative content – that of poetic Darstellung – that allows it to unify the 
various groups. The stress on the distribution of written poetry, and particularly the 
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mode of distribution as the explicit cause of the poet’s unifying power can be 
understood as a reference to the subscription schema underlying the distribution of Die 
deutsche Gelerhtenrepublik itself. The poet, as unifier and Darsteller, has the leading 
position in Klopstock’s nationalized order of knowledge, yet its position is not one in 
knowledge itself. Nor is it centrally that of national symbol-maker. Rather, its 
authority is rooted in the ability to move the public in a common experience of 
national spirit.  
 In both content and form of distribution, Klopstock’s Die deutsche 
Gelehrtenrepublik is an attempt to accommodate a charismatic notion of community, 
rooted in German Pietism, to the structure of a print public and the imagined 
community of the nation it enables. Klopstock’s Pietist notion of community both 
leads him to imagine his print public as a nation, and is at odds with it. Yet this tension 
is in a certain sense a productive one: it leads to practices that seek to compensate for 
the imagined status of the nation and legitimize its charismatic grounds. Such a 
productive tension is constitutive of charismatic nationalism more generally. If 
charismatic authority allows an exact substitute to the divine authority of the dynastic 
monarch, valid within the “deep, horizontal comradeship” (Anderson 7) of national 
affiliation, then the trade-off is that it is fundamentally in tension with the breadth and 
isolation characteristic of national community. As a charismatic nationalist, Klopstock 
must employ practices to compensate for this incompatibility, bringing him and his 
audience closer together in an effort to promote the image of secular divine authority.   
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 In its own time, however, Klopstock’s Gelehrtenrepublik was considered a 
literary failure.149 That a spiritualized nationalism presented in the form of a bardic 
myth was considered strange in the 1770s is suggested by Goethe, who having 
subscribed to the project himself, criticized it in Dichtung und Wahrheit, writing that 
Klopstock’s presentation of his thoughts “in Form einer alten deutschen 
Druidenrepublik” meant that he had “manches Lehrreiche der seltsamen Form 
aufgeopfert.”150 When Klopstock repeated his subscription schema in 1779 for the last 
time, he sent a new version of his religious epic, the Messias.151 Not ready for the 
national messiah, Klopstock sent his public the Christian one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
149 See Pape, Der halbierte Dichter, 166. 
150 Johann Wolfgang Goethe,  Aus meinem Leben. Dichtung und Wahrheit, in 
Sämtliche Werke, Briefe, Tagebücher und Gespräche, vol. 14, ed. Friedmar Apel et 
al.. (Frankfurt a.M.:Deutsche Klassiker Verlag, 1985), 564. 
151 See Pape, Der halbierte Dichter, 198. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Producing a Humanist Subject: Indeterminacy in Lessing  
from Miss Sara Sampson to Laokoon 
 
In the mid-1750’s, around the time that Lessing was translating the moral sense 
theorist Francis Hutcheson’s System of Moral Philosophy and writing his first 
bourgeois tragedy, Miss Sara Sampson, a new moral ideal appeared on his horizon: 
that of sympathetic concern for another person, or Mitleid. The appearance of this 
newfound egalitarian form of morality, premised on individual moral feeling, presents 
a problem for Lessing, situated, as he was, in an intellectual environment dominated 
by the rationalist notion of morality as an absolute, external moral standard.  
As commentators have noted, it is the incompatibility of rationalism and the 
idea of moral feeling that brings Lessing into conflict with his friend Moses 
Mendelssohn in their debates concerning tragedy in 1756, a year following Lessing’s 
translation of Hutcheson and the debut of Miss Sara Sampson.152 For Mendelssohn’s 
                                                
152 Perhaps most notable here is Hans-Jürgen Schings, who argues that Lessing 
conflicts with Mendelssohn’s rationalism here under the influence of Rousseau. See 
Schings, Der mitleidigste Mensch ist der beste Mensch: Poetik des Mitleids von 
Lessing bis Büchner (Munich: Beck, 1980), 34. Stressing Mendelssohn’s indebtedness 
to Spinoza, Willi Goetschel argues for Mendelssohn’s conception of the stage as a site 
for “the free play of the affects,” which in turn serve as “a catalyst for morality’s 
formation” – but the notion of an easy compatibility between morality and affect 
doesn’t appear in the philosopher’s writings and correspondence with Lessing at this 
juncture. See Willi Goetschel, Spinoza’s Modernity: Mendelssohn, Lessing, and Heine 
(Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 2004), 103. Goetschel suggests himself 
that it is Lessing’s rejection of the imitation of affects – his contestation of 
Mendelssohn’s mimetic theory of illusion in his letter from 2 February 1757 to 
Mendelssohn that enables the philosopher later to conceive of affect beyond a 
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rationalism, morality isn’t based on feeling for another person, which could lead one 
away from principled action, but a determinate representation of the ideal good. 
Mendelssohn operates within a Wolffean rationalist paradigm of the subject, which 
understands the faculties as unified in a single power of representation. This subject 
naturally desires beauty, understood as the representation of perfection or the good. 
The role of aesthetics is simply to represent this good to a rationalist subject that 
desires it.153  
The mimetic moral role Mendelssohn assigns to aesthetics is expressed in 
“Von der Herrschaft über die Neigungen,“ a treatise appended to a January 1757 letter 
to Lessing in the context of their debate concerning tragedy.154 For Mendelssohn here, 
aesthetics makes morality effective by translating “die symbolischen Schlüsse der 
practischen Sittenlehre in eine anschaunde Erkenntnis […], das heißt, wenn wir sie 
von den abstracten Begriffen auf einzelne Begebenheiten in der Natur zurück führen” 
(152). The effectiveness of aestheticizing moral lessons consists in giving abstract 
concepts an intuitive form more easily assimilated by a perceiving subject. 
Mendelssohn offers a formula in the essay for a representation’s effectiveness in 
motivating us to moral action, conceived as the combination of the quantity of good in 
                                                                                                                                       
rationalist paradigm. See Goetschel, 106. See also the letter from 2 February 1757 in 
WB 3, 711-714.  
153 The core of Wolff’s argument is found in a short section of his Ethik in GS I/4, 7-8. 
See also Friedrich Beiser’s discussion of Wolff in Beiser, Diotima’s Children, 60-64, 
as well as David Wellbery’s discussion in Lessing’s Laocoon, 9-42.  
154 The text appears in Moses Mendelssohn, GS II, 149-155. See also Wellbery’s 
discussion of the text in David Wellbery, Lessing’s Laocoon, 54-68. 
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a representation, and the ease with which it can perceived.155 He reasons that sensible 
objects are more effective than moral lessons articulated in language, since they can be 
perceived more rapidly. For Mendelssohn’s rationalism, then, the role of art, 
regardless of medium or genre, is essentially mimesis: to deliver an immediately-
cognizable  “anschaunde Erkenntnis” (152) of the good to a subject who naturally 
desires it, leading them to imitation and moral action. 
In his tragic dramaturgy around 1756, however, Lessing’s primary aim is not 
mimesis, but Mitleid: not unifying an audience under a rational identification with an 
authoritative good, but training them in compassion, or feeling for another. Towards 
this end, I want to suggest that Lessing reconceives of the role of the tragic drama 
away from Mendelssohn’s mimetic model of art, associated, as it is, with a 
hierarchical relation to an absolute external authority. Instead of a simple delivery 
mechanism, or medium, for representing the good to a rationalist subject, tragic drama 
is for Lessing reconceived as an apparatus in the sense offered by Giorgio Agamben: a 
practice producing a new kind of subject, suggested by Lessing himself when he 
states, “Das Trauerspiel soll das Mitleiden nur überhaupt üben, und nicht uns in 
diesem oder jenem Falle zum Mitleiden bestimmen” (WB 3: 712). Assuming a 
rationalist subject who naturally desires the good as its starting point – the spectator 
seated in the theatre – Lessing’s early tragic drama is an apparatus for making them 
                                                
155 The formula is mp/t: the amount of good (m, or “Menge des Guten”), multiplied by 
its clarity (p, or “Deutlichkeit”), divided by the amount of time required to perceive it 
(t, or “Zeit”). See Mendelssohn, 149.  See also the discussion of the formula by 
Thomas Martinec, Lessings Theorie der Tragödienwirkung: humanistische Tradition 
und aufklärerische Erkenntniskritik (Tübingen: De Gruyter, 2003), 148; and Wellbery, 
56-59. 
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compassionate. It seeks to produce a humanist spectator: a more egalitarian moral 
subject that the rationalist one it began with. 
Scholars have debated Lessing’s relationship with aesthetic rationalism. 
Friedrich Beiser and David Wellbery have placed the writer unequivocally within the 
framework of the Wolffean rationalism observable in Mendelssohn’s “Von der 
Herrschaft”.156 Stressing the emphasis on compassion rather than external moral 
principle in Lessing’s theory of tragedy, others such as Hans-Jürgen Schings and 
Jochen Schulte-Sasse have contested his strict adherence to rationalism.157 And 
scholars such as Inka Mülder-Bach have pointed to yet another shift in emphasis in the 
1766 Laokoon, away from strict adherence to representation and towards a romantic 
paradigm of imaginative autonomy.158 In what follows, I claim that starting with Miss 
Sara Sampson, Lessing deviates from rationalism by conceiving of aesthetics not only 
as a medium for presenting the good to a subject that desires it, but as an apparatus for 
                                                
156 See David Wellbery, Lessing’s Laocoon, 99-227. See also Friedrich Beiser, 
Diotima’s Children, 244-282. While Wellbery focuses primarily on the Laokoon, 
Beiser in particular regards Lessing’s work as rationalist throughout, calling him “The 
last great thinker in the rationalist tradition of aesthetics” (244), affirming his “abiding 
loyalty to Wolffian psychology” and “faith in the holy trinity of the rationalist 
tradition, its cardinal principle of the unity of beauty, truth, and goodness” (247). 
Beiser considers the tragedy to be rationalist as well, emphasizing its indebtedness to 
Wolff’s notion of desire being for the represented good observable in Mendelssohn’s 
“Von der Herrschaft über die Neigungen.”  
157 See Hans-Jürgen Schings, who argues that Lessing conflicts with Mendelssohn’s 
rationalism here under the influence of Rousseau. See also Jochen Schulte-Sasse, 
“Kommentare und Analyse, ” in Briefwechsel über das Trauerspiel (Munich: Winkler 
Verlag, 1972), 149-238; and Martinec, Lessings Theorie, 149. Others have argued for 
a syncretic mixture of rationalism and sentimentalism. See Peter Michelsen, Der 
unruhige Bürger: Studien zur Lessing und zur Literatur des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts. 
(Würzberg: Königshausen u. Neumann, 1990), and H.B. Nisbet, “Lessing’s Ethics,” 
Lessing Yearbook/Jahrbuch 25 (1993): 1-40. 
158 See Mülder-Bach, “Bild und Bewegung.” 
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modifying this rationalist subject’s natural inclinations. Throughout Lessing’s career, 
he remains indebted to the rationalist notion of a subject rooted in representation, who 
naturally desires representations of perfection. Yet beginning with the 1756 
Trauerspiel, Lessing will become increasingly critical of the hierarchical and 
authoritarian structure of this mimetic model, based on a notion of apparent perfection 
incompatible with an emergently autonomous bourgeois public defining themselves in 
opposition to aristocratic authority. It is thus wholly appropriate that his first aesthetic 
deviation from rationalism – the 1756 Miss Sara Sampson – is also the first 
bürgerliches Trauerspiel at the level of content: concerning not only aristocracy, but 
non-aristocratic characters as well. 
Aesthetically, Lessing will introduce with that play a principle of 
indeterminacy: a representation that suggests the possibility of a cognizable object, but 
doesn’t present it directly. Such a principle is at odds with the emphasis on cognizable 
perfection in rationalism, and constitutes a step towards the romantic notion of beauty 
observable in Kant: not a determinate cognition of perfection, but the perception of 
something that cannot be cognized, occasioning imaginative play. It is this aesthetic 
principle of indeterminacy that from Miss Sara Sampson through to Laokoon will 
serve to modulate rationalism, transforming art into an apparatus for more egalitarian 
ends. In Miss Sara Sampson, it will function to mediate a compassionate engagement 
with a representation, transforming the theater into a training ground for 
compassionate community. And in a more radical rejection of the hierarchical 
paradigm of rationalist mimesis and the imitation of perfection, this same principle 
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will reappear in Laokoon, there mediating imaginative play in poetry and the 
“pregnant moment” in the visual arts. 
What does this mean for Lessing’s tragic dramaturgy around 1756? In a series 
of letters exchanged with Mendelssohn, between November 1756 and February 2 
1757, Lessing effectively differentiates his model from Mendelssohn’s rationalism in a 
debate concerning whether tragic drama should privilege Bewunderung or Mitleid as 
affects. Because Mendelssohn’s guiding principle for drama (and indeed all art) is 
offering an easy cognition of the good, his model favors the representation of a hero’s 
perfection: a sensible embodiment of the good. This entails dramatic practices that 
emphasize the determinacy of narrative closure and a hero’s “Unerschrockenheit” 
(692) in the face of obstacles, where their perfection is clearly demonstrated. In doing 
so, the hero proves that they embody the ideal good, inciting the audience to 
admiration or Bewunderung – Mendelssohn’s  affect of choice – and encouraging 
identification and imitation.  
Lessing, however, reverses Mendelssohn’s valuation of mimesis over Mitleid, 
a moral departure that is also aesthetic. Rather than presenting a determinate 
representation of the good through an emphasis on narrative closure and the hero’s 
overcoming of obstacles, the production of compassion is instead premised on its 
opposite, presenting a character in the midst of hardship and narrative tension or 
indeterminacy, where a simple cognition of their perfection remains deferred to a 
possible future. And the effect of this presentation of indeterminacy is not mimetic. 
Instead of strengthening our identification with a resilient figure on stage, it produces 
compassion, a feeling for someone who is emphatically not us. 
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Lessing makes this departure from rationalism’s mimetic paradigm explicit in 
a letter to Mendelssohn responding to “Von der Herrschaft über die Neigungen” dated 
February 2, 1757, in which he claims “daß die Tragödie eigentlich keinen Affekt bei 
uns rege mache, als das Mitleiden. Denn diesen Affekt empfinden nicht die spielenden 
Personen, und wir empfinden ihn nicht bloß, weil sie ihn empfinden, sondern er 
entsteht in uns ursprünglich aus der Wirkung der Gegenstände auf uns; es ist 
kein zweiter mitgeteilter Affekt usw” (714).Whereas in the previous letter, 
Mendelssohn posits a mimetic principle of illusion, in which the audience imagines 
itself in the position of the character on stage, responding as if their situation were 
confronting the audience in reality, Lessing rejects this here. Instead, compassion is a 
concern for the character on stage present to the audience as another person, 
perceived in the context of misfortune whose future resolution cannot be cognized. 
Compassion is for Lessing at this juncture therefore not be understood in the sense of 
an identificatory empathy with a character’s feelings as if they were one’s own, but 
spectatorial pity for a character suffering on stage while the audience is not, a point 
emphasized by Thomas Martinec.159 
But although Lessing thereby seeks to produce a subject affectively engaged 
with others and not simply identifying with a moral superior, his guiding assumption 
is nonetheless a rationalist subject who naturally desires the good, and his theatrical 
                                                
159 See Martinec, Lessings Theorie, 86, and Martinec, “The Boundaries of 
“Mitleidsdramaturgie”: Some Clarifications concerning Lessing's Concept of 
'Mitleid',” in The Modern Language Review 101, no. 3 (2006): 743-758, here 746.  
Against Martinec, I would argue Mitleid is only pity in the tragic model presented in 
the 1756 Briefwechsel, and will be reinterpreted as empathy in the later Hamburgische 
Dramaturgie. 
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apparatus remains fundamentally dependent on the “anschaunde Erkenntnis” of the 
ideal good promoted by Mendelssohn.160 The modality of pity at play in his tragedy at 
this time is therefore not pity for anyone, exclusive of the rational good, but pity for a 
character represented as morally perfect.161 Lessing uses our natural admiration of the 
good to produce compassion by presenting a moral character in a situation whose 
outcome cannot be determined. Thus whereas Mendelssohn’s model stresses narrative 
closure as a demonstration of the character’s perfection, producing admiration, 
Lessing’s stresses narrative tension and indeterminacy – prolonged as long as possible 
to have the spectator practice a maximum of compassion, and thereby producing a 
sympathetic subject. Whereas Mendelssohn emphasizes the audience’s admiration of a 
character’s “Unerschrockenheit” in the face of misfortune, Lessing emphasizes its 
“Schrecken” – which he defines in the letter exchange as “der Anfang […] des 
Mitleids,« its »plötzliche Überraschung” (670) – upon witnessing an admirable 
character in a bad situation. In Lessing’s view, pity does not constitute a break from 
admiration and rational identification but exists in a dependent but exclusive relation 
to it: it is produced out of a deviation, in narrative indeterminacy or the character’s 
“Unglück” (701), from the simple admiration of perfection in isolation, and ends with 
the narrative’s resolution. Admiration alone, the affect favored by Mendelssohn’s 
mimetic model and produced out of the determinacy of narrative closure, is for 
                                                
160 Compassion’s dependent relationship to reason is claimed by Michelsen, 132-133. 
161 Lessing writes in a letter to Mendelssohn dated 18 December 1756 that  “Ein 
großes Mitleiden kann nicht ohne große Vollkommenheiten in dem Gegenstande des 
Mitleids sein, und große Vollkommenheiten, sinnlich ausgedrückt, nicht ohne 
Bewunderung” (WB 3: 694). This contradicts Martinec, Lessings Theorie, 177. 
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Lessing “der Ruhepunkt des Mitleidens” (693), to be minimized in the interest of 
having the viewer »practice« a maximum of compassion. 
 If Lessing thus theoretically reconciles the production of compassion with 
rationalist morality, in a letter dated December 18, 1756 to Mendelssohn he 
nonetheless acknowledges the danger of narrative indeterminacy producing pity for an 
immoral character, if accompanied by a false representation of the character’s 
perfection: “Gesetzt auch, daß mich der Dichter gegen einen unwürdigen Gegenstand 
mitleidig macht, nemlich vermittelst falscher Vollkommenheiten, durch die er 
meine Einsicht verführt, um mein Herz zu gewinnen” (698). This immoral 
manipulation of the aesthetics of compassion is deemed a form of seduction 
(Verführung) by Lessing, not coincidentally a central term in Miss Sara Sampson 
itself. 
 
Producing Mimesis and Mitleid through Miss Sara Sampson 
The danger of immoral seduction was the primary concern of Lessing’s tragedy 
around 1756: that compassion could be compassion for the wrong thing.162 And it is 
this very concern that structures the narrative of Miss Sara Sampson. The play offers 
us twin figures embodying tragedy’s aesthetics of indeterminacy, yet channeled 
divergently towards moral and immoral ends, Mitleid and Verführung. If Marwood, 
appearing as a seductress, employs such aesthetics to manipulate the viewer into an 
                                                
162 Karl-Heinz Maurer has suggested that the later Emilia Galotti also stages the 
failure of compassion as it denigrates into Verführung. See Karl-Heinz Maurer, 
“Verführung durch Mitleid: G.E. Lessings Emilia Galotti als Selbstaufhebung der 
Tragödie,” German Quarterly 78, no. 2 (2005): 172-191. 
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imaginative and affective response (Verführung), then her counterpart, Sara Sampson, 
is the central object of compassion (Mitleid) in the play.163 
 Following the prologue sequence in which Sara awakens from dreaming that 
she had been stabbed by a woman similar to her (“eine mir ähnliche Person” (Miss 
Sara Sampson 442)), who is later revealed to be Marwood, she offers a summary of 
the play’s structure in nuce: “Klagen Sie den Himmel nicht an! Er hat die 
Einbildungen in unsere Gewalt gelassen. Sie richten sich nach unsern Taten, und wenn 
diese unsern Pflichten und der Tugend gemäß sind, so dienen die sie begleitenden 
Einbildungen zur Vermehrung unserer Ruhe und unsres Vergnügens” (441). Between 
seduction and compassion lies a very fine line for Lessing in 1756 – that of reason. In 
keeping with this notion, I want to suggest that Miss Sara Sampson foregrounds the 
moral danger of its own dramaturgical model, manifesting a formal strategy for 
circumventing it. This involves creating a clear object of perfection and rational 
identification (not Sara but her father, Sir William)  distinct from the object of 
compassion, Sara, and inspiring compassion for Sara as she strays from him as a 
consequence of her own good quality: her very ability to feel compassion, or 
tenderness (Zärtlichkeit). In this way, the play offers its viewers a mimetic moral 
model while simultaneously allowing them to practice compassion – a compassion 
self-reflectively critiqued as feeling for someone who deviates from morality because 
of her tenderness. By figuring this tenderness in the absence of an ability to recognize 
                                                
163 The opposition between “tugendhafte und lasterhafte Empfindungen” (Michelsen, 
197) in Miss Sara Sampson that, I propose, is embodied in Sara and Marwood 
respectively is also noted by Michelsen in his reading of the play. See Michelsen, 163-
220. 
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clear reason as Sara’s tragic flaw in the play, her hamartia, Lessing grounds the 
audience’s compassion in rationalism’s moral critique of compassion, thereby 
reconciling Mitleid with mimesis, universality of feeling with moral boundaries.  
 The play can be divided into two episodes, roughly down the middle.164 In the 
first episode, ranging from act 1 to the beginning of act 4, Sir William, who is both 
rational and zärtlich, and compared to the divine twice during the play, is the clear 
representation of perfection, the object of admiration.165 Sara, by contrast, is the object 
of pity, and it is her good quality, her tenderness, that constitutes her ‘flaw’: owing to 
her capacity for compassion, she has been seduced away from the literal fatherland of 
reason and the good (her father’s home) into the inn where we first encounter her with 
her lover, Mellefont. We pity her for not recognizing the shared object of mimetic 
identification, Sir William, whose moral goodness is clearly presented to the audience. 
Whereas Sir William is the ideal, aspirational us, she is our wayward peer. 
 The audience's identificatory position relative to the object of admiration and 
spectatorial position relative to the object of compassion – stressed by Lessing a year 
later in his letters – is established in the opening scene, when Sir William arrives at the 
inn where his daughter is staying, weeping tears as he contemplates her situation.  Sir 
William is the implied viewer: we are placed in his position as audience members in 
                                                
164 This two-episode conflict structure is also noted by Simonetta Sanna, who 
describes it as Sara-Vater and Sara-Marwood-Mellefont. See Sanna, “Von Miss Sara 
Sampson zu Emilia Galotti: Die Formen des Medea-Mythos im Lessingschen 
Theater,” in Lessing Yearbook/Jahrbuch 24 (1992): 45-76; here 49-52. 
165 See Waitwell’s comparison of Sir William’s forgiveness of Sara to the divine 
(476), and Mellfont’s reference to him as “einen göttlichen Mann” (482).  Sir 
William’s divine status is also noted by Monika Fick, Lessing Handbuch: Leben-
Werk-Wirkung, 3rd ed. (Stuttgart: J.B. Metzler, 2010), 157.  
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the theater, ideally induced to compassion to the point of tears (Lessing’s ideal state of 
compassion, “wenn [der Gegenstand] mich mit seinen guten Eigenschaften so wohl, 
als mit seinen Unfällen bekannter macht, und zwar mit beiden zugleich, welches 
das wahre Kunststück ist, Tränen zu erregen.”166). The stage directions at the 
beginning of scene 3 explicitly place us in the position of the weeping Sir William 
contemplating Sara, the shared object of pity, in her Unglück: at the end of scene 2 the 
innkeeper leads Sir William to his room, where “nur eine Wand wird Sie von dem 
Frauenzimmer trennen” (435); in the scene immediately thereafter “der mittlere 
Vorhang wird aufgezogen”  (WB 3: 436) to reveal Mellefont in Sara’s room. The 
audience in the theater watching the play Miss Sara Sampson is Sir William, watching 
the estranged Miss Sara Sampson.  
 The difference in function between the rational object of mimetic identification 
(Sir William) and the object of Mitleid (Sara) is demonstrated clearly in act 3, scene 3, 
the famous scene in which Waitwell, Sir William’s servant, brings Sara a letter 
containing her father's clearly stated “Liebe und Vergebung” (472). The narrative 
tension in this scene does not arise from indeterminacy concerning the letter’s 
contents: we know what it says beforehand and are therefore not in the position of 
Sara, who agonizes over what she might read. The real tension is whether she will 
come to recognize the rational good clearly presented to us – accepting Sir William's 
forgiveness – the same tension facing Sir William, our object of identification, and his 
surrogate, the servant Waitwell. Demonstrating the reception logic of narrative 
                                                
166 See Lessing’s letter to Nicolai dated 29 Nov. 1756, in Lessing, WB 3: 683-686, 
here 684. 
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indeterminacy and its effect on zärtliche characters unmoored from reason like Sara, it 
is only when Waitwell tricks her – in a self-reflectively theatrical act gesturing 
critically toward the play’s own function as a medium – by inserting indeterminacy 
into his own account of the letter’s contents that Sara, seduced, immediately accepts it 
(a well-intentioned seduction for which Waitwell, as surrogate of Sir William’s ideal 
good, expresses immediate remorse). Waitwell thus revises his original clear statement 
to Sara concerning the letter’s conciliatory message (note his use of “erschrecken,” 
which links his seduction here to Lessing's theory of Schrecken in the 1756 letter 
exchange as the sudden onset of compassion): “Ich wollte Sie nicht erschrecken; der 
Brief ist vielleicht nur allzuhart; und wenn ich gesagt habe, daß nichts als Liebe und 
Vergebung darin enthalten sei, so hätte ich sagen sollen, daß ich nichts als dieses darin 
enthalten zu sein wünschte” (474, my emphasis).  
 But since the tension for the viewer does not concern the truth of the letter’s 
contents, but Sara’s reaction to them, it is sustained beyond Sara’s acceptance of the 
letter into the following scene, during which she contemplates accepting her father’s 
forgiveness. Only when she finally does, thus joining the audience in identifying with 
the rational good of the father figure Sir William, is the tension producing compassion 
resolved and the ‘hinge’ between reason and affect closed, returning the viewer to the 
simple contemplation of perfection.  
 This remains the case, however, for the following three brief scenes only: act 
3, scenes 6 and 7, and act 4, scene 1. In these scenes it seems that, with Sir William 
having forgiven everything and invited Sara and Mellefont back into his company, 
everyone, audience included, will be united in the realm of the rational good. Such 
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scenes, in which tension is resolved and perfection alone represented, are what 
Lessing refers to in his letters as “leere Scenen,” employed sparingly only “als 
Vorbereitungen zum künftigen Mitleiden” (695). And, sure enough, the tension returns 
promptly in the second scene of act 4 – the beginning of what I would call the second 
half. Here, however, the formal structure is different: instead of eliciting compassion 
by having Sara stray from an object of rational identification, the object of ideal good 
is removed from the audience’s purview to demonstrate how, separated from reason 
entirely, anyone can fall victim to seduction through indeterminacy – the principle 
upon which the play’s own aesthetics of compassion are based. Whereas the first half 
seeks to reconcile affect and reason, the second half proceeds self-reflectively to 
demonstrate the dangers of affect in isolation and the aesthetic logic underlying it: the 
indeterminate representation central to the tragedy itself. If the first half implicitly 
places us in the position of Sir William watching Sara, the second half puts us in the 
position of Sara herself, compassionate and unmoored from reason. 
The play accomplishes this by immediately de-centering Mellefont, by 
questioning his place in the realm of the good. He is presented in act 4, scene 2, in the 
midst of a soliloquy in which he agonizes over his own inability to commit to Sara 
fully. This uncertainty causes us to question if he exists as a stable moral center – able 
literally to localize himself in the realm of the good represented by Sir William, from 
whom he initially absconded with Sara. As a result of his expression of uncertainty 
here, the audience no longer has the rational certainty concerning Sara relative to 
Mellefont that we had of her in relation to Sir William in the first half. We worry that 
Sara has been seduced away from her father by Mellefont as a consequence of her 
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tenderness.167 And Mellefont’s uncertain moral status opens up the possibility that 
Marwood was his victim as well, making her – manipulative, threatening and 
ultimately Sara’s murderer – into a possible object of compassion: as predicted in the 
opening dream sequence, Sara’s double. 
This doubt concerning Mellefont’s moral status, which persists through to the 
play’s finale, is manifested in a direct political contrast between Sir William and 
Mellefont concerning their treatment of their servants, occurring between the end of 
the play's first half (in the last scene of act 3) and the beginning of its second (in act 4, 
scene 3). In the former scene, following Sara’s reconciliation with her father and the 
resolution of our tension into the simple admiration of Sara and Sir William's 
perfection, Sir William suggests that the servant-master relation is also crucially 
aufgehoben to an ideal state: “betrachte dich von nun an, mein guter Waitwell, nicht 
mehr als mein Diener [...] ich will allen Unterschied zwischen uns aufheben; in jener 
Welt, weißt du wohl, ist er ohnedem aufgehoben” (485). While Miss Sara Sampson 
still adheres both aesthetically (following the rationalist idea of an immanent 
appearance of perfection) and at the level of narrative (through this perfection's 
embodiment in the aristocratic Sir William) to a hierarchical, aristocratic worldview, it 
is in this moment of Sir William’s reconciliation with his servant, coinciding as it does 
with our spectatorial reconciliation with the good, that the play can be said to become 
bürgerlich: simultaneously abolishing the tension between lord and servant, aesthetic 
                                                
167 Mellefont’s moral ambiguity is noted by Michelsen, who suggests he partakes of 
both “tugendhafte” and “lasterhafte Empfindungen.” See Michelsen, 211. 
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object and audience.168 Tellingly, however, by immediate contrast in act four, scene 
three, the scene following Mellefont’s doubt-inducing soliloquy initiating the tension 
governing the play’s second half, Mellefont reasserts the class divide between him and 
his servant, Norton.169 As Norton congratulates him on his reconciliation with Sir 
William, Mellefont responds ambivalently, reminding his servant, “nur vergiß nicht, 
wer du bist” (491). Mellefont’s aesthetic status in the second half for the spectator, as 
the figure producing tension through the indeterminacy of his position relative to the 
good, is thus analogous to his narrative status as one unwilling to abolish class 
antagonism. Both aesthetically then, for the audience in the theater, and by direct 
political analogy for the characters in the play, Mellefont resists the reconciliation of 
subjects with the good.  
 This doubt concerning Mellefont is the precondition for the central drama of 
the second half, which takes place between Sara and Marwood in act 4, scene 8. 
Presenting her story to Sara, Marwood, disguised as Mellefont’s cousin Lady Solmes 
                                                
168 Paul Fleming defines bourgeois tragedy along these lines, as an erasure of the class 
distinction expressed in the classical dramatic Ständeklausel: “It is well known, 
however, that bourgeois tragedy doesn’t invert the class clause (i.e., it is not the 
expression of a newfound bourgeois self-consciousness against the nobility and 
aristocracy) but suspends it, so that now all classes are seen as fit for tragic 
representation; the class of the dramatis personae is simply no longer an issue.” See 
Fleming, Exemplarity and Mediocrity: The Art of the Average from Bourgeois 
Tragedy to Realism (Stanford: Stanford UP, 2008), 46. 
169 Martin Schenkel suggests that Norton here represents the ideal audience of the 
bourgeois Trauerpiel, thus understanding Mellefont's reassertion of the class divide as 
levied against the audience. See Schenkel, Lessings Poetik des Mitleids im 
bürgerlichen Trauerspiel “Miss Sara Sampson”: poetisch-poetologische Reflexionen: 
mit Interpretationen zu Pirandello, Brecht und Handke (Bonn: Bouvier, 1984), 142-
143. The moment is also noted by Peter Pütz, who relates it to Mellefont's ambivalent 
class status in the play. See Pütz, Die Leistung der Form: Lessings Dramen (Frankfurt 
a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1986), 146.   
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(who, appearing as an actress, embodies an even more self-reflective representation of 
theatricality than Waitwell in the letter scene) presents her story to Sara, seducing her 
into questioning Mellefont’s character through a manipulation of the aesthetics of 
indeterminacy central to Mitleidsdramaturgie itself: an emphatic ‘aber’ in her 
assessment of Mellefont and Sara’s future happiness: 
SARA Sagen Sie mir, Lady, werde ich nicht das glücklichste Frauenzimmer, 
mit meinem Mellefont werden?  
MARWOOD Wenn sich Mellefont in sein Glück zu finden weiß, so wird ihn 
Miß Sara zu der beneidenswürdigsten Mannsperson machen. Aber —  
SARA Ein Aber und eine so nachdenkliche Pause, Lady — (499) 
 
Marwood proceeds to paint a sympathetic picture of herself as a poor young widow, 
“voll des zärtlichsten Gefühls” (503), who sacrificed a fortune and her love for 
Mellefont so that he could marry a distant relative for an inheritance. Since Mellefont 
has been morally decentered for us as spectators, Sara’s seduction at the hands of 
Marwood is also our own: as a possible victim of Mellefont, Marwood becomes a 
potential object of our compassion: “SARA […] Schmeicheln Sie [Marwood] ja nicht 
mehr, Lady, oder ich möchte sie am Ende betauren müssen“ (503). 
 By the play’s end Marwood reveals her identity to Sara, who faints, which she 
seizes as an opportunity to poison her rival. The scene between Sara and Marwood 
thus leads us into potential compassion for someone later revealed to be a murderer, 
demonstrating to the audience through a manipulation of their own affects the danger 
of compassion unmoored from clear reason (Sara’s character), but also the danger of 
the logic of indeterminate representation underpinning Lessing’s dramaturgy of 
compassion itself – an act of affective self-critique. If the production of compassion 
through indeterminate representation risks, as Mendelssohn suggests, leading to 
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immoral sympathy and seduction, then Miss Sara Sampson first attempts to deploy 
such aesthetics only in relation to a clear object of ideal good, further seeking to make 
viewers conscious of their ability to be manipulated by its aesthetics of indeterminacy 
through a seduction of their affects that foregrounds the mediality of 
Mitleidsdramaturgie. As an aesthetic practice, Lessing’s play attempts to produce a 
subject affectively engaged with others yet circumscribed by clearly represented moral 
boundaries: around 1756, his ideal bürgerliches subject.  
 
Medea as Medium: Indeterminacy between Miss Sara Sampson and Laokoon 
Lessing gives a name to the aesthetics of narrative indeterminacy mediating 
compassion and seduction in Miss Sara Sampson, a proper name: Medea. The figure 
of Medea links the early instantiation of these aesthetics in Lessing’s dramaturgy 
around 1756 to their reappearance and revision as the well-known “pregnant” 
(fruchtbarer) moment in the 1766 Laokoon. In Miss Sara Sampson, the Medea figure 
appears only in a negative and critical context: performed by Marwood, it embodies a 
seduction undertaken through the presentation of narrative indeterminacy. Toward the 
end of the play’s second act, as Marwood realizes that her attempt to persuade 
Mellefont to leave Sara is failing, she desperately threatens to murder their mutual 
child, Arabella: 
MARWOOD: [...] Zittre für deine Bella! Ihr Leben soll das Andenken meiner 
verachteten Liebe auf die Nachwelt nicht bringen; meine Grausamkeit soll 
dieses Andenken verewigen. Sieh in mir eine neue Medea!  
MELLEFONT erschrocken: Marwood —  
MARWOOD Oder wenn du noch eine grausamere Mutter weißt, so sieh sie 
gedoppelt in mir! Gift und Dolch sollen mich rächen. Doch nein, Gift und 
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Dolch sind zu barmherzige Werkzeuge! Sie würden dein und mein Kind 
zu bald töten. Ich will es nicht gestorben; ich will es sterben sehen! (464)  
 
Marwood proceeds to describe in vivid detail how she will cut up the child: “Glied 
von Glied, Ader von Ader, Nerve von Nerve.” Several scholars, most notably Anja 
Lemke, have noted that Marwood appears in this scene as a self-reflective 
embodiment of the play’s own theatricality – she is not Medea “sondern sie spielt sie” 
(210) in the process transforming into “eine Metafigur, die nicht nur eine Akteurin 
unter anderen innerhalb der Personenkonstellation im Stück ist, sondern den 
tragödientheoretischen Hintergrund, den Lessing hier verhandelt, mit verkörpert” 
(208).170 For Lemke, it is Marwood’s grim description of Arabella’s dismemberment 
that exemplifies the self-reflective theatrical modality presented here. Focusing on a 
14 September 1757 letter by Lessing responding to Mendelssohn’s criticism of the 
difficulty in performing the scene convincingly, she discusses Lessing’s theorization 
of the relation between imaginary representation and affect: it is the evocation of 
images not cognizable in the real existing present (the verbally-narrated description of 
the dismemberment), but instead on the “imaginäre Bühne” of the mind, that 
automatically produces an affective response, moving the actor to a convincing 
performance and the audience to Schrecken.171  
                                                
170 Winifred Barner also emphasizes that Marwood “plays” Medea, a notion already 
found in Seneca's Medea play. See Barner, Produktive Rezeption: Lessing und die 
Tragödien Senecas (Munich: Beck, 1973), 40-41.  
171 See Anja Lemke, “‘Medea Fiam’ – Affekterzeugung zwischen Rhetorik und 
Ästhetik in Lessings Miss Sara Sampson.” DVjs 86, no. 2 (2012): 206-223; here 211 -
212. See also Lessing’s letter to Mendelssohn from 14 September 1757 in WB 11/1,  
249-251. 
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While this imaginary logic – conforming to a rationalist principle of illusion – 
is clearly at play in Marwood’s description, another component of the scene’s effect is 
undoubtedly the introduction of narrative indeterminacy central to Lessing’s early 
dramaturgy of compassion – an aesthetics the scene not only self-consciously presents, 
but critiques by employing in the context of a seduction. The structure of the scene 
replicates Waitwell’s presentation of Sir William’s letter to Sara and Marwood’s 
impersonation of Lady Solmes, in which indeterminacy is self-reflectively utilized as a 
seductive ploy. When Marwood suggests the possibility of a horrifying future outcome 
for Arabella, she introduces uncertainty concerning the course of the narrative – the 
presentation of an indeterminate future that, in combination with the “perfect” figure 
of an innocent child, engages viewers in affective concern, or compassion, as they 
seek resolution. Lessing suggests this explicitly in the stage directions dictating 
Mellefont’s response in this scene: Mellefont’s command to appear “erschrocken” 
upon Marwood’s theatrical appearance as Medea functions as a cue for the audience’s 
own intended experience of Schrecken – that is, compassion. In a highly performative 
act, Marwood self-consciously manipulates the aesthetics of compassion (not for her 
but for Arabella, whom she wields as a prop) to serve her own seductive ends, 
signaling to the audience the moral danger of the play itself.  
 In Laokoon, the figure of Medea returns, there exemplifying the same aesthetic 
principle – narrative indeterminacy – applied to a different medium (painting) and 
named the “pregnant moment” (fruchtbarer Moment). In the media theory offered in 
Laokoon’s media theory, the visual arts are limited by their existence as determinately 
cognizable moments in time. The presentation of a moment of narrative tension, “den 
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prägnantesten [Augenblick] [...], aus welchem das Vorhergehende und Folgende am 
begreiflichsten wird” (WB 5/2 117), allows the visual arts to minimize this cognitive 
fixity, enabling an imaginary engagement on the part of the viewer as they speculates 
about what came before or after. In Laokoon, then, we find the same logic of 
indeterminacy witnessed in Lessing’s tragedy around 1756, with the presentation of a 
future possibility existing as the precondition for a spectator’s immediate engagement 
with the artwork. Indeed, the pregnant moment in the visual arts serves as the precise 
analogue to the prolonged misfortune or narrative indeterminacy central to Miss Sara 
Sampson, privileging the representation of narrative tension over climax and 
resolution – albeit in a medium that doesn’t unfold over time. 
 Yet unlike Marwood’s performance as Medea in Miss Sara Sampson, where 
she embodies a self-reflective critique of the moral dangers of the play’s own 
indeterminate mediality, the figure’s reappearance in Laokoon is critically neutral, 
even celebratory, indicative of a shift in Lessing’s understanding of indeterminacy 
between the play and Laokoon, which appeared eleven years later. In the later text, the 
ancient Greek painter Timomachus is simply praised for presenting his Medea in a 
moment of narrative indeterminacy, drawing the viewer into an affective engagement 
with the artwork (here still coded as a moment of Schrecken) but principally then 
freeing the imagination: 
Die Medea hatte er nicht in dem Augenblicke genommen, in welchem sie ihre 
Kinder wirklich ermordet; sondern einige Augenblicke zuvor, da die 
mütterliche Liebe noch mit der Eifersucht kämpfet. Wir sehen das Ende dieses 
Kampfes voraus. Wir zittern voraus, nun bald bloß die grausame Medea zu 
erblicken, und unsere Einbildungskraft gehet weit über alles hinweg, was uns 
der Maler in diesem schrecklichen Augenblicke zeigen könnte. Aber eben 
darum beleidiget uns die in der Kunst fortdauernde Unentschlossenheit der 
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Medea so wenig, daß wir vielmehr wünschen, es wäre in der Natur selbst 
dabei geblieben, der Streit der Leidenschaften hätte sich nie entschieden, oder 
hätte wenigstens so lange angehalten, bis Zeit und Überlegung die Wut 
entkräften und den mütterlichen Empfindungen den Sieg versichern können. 
(33, my emphasis) 
 
Whereas earlier in Miss Sara Sampson, the representation of a moment of narrative 
indeterminacy produced (in combination with admiration for a character’s assumed 
perfection) a potentially dangerous and seductive affective capture, in Laokoon 
emphasis has shifted towards imaginative liberation according to the same medial 
parameters: while Lessing describes an affective response to the pregnant moment in 
the example of Timomachus’s Medea and elsewhere (and vice-versa, in the 
Trauerspiel, as Lemke emphasizes, affective response is also imaginary), emphasis is 
undoubtedly placed on the representative action of the Einbildungskraft. Our horror in 
imagining what could happen is outweighed here by what can only be assumed to be a 
pleasure in the play of the imagination, leading us to wish the situation remained 
indeterminate.  
David Wellbery has identified this logic of imaginary response in Laokoon – 
the “illusionary presence of the existentially-absent object” (181) as characteristically 
rationalist: the absence of a determinately-cognizable object in space being the 
precondition for its immediate presence-to mind. But as Inka Mülder-Bach suggests, 
Laokoon revises this process as an active one: emphasizing the spectator’s mental 
action.172 She argues that this semi-autonomy, nonetheless still tied to the object, 
                                                
172 See Inka Mülder-Bach, “Bild und Bewegung.” Mülder-Bach develops her claim 
further in Im Zeichen Pygmalions, 103-148. The argument, contra Wellbery, that in 
emphasizing active subjective response Lessing’s Laokoon comes closer to 
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departs from the domain of strict aesthetic rationalism and gestures in the direction of 
the romantic aesthetics of imaginary play – a departure captured in Lessing’s 
definition of the fruchtbarer Moment: “Dasjenige aber nur allein ist fruchtbar, was der 
Einbildungskraft freies Spiel läßt” (WB 5/2 32).173 Lessing’s interpretation of the 
function of aesthetic indeterminacy in Laokoon has shifted from the passive, and 
therefore morally dangerous, production of affect toward an active process of free 
imaginary reception. By re-envisioning the site of affective seduction as the locus of 
imaginary freedom, Lessing can abandon the critical stance vis-à-vis indeterminacy he 
adopted in Miss Sara Sampson in favor of unguarded praise. 
The idea of imaginative free play mediated through indeterminacy doesn’t 
appear in either Miss Sara Sampson or Lessing’s epistolary exchange on tragedy 
following the play’s 1755 debut. Instead, there we witness the devaluation of an 
authoritarian rationalist aesthetics, eliciting admiration out of the clear cognition of 
perfection, to a more egalitarian aesthetics of compassion produced through 
indeterminacy – even if Lessing works to guard against the moral dangers of 
indeterminacy through self-reflectivity and its dependence on the hierarchical model 
of perfection from which it deviates. In Laokoon, both the rationalist mimetic model 
and the once-innovative aesthetics of compassion are in turn devalued as antiquated 
models of art, even as the text mobilizes the same principle of indeterminacy toward 
                                                                                                                                       
Romanticism than Rationalism is also made by Eva Knodt in ‘Negative Philosophie’, 
7.   
173 See Lessing’s two references to the imagination’s “freies Spiel” in Laokoon: in 
relation to the pregnant moment in the visual arts (32) and to poetry’s ability to 
“represent” the invisible realm of gods and the sublime owing to its lack of 
determinate visual content – this lack of visual content is maintained by foregoing 
description (103). 
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the valorization of imaginative liberation in the pregnant moment. Imaginative 
freedom has become Lessing’s new aesthetic ideal. 
And within this new paradigm, mimesis is rejected even more firmly than in 
his 1756 theory of tragedy. Lessing begins Laokoon by describing the classical 
mimetic model central to Mendelssohn’s aesthetic rationalism. He rejects 
Winckelmann’s interpretation of the Laokoon statue, suggesting that the artist did not 
represent Laokoon in pain because he wanted to show his nobility but in the interest of 
beauty, the representation of perfection in which the determinate materiality of the 
visual arts finds its natural expression. For Lessing, the representation of perfection is 
a limited role for art associated with its mimetic social function in the ancient world.174 
In contrast to the model of admiration appropriate to ancient sculpture, the modern arts 
are freed from the constraints of beautiful representation: “die Kunst hat in den neuern 
Zeiten ungleich weitere Grenzen erhalten. Ihre Nachahmung, sagt man, erstrecke sich 
auf die ganze sichtbare Natur, von welcher das Schöne nur ein kleiner Teil ist“ (31). 
Unmoored from representing something directly as an object of imitation, the arts can 
now represent – via the imagination –a wider field of possible objects.  The 
precondition for such imaginative engagement is a principal we first see in the theory 
of tragedy: that of minimizing the cognitive fixity of a representation as a means of 
engaging the viewer immediately.  Because poetry, as language, is already severed 
                                                
174 Describing the mimetic social function of the visual arts in the ancient world, 
Lessing writes, “Die bildenden Künste insbesondere, außer dem 
unfehlbaren Einflüsse, den sie auf den Charakter der Nation haben, sind einer 
Wirkung fähig, welche die nähere Aufsicht des Gesetzes heischet. Erzeigten schöne 
Menschen schöne Bildsäulen, so wirkten diese hinwiederum auf jene zurück, und der 
Staat hatte schönen Bildsäulen schöne Menschen mit zu verdanken“(25).  
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from a determinate referent in space – already divorced from sensible cognition – 
Lessing implicitly privileges it over the visual arts and theater with regards to this 
modern role (a point emphasized by Wellbery).175 Just as in Lessing’s theory of 
tragedy, the principle of narrative indeterminacy was introduced to modulate the 
medium of theater’s essentially mimetic status towards more egalitarian ends – 
compassion – in Laokoon, the same principle reappears as the pregnant moment to 
modulate the likewise-visible and essentially mimetic visual arts media, towards the 
new end of imaginative freedom. In both cases, this aesthetic principle is the best these 
visual media can do.  
Lessing’s treatment of the Laokoon statue exemplifies not only its 
simultaneous embodiment of art’s ancient and modern roles – both beauty and 
imaginative freedom via the pregnant moment – but that by 1766, Lessing had 
relegated the aesthetics of compassion, dependent as they are on mimesis, to art’s 
outdated role. The characteristic feature of the statue – Laokoon’s facial expression, 
not captured screaming in the climactic moment of full pain but sighing a moment 
earlier – functions for Lessing both as an expression of determinate perfection and as 
indeterminacy. Thus the beauty of Laokoon’s face as it resists the unsightly expression 
of pain conforms to the art’s ancient role of offering a representation of the ideal for 
imitation, while, in simultaneous conformity with art’s modern function, it is an 
instance of the pregnant moment enabling an imaginative engagement: “Wenn 
Laokoon also seufzet, so kann ihn die Einbildungskraft schreien hören; wenn er 
                                                
175 See Wellbery,134; 163. 
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aber schreiet, so kann sie von dieser Vorstellung weder eine Stufe höher, noch eine 
Stufe tiefer steigen“ (32). In Lessing’s 1756 Trauerspiel, this combination of 
perfection and indeterminacy is precisely the grounds for the elicitation of 
compassion, and that remains true in the case of the Laokoon statue (and, presumably, 
the Medea painting) as well. Writes Lessing of Lakoon’s expression: “Es war eine 
Bildung, die Mitleid einflößte, weil sie Schönheit und Schmerz zugleich zeigte” ( 29). 
In this dual treatment of the Laokoon statue we see indeterminate representation’s 
relational function qua perfection, producing compassion, implicitly cede to its new 
role as a catalyst to unbound imaginary play.  
Formerly an egalitarian counter to the rationalist exaltation of perfection, the 
production of compassion appears in turn devalued in Laokoon, in a further move 
away from hierarchical models, to indeterminacy’s new role in enabling free play. Yet 
there is substantial archival evidence to suggest that Lessing’s rejection of the 
imitation of perfection for the aesthetics of compassion around 1756 is itself the 
source of this later valorization of indeterminacy in Laokoon. More than simply 
revising the account of indeterminacy’s function offered by the theory of tragedy, 
Laokoon revises its very existence as a rejection of a rationalist mimetic model 
represented by the statues of ancient Greece, recategorizing the aesthetics of 
compassion as a component of the outmoded ancient model.  
Mendelssohn first mentions Winckelmann’s 1755 Gedanken über die 
Nachahmung der griechischen Werke in der Malerei und Bildhauerkunst, the explicit 
point of departure for Lessing’s critique of the aesthetics of perfection in Laokoon, in a 
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letter on tragedy dated early December 1756.176 In this letter Mendelssohn promotes 
his mimetic dramatic model by praising Winckelmann’s analysis of ancient Greek 
sculpture, which suggests sculptures must be presented in a stoic overcoming of pain 
to be good models for imitation. For Mendelssohn, for whom art’s primary function 
was the representation of perfection, the ancient sculptor of Laokoon is for this reason 
superior to poets such as Virgil, who, in the Aeneid, represents the figure in pain and 
“übertrifft den Dichter um desto mehr, je mehr das bloße mitleidige Gefühl, einem mit 
Bewunderung und Ehrfurcht untermengten Mitleiden nachzusetzen ist” (WB 3: 691). 
 Lessing answers Mendelssohn in a letter dated 18 December 1756, offering a 
preliminary version of what would later become his Laokoon. In contrast to its 
successor some ten years later, this text conceptualizes the medial differences 
distinguishing sculpture from poetry as generic differences between the epic and tragic 
forms respectively. Whereas Laokoon begins with the claim that Winckelmann, in his 
praise of the statue’s stoicism, doesn’t adhere to the borders separating the role of the 
visual arts from poetry, here Lessing claims, in his first encounter with Winckelmann 
in the context of the tragedy debate, that Mendelssohn and Winckelmann don’t adhere 
to the “Grenzen”  (694) between the epic and the tragic. Admiration, generated 
through the clear cognition of a hero’s perfection, belongs to the epic, and 
compassion, through narrative indeterminacy, to the tragic. Just as later in Laokoon, 
                                                
176 See Lessing, WB 3: 686-693. This fact is noted by Bengt Algot Sørenson and 
Monika Fick, who locate Mendelssohn and Lessing’s discussion of Winckelmann in 
the exchange on tragedy as the nucleus of the later Laokoon. See Sørenson, “Lessings 
Laokoon und Winckelmann,” Lessing Yearbook/Jahrbuch 26 (2004/2005): 69-75, here 
69 and Fick, 257. 
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the universalizing rationalist reading of the statue’s stoicism is rejected here in favor 
of a novel aesthetics of indeterminacy. Yet whereas in 1756 this aesthetics underlies 
compassion and the tragedy, by 1766, it is the basis of Lessing’s new paradigm of 
imagination – embodied, above all, by poetry. 
 
Bourgeois Autonomy and the Fate of Miss Sara Sampson 
As Monika Fick has summarized, when Miss Sara Sampson first debuted in Frankfurt 
am Oder on 10 July 1755, it was a resounding success by Lessing’s own metric: the 
volume of tears shed by the audience.177 Reports from that performance and others 
throughout the 1750s and 1760s tell of riveted, weeping audiences in the throes of 
sentimentality – precisely the intended effect of Lessing’s theatrical apparatus. Yet by 
the 1770s the play’s popularity had plummeted dramatically. Reassessed as boring and 
mediocre, it became rarely performed. For Goethe, Schiller, and the patriarchs of 
romantic literature, the bourgeois tragedy was deemed a literary misstep.178 
 There is of course no way to account definitively for Miss Sara Sampson’s 
waning effectiveness in the 1770s. But one might speculate that it concerns the play’s 
dependence on an authoritarian figure of universal perfection incompatible with what 
Paul Fleming refers to as an emergent “postheroic” (60) age of the individual. If the 
play’s formal attempt to produce compassion out of a figure’s deviance from the ideal 
good is already anathema to an ideology of the individual, then the content in which 
this good appears embodied is strictly incompatible with bourgeois taste. We only feel 
                                                
177 See Monika Fick’s summary of the play's reception in Fick, 162-163.  
178 Ibid., 163. 
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compassion for Sara if we idealize her aristocratic father, Sir William, and the courtly 
domain he represents, understanding her individualist leave for the space of the 
common, the foreign Wirtshaus, as an act of deviance grounded in immoral seduction. 
Our pity is only as universal, then, as our belief in the decidedly aristocratic perfection 
upon which it depends. Thus, even as the play exhibits a set of attributes consistent 
with bourgeois egalitarianism (common space, non-aristocratic characters, compassion 
instead of admiration, indeterminacy instead of determinate perfection), these are in 
turn devalued relative to the object of ideal good and are critiqued as morally 
dangerous in existing apart from it. If Miss Sara Sampson announces a new liberal 
direction for the theater in the bürgerliches Trauerspiel and aesthetics in 
indeterminacy, then it is not yet premised on the autonomy of the bourgeois 
individual. 
 It is thus consistent with this changed climate that Lessing revises his treatment 
in the 1766 Laokoon of the tragedy and mimesis more generally, recategorizing them 
as part of an old paradigm of mimesis dependent on the authoritarian logic of 
externally-represented perfection. If in Laokoon, Lessing introduces a new paradigm 
based on a principle of imaginative freedom more appropriate to an ideology of the 
individual, then in returning to the bourgeois tragedy for the last time with the 1772 
Emilia Galotti, his theory and practice of tragedy have transformed accordingly. In the 
Hamburgische Dramaturgie, published between 1767 and 1769, the formerly 
spectatorial model of compassion appears refigured. Instead of relying on an 
audience’s aspirational identification with an object of perfection from whose position 
it views the central object of compassion, it is based instead on a self-reflective 
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identification with the object of compassion itself, premised on the egalitarian grounds 
of the audience’s similarity with a character and imaginary projection into his or her 
situation.179  
This essential transformation of Lessing’s dramaturgy of compassion occurs in 
sections 74-76 of the Hamburgische Dramaturgie and revolves around a revision of 
his understanding of tragic fear. Whereas his earlier tragic model emphasized 
Schrecken as the sudden eruption of compassion for another person, here, in a 
discussion of Aristotle’s claim that tragedy should elicit pity and fear, he instead 
privileges Furcht, suggesting fear should be translated as Furcht rather than 
Schrecken. Aristotle needed to mention Furcht separately because, although it too is a 
species of Mitleid (Lessing uniformly understands the goal of tragedy as the eliciting 
of compassion), it also contains an element of self-reflective identification based on 
similarity: “Seine Furcht ist durchaus nicht die Furcht, welche uns das 
bevorstehende Übel eines andern, für diesen andern, erweckt, sondern es ist die 
Furcht, welche aus unserer Ähnlichkeit mit der leidenden Person für uns selbst 
entspring […]. Mit einem Worte: diese Furcht ist das auf uns selbst bezogene Mitleid“ 
(WB 6: 556). Finally, Lessing distinguishes between unbound “Mitleidige Regungen 
(ohne Furcht für uns selbst),” which he terms  “Philantropie” (WB 6: 563), and Mitleid 
proper to the tragic stage, which contains the self-reflective element of Furcht. By thus 
                                                
179 That Lessing introduces a moment of self-reflection absent in his earlier theory of 
Mitleid with Furcht is noted by Maurer, 175. As Maurer also notes, this contradicts 
Martin Schenkel’s claim to no essential difference between the theory of Mitleid in the 
Briefwechsel and the later Hamburgische Dramaturgie. See Schenkel, 70. It also 
contradicts Thomas Martinec’s claim that Mitleid is pity across Lessing’s oeuvre. See 
Martinec, Lessings Dramaturgie, 86; and Martinec, “The Boundaries,” 746. 
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revising his model around Furcht as compassion for oneself rather than Schrecken as 
concern for another person, Lessing transforms his understanding of Mitleid as 
spectatorial pity into identificatory empathy: the very brand of illusionary 
identification with the figure on stage he had originally rejected in his letter to 
Mendelssohn from 2 February 1757.180  
The introduction of Furcht eliminates the hierarchy implicit in the original 
moralistic theory of compassion. Instead of requiring an object of perfection to police 
its moral boundaries, Lessing here seeks to solve the affective danger of seduction 
through a self-reflective mode of identification based on similarity rather than 
superiority. Karl-Heinz Maurer has provocatively suggested that Emilia Galotti 
narrates nothing less than the necessity of such self-reflective individuation – of fear – 
in avoiding seduction at the hands of our more general philanthropic feeling for 
another.181 In that play, there is no more concern with moderating the dangers of 
seduction with a clearly represented external moral standard represented by the 
aristocratic Sir William. Rather, this aristocratic authority returns only in the 
monstrous form of the prince, himself a seducer, with whom there can be no 
reconciliation. And as Maurer suggests, it isn’t Emilia’ inability to accept clear reason 
that leads to her demise, but her failure to individuate by developing fear. 
If the tragic flaw leading to Sara’s seduction is her inability to acknowledge 
absolute moral boundaries, then in a parallel updated for the age of individual, 
Emilia’s is her inability to individuate. Individuation – the new aim of Lessing’s 
                                                
180 See the letter in Lessing, WB 3: 711-714. 
181 See Maurer, 178-179.  
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tragedy – has become a “moral” imperative in itself, an imperative defined in 
opposition to morality as an absolute external standard. It is the imperative grounding 
bourgeois autonomy from aristocratic and rationalist authority. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
Against Inspiration: Kant’s Aesthetics of Geist and Written Poetry 
 
 
Immanuel Kant’s 1766 essay on the Swedish clairvoyant, Emanuel Swedenborg, is by 
any measure a curious outlier in the philosopher’s oeuvre. For one, there is its subject 
matter, namely Swedenborg, a mystical thinker who claimed to have direct contact 
with the spirit world. More, what Kant actually thinks about Swedenborg is difficult to 
ascertain, owing to a popular and rhetorical style completely at odds with the 
directness and logical rigor of most of the philosopher’s other works. Kant’s attitude 
towards Swedenborg appears to swing wildly from chapter to chapter; while he claims 
that Swedenborg’s system, “meiner philosophischen Hirngeburt so ungemein ähnlich 
ist” (2:359), he does not hesitate to refer to Swedenborg as a delusional fanatic 
(Schwärmer).182 Kant’s text is so ambivalent towards Swedenborg and so unusually 
written that scholars have debated whether it should be read ironically or as a sincere 
work of philosophy.183 
 In what follows, I claim that Kant’s ambivalence towards Swedenborg should 
not only be taken sincerely, but that it is paradigmatic for understanding the place of 
                                                
182 See, for instance, the title of the second chapter of the book’s second half, 
“Ekstatische Reise eines Schwärmers durch die Geisterwelt,” in Immanuel Kant, 
2:357. 
183 Both John Zammito and Josef Schmucker read Träume as a sincere work, central to 
the development of his critical philosophy. See John Zammito, Kant, Herder, and the 
Birth of Anthropology (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2002), 200; Josef 
Schmucker, “Kants kritischer Standpunkt zur Zeit der Träume eines Geistersehers, im 
Verhältnis zu dem der Kritik der reinen Vernunft,” in Beitrag zur Kritik der reinen 
Vernunft 1781-1981, ed. Ingeborg Heidemann and Wolgang Ritzel (Berlin: de 
Gruyter, 1981), 1-36. By contrast, Allison Laywine reads it as a work of satire. See 
Allison Laywine, Kant’s Early Metaphysics and the Origins of the Critical Philosophy 
(Atascadero, CA.: Ridgeview, 1993), 87. 
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spirit (Geist) – free mental purposiveness – in his aesthetic system, from that system’s 
earliest conceptualization around the time of Träume through to the Kritik der 
Urteilskraft. In particular, I will show that Kant’s understanding of Geist, articulated 
in his treatment of Swedenborg, is essential to his account of both the production of 
beautiful art, as a product of free human purposiveness in nature, and its reception, as 
revealing this freedom in the subject. This chapter shows the development of this 
account out of both an early interest in Geist around the time of his essay on 
Swedenborg, and a commitment to its non-appearance in sensible nature: a 
commitment Kant names fanaticism (Schwärmerei). Structured accordingly, the two 
examples of Geist in beautiful art – the Geist of the poet in the work, and the Geist of 
the perceiving subject in the judgment of taste – must be autonomous from one 
another, on no account a communal Geist. It is this notion of communal spirit – of 
inspiration – that makes Swedenborg a Schwärmer. 
 Recently, scholars have claimed that the third critique in its entirety – both the 
aesthetics and the teleology, which concerns the judgment of natural forms – can be 
understood in relation to intrinsic purposiveness, or purposive form without a 
purpose.184 As Rachel Zuckert explains, intrinsic purposiveness is form abstracted 
from a purpose external to itself; it comprises “reciprocal means-ends relations” (15). 
As such, it is form necessarily abstracted from a concept designating this external 
                                                
184 See Jan Völker, Äesthetik der Lebendigkeit: Kants dritte Kritik (Paderborn: 
Wilhelm Fink, 2011) and Rachel Zuckert, Kant on Beauty and Biology: An 
Interpretation of the Critique of Judgment (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2007), in which she claims that purposiveness without a purpose, as the “a priori, 
transcendental principle of judgment,” (1), unifies the aesthetic and teleological 
critiques that together form the Kritik der Urteilskraft.  
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purpose; it “constitutes a unity among heterogenous, contingent parts, without a 
separate purpose or concept” (15). It is this kind of purposive form that is involved in 
both aesthetic and teleological judgments for Kant – reflective, rather than 
determinative forms of judgment that do not apply concepts to their objects.185  In 
aesthetic judgment, the encounter with intrinsic purposiveness in nature or art 
occasions the subject’s free purposive mental action without a purpose (the free play 
of the faculties). And in teleological judgment, the subject judges natural forms as 
exhibiting their own intrinsic purposiveness, identifying them as “Naturzwecke” 
(natural ends).186 
 For Jan Völker in Äesthetik der Lebendigkeit, it is precisely this kind of 
purposive form that constitutes, for Kant, life, characterized by self-determination. 
Whereas teleological judgments constitute speculations about natural life, aesthetic 
judgments reveal the particular status of human life in nature, or “die Bestimmung der 
Unbestimmtheit des Menschen in der Natur” (12). Völker specifically relates this 
                                                
185 This is emphasized by Zuckert: “Kant holds likewise that the two forms of judging 
that exhibit the principle of purposiveness, teleological and aesthetic judgment, do not 
comprise or ground any doctrine concerning objects” (2). 
186 For Kant on “Naturzwecke,” see Kant, 5:370. Zuckert summarizes the role of 
intrinsic purposiveness in teleological and aesthetic judgment: “We attribute 
purposiveness to organisms in order to describe their unity of diversity, i.e., the 
organized interrelation of diverse parts in organic functioning; and in aesthetic judging 
we represent an object as unified precisely with respect to its diverse, sensible, 
contingent aspects. This principle is, however, a merely subjective and regulative 
principle because, first, given Kant’s theory of objective judgment, it cannot be 
applied justifiably to objects… and therefore comprises and grounds no knowledge 
claim about them. Second, this principle is subjective in a positive sense: it serves as a 
structure of the subject’s practice of judging. That is, in order to explain how the 
subject can represent a unity of diversity, the subject must be understood as judging 
purposively without a purpose, or, I shall argue, as engaged in a future-directed 
anticipation of an indeterminate, non-conceptually ordered whole” (5). 
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revelation of free human purposiveness – human life – in nature to what Kant calls 
Geist.187  
 Structured by the prohibition against Schwärmerei, Kant’s account of Geist’s 
relation to the production and reception of beautiful art, I propose, allow both to 
exemplify free human purposiveness in nature. Yet drawing on Kant’s own comments 
concerning poetry, I will suggest that Kant’s treatment of beautiful art hints at an 
underlying historical substrate to his transcendental a priori of aesthetic judgment. 
Namely, I will suggest that the account corresponds best not to the experience of 
nature or the subject a priori, but specifically that of written poetry: of the type 
popularized among the reading publics emerging in Kant’s own time. 
 
Geist and Fanaticism in Kant’s Writings of the 1760s 
 
When Kant first addresses the topic of Geist, it is in the context of his early approach 
to aesthetics, the 1764 Beobachtungen über das Gefühl des Schönen und der Erhaben. 
This text also marks his initial break with Leibnizian/Wolffean rationalism, with its 
metaphysical idea of substantially appearing perfection. Like Lessing in the 1750s 
(discussed in chapter four), this break assumes the form of an aesthetics influenced by 
British moral sense theorists such as Francis Hutcheson.188 Given that Kant’s critical 
ethics, with their emphasis on freedom’s coincidence with the moral law, are typically 
                                                
187 See Völker, 170-187.  
188 This reception of British moral sense theory begins two years earlier, with Kant’s 
1762 essay, “Untersuchungen über die Deutlichkeit der Grundsätze der natürlichen 
Theologie und der Moral,” entered into a prize competition at the Berlin Academy (for 
which it received second place to an essay by Moses Mendelssohn). See Zammitto, 
Kant, Herder, 83; as well as Kant’s positive reference to Hutcheson’s notion of moral 
sense in that essay in Kant, 2:300. 
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understood in opposition to moral sense theorists such as Hume, Hutcheson, and 
Rousseau, scholars have treated the philosopher’s work during this period as an 
outlier.189 Yet as John Zammito has convincingly argued, Kant’s work during this 
period is essential to understanding his divergence from rationalism, as well as his 
later aesthetics and anthropology.190 
 Kant’s early, pre-critical aesthetics appear radically different than the later 
Kritik der Urteilskraft, demonstrating the influence of not only British moral sense 
theory, but empiricism.  An exercise in popular philosophy and the philosopher’s best-
selling book during his lifetime, Beobachtungen eschews the systematic investigation 
of universal a priori for empirical, a posteriori observations concerning the feelings of 
beauty and the sublime: their association with various representations, with gender and 
sexuality, with national differences, and with morality.  
 For Kant in Beobachtungen, aesthetics are a feeling related to morality 
understood as a principle. Morality, Kant is clear, emerges from a feeling, namely, the 
“Gefühl von der Schönheit und der Würde der menschlichen Natur” (2:217). This  
“allgemeine moralische Gefühl” (2:217) combines element of the feeling of the 
beautiful, which is related to love (the part of the formula preceding the conjunction, 
                                                
189 For scholars noting a dramatic shift in Kant’s thinking around this time, see Karl 
Vorländer, Immanuel Kant: Der Mann und der Werk, 2nd ed. (Hamburg: Meiner, 
1977), 158; Dieter Heinrich, “Kants Denken, 1762/3: Über den Ursprung der 
Unterscheidung analytischer und synthetischer Urteile,” in Studien zu Kants 
philosophischer Entwicklung (Hildesheim: Olms, 1967), 9-38; here 11; Zammito, 
Kant, Herder, 83; and Ernst Cassirer, Kant’s Life and Thought (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1981), 77. Cassirer in particular criticizes Kant’s turn to popular 
writing and moral sense at the time, claiming it “dashed the hopes of the world and of 
his friends most strikingly” (77). 
190 See Zammito, Kant, Herder, 43-136, 179-220.   
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“ein Grund der allgemeinen Wohlgewogenheit” (2:217)), and the sublime, which is an 
ambivalent feeling, “Wohlgefallen, aber mit Grausen” (2:208), (related to the latter 
half of the formula, a ground “der allgemeinen Achtung” (2:217)). Kant offers here a 
critique of rationalist morality and aesthetics, with its notion of morality as an 
absolute, external standard or principal embodied in the aesthetics of perfection, from 
the perspective of moral sense theory.191 But at this stage, Kant still insists on the 
necessity of principle to morality: despite the moral feeling combining the beautiful 
and the sublime, “in moralischen Eigenschaften ist wahre Tugend allein erhaben” 
(2:215), because only the sublime is related to moral principle. In this manner, though 
the feeling of the beautiful can assist morality by producing affectionate feelings 
between individuals such as sympathy, its lack of an intrinsic relation to moral 
principle excludes it from morality itself. It is for this reason that Kant’s early 
aesthetics privilege the sublime over the beautiful. 
 Like Lessing, Kant’s break with rationalism via moral sense is not a complete 
rejection of a rationalist aesthetics and morality based on an absolute external 
principle, but a syncretic amalgamation of moral sense and principle. Geist first 
appears, albeit indirectly, in the context of Kant’s discussion of the relationship 
between feeling and moral principle characterizing the sublime. Specifically, it 
emerges in a discussion of the distinction between Enthusiasmus, a species of the 
sublime, and fanaticism (here: Fanaticism). Kant’s distinction, which will be 
reformulated twice more – shortly after Beobachtungen in the 1764 Versuch über die 
                                                
191 See the discussion of Wolffean/Leibnizean morality in chapter four of this 
dissertation. 
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Krankenheiten des Köpfes, and finally in the section of the 1791 Kritik der Urteilskraft 
devoted to the sublime – stresses the etymological relationship between Enthusiasmus, 
related to the Greek word for divine possession (en theos, the god inside), and spirit.  
The first appears in a footnote to a section of Beobachtungen discussing fanaticism as 
one of four excesses of religion: 
Der Fanaticism muß vom Enthusiasmus jederzeit unterschieden werden. Jener 
glaubt eine unmittelbare und außerordentliche Gemeinschaft mit einer 
höheren Natur zu fühlen, dieser bedeutet den Zustand des Gemüths, da 
dasselbe durch irgend einen Grundsatz über den geziemenden Grad erhitzt 
worden, es sei nun durch die Maxime der patriotischen Tugend, oder der 
Freundschaft, oder der Religion, ohne daß hierbei die Einbildung einer 
übernatürlichen Gemeinschaft etwas zu schaffen hat. (2:251) 
 
In this first approach, enthusiasm is a feeling combined with a principle (“Maxime” of 
patriotic virtue, religion, or friendship, for example), that is nonetheless critiqued as 
being “über den geziemenden Grad erhitzt worden” (2:251). As a moral feeling 
associated with a principle, enthusiasm is clearly recognizable as belonging to the 
sublime as Kant here defines it. This understanding of enthusiasm as an affect-laden 
species of the sublime will remain consistent throughout Kant’s career (in the Kritik 
der Urteilskraft, which likewise devalues enthusiasm to an affectless sublime, he will 
define it simply as “Die Idee des Guten mit Affekt” (5:272)). Whereas Enthusiasmus 
is an affective, “spirited” relation to a moral principle, Fanaticism implies a false 
belief in an immediate and extraordinary communion (Gemeinschaft) with a higher 
power. 
The distinction between fanaticism and enthusiasm is repeated in the 1764 
Versuch über die Krankheiten des Kopfes, where fanaticism is explicitly connected to 
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the notion of inspiration. In that text, fanaticism is no longer an excess of religion, but 
instead understood as a form of madness, a mental pathology: 
Dieser zweideutige Anschein von Phantasterei in an sich guten, moralischen 
Empfindungen ist der Enthusiasmus, und es ist niemals ohne denselben in der 
Welt etwas Großes ausgerichtet worden. Ganz anders ist es mit dem Fanatiker 
(Visionär, Schwärmer) bewandt. Dieser ist eigentlich ein Verrückter von einer 
vermeinten unmittelbaren Eingebung und einer großen Vertraulichkeit mit den 
Mächten des Himmels. Die menschliche Natur kennt kein gefährlicheres 
Blendwerk. (2:267) 
 
Here, the delusional fanatic is referred to as a Fanatiker (Visionär, Schwärmer), and 
understood as someone who believes in divine inspiration (Eingebung). By contrast, 
Enthusiasmus is here not only the appearance of affect in a moral feeling (the 
sublime), but also of imaginary fantasy, adding a sensible presentation to a sublime 
feeling associated with a principle. Unlike in Beobachtungen, Kant here emphasizes 
enthusiasm’s creative potential, boldly affirming that nothing great in the world has 
been accomplished without it. This potential remains positive as long as it doesn’t 
lapse into the fanatical belief in supernatural communion critiqued earlier. In both 
accounts, then, enthusiasm, as a species of the sublime, is an aesthetic feeling 
understood to be in close proximity to a rational principle that Kant’s later critical 
system will deem supersensible. Though Kant has not yet established the divide 
between sensible nature and supersensible reason characterizing his later critical 
philosophy, already at this pre-critical stage he insists on some form of separation 
between the two. Positively appraising a sensible, spirited relation to principle 
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(Enthusiasmus), he warns of the danger of conflating sensible feeling with a higher 
power, labeling this conflation fanaticism.192  
As Anthony J. La Vopa recounts, Kant’s interest in distinguishing enthusiasm 
from fanaticism can be understood among similar efforts by figures such as Christian 
Garve and Christoph Martin Wieland in the 1770s.193 These authors, he suggests, were 
engaging in an attempt to “fix the boundaries of legitimate public discourse – to police 
the border between those who qualified at least minimal to take part in the rational 
dialogue of the public sphere and the others, the ranters and ravers, those too self-
deluded to listen” (90). Whereas Enthusiasmus was related, for these authors and for 
Kant as well, to a positive notion of creative spirit, Schwärmerei became its negative 
foil: a belief in inspiration precluding rational debate. 
The term Schwärmerei can be traced back to Luther, who used it to smear the 
“radical subjectivism” (96) of his ecclesiastical rivals.  These included both the 
Anabaptist and spiritualist Thomas Müntzer, with his eschatological notion of the 
kingdom of god on earth, and – on the other side of the theological spectrum – Ulrich 
                                                
192  Alberto Toscano has suggested that since fanaticism is immanent to human reason 
for Kant, he must confront its ambivalence, “its disturbing proximity, as an abstract 
passion, to those forms of action he deems to be politically and morally noble because 
they are universalizable” (121). Toscano does not note fanaticism’s particular 
proximity to aesthetic experience, however. See also Toscano's analysis of Kant's 
distinction between fanaticism and Enthusiasmus in these sections of Versuch über die 
Krankheiten des Kopfes and Beobachtungen über das Gefühl des Schönen und 
Erhabenen, and Träume eines Geistersehers in Alberto Toscano, Fanaticism: On the 
Uses of an Idea (New York: Verso, 2010), 121-127. 
193 See Anthony J. La Vopa, “The Philosopher and the Schwärmer: On the Career of a 
German Epithet from Luther to Kant,” in Enthusiasm and Enlightenment in Europe, 
1650-1850, ed. Lawrence E. Klein and Anthony J. La Vopa (San Marino, CA: 
Huntington Library, 1998), 85-116. 
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Zwingli, founder of the Reformed church, who denied even the spiritual presence of 
Christ in the Eucharist.194 La Vopa claims that the attraction of the German 
Enlightenment to the discourse of Schwärmerei is “in itself a measure of the fact that 
[it] was a profoundly Protestant phenomenon, resting on a bedrock of Lutheran values 
and drawing on a rich fund of Lutheran images and metaphors, even as it dissented 
from confessional orthodoxy” (87). Kant’s use of the term in particular, it is clear, 
comes down firmly against spiritualism: the idea that one can experience a spirit 
emanating from the external, sensible world. But as his repeated attempts to 
distinguish Schwärmerei from Enthusiasmus suggest, he is nonetheless interested in 
the creative potential of such spirit itself. 
 
Emanuel Swedenborg and the Boundary between Spirit and Matter 
During the same period as Kant’s early aesthetics and critique of fanaticism as divine 
inspiration, Kant addresses spirit (Geist) explicitly in his book on the Swedish 
clairvoyant, Emanuel Swedenborg: the 1766 Träume eines Geistersehers. In that text, 
Kant’s ambivalence towards Swedenborg is associated with his desire to valorize 
some notion of Geist, defining, I claim, the role Geist will play in his later aesthetics. 
This text appears right at the end of Kant’s critical phase, articulating, as John Zamitto 
puts it, his “bedrock commitments” (Kant, Herder 203) – namely, the divide between 
spirit and matter. 
                                                
194 See La Vopa, 87, as well as Dominique Colas’s account of Luther’s use of the term 
in Colas, Civil Society and Fanaticism: Conjoined Histories, trans. Amy Jacobs 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997), 99-154. See also the discussion of Pietist 
spiritualism in chapter one. 
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 Kant’s text begins with the notion of Geist: “Ein Geist, heißt es, ist ein Wesen 
welches Vernunft hat” (2:319). In the essay, he describes spiritual beings whose laws 
of operation are “pneumatisch” (2:329). Endowed with reason, these beings are able to 
direct themselves, “durch innere Thätigkeit sich selbst und überdem den todten Stoff 
der Natur rege machen” (2:329). He suggests that these spiritual beings “so fern die 
körperliche Wesen Mittelursachen ihrer Wirkungen in der materiellen Welt sind, 
organisch genannt werden” (2:329).”  
 As the capacity for self-directedness led by reason, Geist is divided in Träume 
from matter, which is subjected to laws of external causality. The division separates 
life from “todte Materie” (2:329) in the text, predicting the commitment to ontological 
dualism in Kant’s later critical system, with its divide between causally-determined 
nature and the freedom of reason. In the 1788 Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, Kant 
will define life more generally as the capacity to act in accordance with the laws of the 
faculty of desire, relating it there to self-determination.195 Because the faculty of 
desire, as the capacity to act in accordance with one’s representations, assumes 
internal faculties of representation, it is by definition excluded, for Kant, from the 
                                                
195 Kant writes: “Leben ist das Vermögen eines Wesens, nach Gesetzen des 
Begehrungsvermögens zu handeln. Das Begehrungsvermögen ist das Vermögen 
desselben, durch seine Vorstellungen Ursache von der Wirklichkeit der Gegenstände 
dieser Vorstellungen zu sein. Lust ist die Vorstellung der Übereinstimmung des 
Gegenstandes oder der Handlung mit den subjectiven Bedingungen des Lebens, d. i. 
mit dem Vermögen der Causalität einer Vorstellung in Ansehung der Wirklichkeit 
ihres Objects (oder der Bestimmung der Kräfte des Subjects zur Handlung es 
hervorzubringen). (5:9) See also Eduardo Molina’s discussion of this definition of life 
in the Kritik der praktischen Vernunft , which he refers to as Kant’s “canonical or 
practical definition of life” (23) in Eduardo Molina, “Kant and the Concept of Life,” 
CR: The New Centennial Review 10, no. 3 (2011): 21-36, here 23-24.  
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world of external matter. In Träume, Kant posits this opposition between matter and 
life in the form of a refunctionalized version of Newton’s second law of mechanics, 
the “law of inertia” (Trägheit) stating that every change in matter must have an 
external cause.196 Whereas matter is externally determined, life, led by internal 
faculties of representation possessed by spiritual beings in the form of reason, 
determines itself. Kant will later reformulates all of these conclusions concerning the 
differences between life and dead matter in a gloss of Newton's second law in the 
1786 Metaphysische Anfangsgründe der Naturwissenschaft.197  
 If Geist and life is opposed to matter, then Kant’s account in Träume makes 
clear that it is not completely abstracted from the material. Instead, through Geist, 
rational beings are active in the (dead) realm of material nature. Spirit is not abstract 
reason itself, but rather empirical action lead by a rational telos, evincing life. Kant 
will later define Geist along these lines in his 1798 anthropology, as “Die Belebung 
                                                
196 In “Träume,” he states that “Die todte Materie, welche den Weltraum erfüllt, ist 
ihrer eigenthümlichen Natur nach im Stande der Trägheit und der Beharrlichkeit in 
einerlei Zustande ” (2:329). This “todte Materie” is subject to external causal  
“mechanisch... Gesetzen der Berührung und des Stoßes” (2:329). 
197 In the text, Kant writes: “Leben heißt das Vermögen einer Substanz, sich aus einem 
inneren Princip zum Handeln, einer endlichen Substanz, sich zur Veränderung, und 
einer materiellen Substanz, sich zur Bewegung oder Ruhe als Veränderung ihres 
Zustandes zu bestimmen. Nun kennen wir kein anderes inneres Princip einer Substanz, 
ihren Zustand zu verändern,  als das Begehren und überhaupt keine andere innere 
Thätigkeit als Denken mit dem, was davon abhängt, Gefühl der Lust oder Unlust und 
Begierde oder Willen. Diese Bestimmungsgründe aber und Handlungen gehören gar 
nicht zu den Vorstellungen äußerer Sinne und also auch nicht zu den 
Bestimmungen der Materie als Materie. Also ist alle Materie als solche leblos. Das 
sagt der Satz der Trägheit und nichts mehr.“(4:544) 
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der Sinnlichkeit durch Idee” (15:933).198 In his introduction to the anthropology, 
Michel Foucault stresses the difference between the abstract idea and the empirical 
action of Geist; Geist is not a “regulating principle, like morality” (62), but an 
empirical telos “beyond the horizon of knowledge” (62), which “enters the mind into 
the mobility of the infinite, endlessly impelling it to “proceed still further” though still 
managing to avoid losing it in an indepassable dispersion” (62).199 Occurring “durch 
Idee,” Geist animates the empirical realm. And its product is life: it animates, makes 
lively, the sensible according to a rational end separate from the mechanistic external 
causality governing dead matter.  
But though acting on the material realm, Geist does not appear in it. Kant’s 
account here predicts his later critique of teleological judgment in the Kritik der 
Urteilskraft. In the teleology, Kant will contrast mechanism to organisms in nature. 
Reflecting his broader definition of life as self-determination lead by an inner 
principle of desire, teleological judgment involves recognizing a product of nature as a 
“Naturzweck” (5:370). For Kant, “Ein Ding existiert als Naturzweck, wenn es von 
sich selbst (obgleich in zwiefachem Sinne) Ursache und Wirkung ist” (5:370). In other 
words, like life, a Naturzweck is self-determining.200 But the key word here is like life. 
In the teleology, Kant calls natural forms “ein Analogon des Lebens”  (5:375), 
stressing the reflective rather than determining nature of teleological judgments. These 
                                                
198 In the late anthropology, Kant writes: “Geist (genie): Belebung durch Idee” 
(16:1894). 
199 See also Völker’s discussion of Foucault’s comments in Völker, 179. 
200 Zuckert claims “The bulk of the Analytic of Teleological Judgment appears to be 
devoted… to analysis of this concept of ‘natural purpose,’ i.e. of what we are claiming 
when we judge them teleologically” (97). See also Völker and Molina’s discussions of 
“Naturzwecke” in Völker, 130-133, and Molina, 24-31. 
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judgments cannot claim determinately that forms in nature exhibit life, because life is 
dependent on internal faculties that are inaccessible to experience and known to 
belong to humans alone. Already in Träume, Kant says something similar concerning 
the products of Geist in the sensible nature. He suggests that evidence of the 
“immaterielle Welt” (2:329) of self-directed Geist, and therefore life, is offered to the 
external senses in the form of “die freie Bewegung, die da blicken läßt, daß sie aus 
Willkür entsprungen sei”, but this evidence is inconclusive: “der Schluß ist nicht 
sicher, daß, wo dieses Merkmal nicht angetroffen wird, auch kein Grad des Lebens 
befindlich sei” (2:330). 
Swedenborg exemplifies for Kant both the creative potential of Geist’s action 
in the material realm, and the danger of conflating spirit and matter. Kant’s account 
here is strongly reminiscent of his distinction between a positively appraised 
Enthusiasmus, and Schwärmerei. In the text, Kant describes a process of inspiration 
attributed to Swedenborg, in which supersensible, spiritual sensations pass into 
consciousness by acting on the senses. Employing notably similar vocabulary to his 
definition of Schwärmerei in Versuch über den Krankenheiten des Köpfes, Kant here 
refers to Swedenborg’s inspiration as a “Krankheit” (2:340), a “Blendwerk der 
Einbildung” (2:340) in which “sie für eine Gegenwart von geistigen Naturen halten 
würden, die auf ihre körperliche Sinne fiele” (2:340).  
But Swedenborg’s Geist is also creative. Kant’s definition of Geist, as self-
directed action led by reason, calls to mind his definition of Enthusiasmus around the 
same time as affect and fantasy related to moral principle. And his admiration of 
Swedenborg’s creative genius is likewise reminiscent of the description of 
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Enthusiasmus in Versuch, which adds an imaginary, fantastic dimension to moral 
principle and without which “ist niemals…in der Welt etwas Großes ausgerichtet 
worden” (2:267). Kant suggests that the assumed inspiration of the spirit seer is akin to 
the “Phantasten,” through which visions of “wilde Chimären und wunderliche Fratzen 
ausgeheckt werden, die in langem Geschleppe den betrogenen Sinnen vorgaukeln” 
(2:340).  
 While Kant critiques Swedenborg’s idea of inspiration, he admires his creative 
spirit. It is precisely in this distinction – the distinction separating Enthusiasmus from 
Schwärmerei – I propose, that Kant’s ambivalence lies. Whereas dreams are the 
inverse of the real world, a purely subjective vision, the fanatic projects this inner 
vision onto the objective world, assuming that these inner movements are products of 
an objective, external cause. Kant's explanation here is again premised on a theory of 
mental movement. As he explicates, all representations “zugleich mit gewissen 
Bewegungen in dem Nervengewebe oder Nervengeiste des Gehirnes begleitet sind,” 
(2:345). He states: 
daß der vornehmste Unterschied der Nervenbewegung in den Phantasien von 
der in der Empfindung darin bestehe, daß die Richtungslinien der Bewegung 
bei jener sich innerhalb dem Gehirne, bei dieser aber außerhalb schneiden; 
daher, weil der focus imaginarius, darin das Objekt vorgestellt wird, bei den 
klaren Empfindungen des Wachens außer mir, der von den Phantasien aber, 
die ich zu der Zeit etwa habe, in mir gesetzt wird, ich, so lange  ich wache, 
nicht fehlen kann die Einbildungen als meine eigene Hirngespinste von dem 
Eindruck der Sinne zu unterscheiden. (2:345) 
 
The error of the visionary is thus one of confusing the causal source of mental 
movement, believing an internal supersensible motion – that of Geist – to be 
originating from an external sensible object. Yet he crucially does not criticize the 
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spiritual movement internal to the subject itself. It is this purely internal movement of 
Geist that Kant’s account seeks to recuperate, and will be central to his aesthetics. In 
Träume, we see Kant extend his account of aesthetics in Beobachtungen to explicitly 
consider the role of Geist: self-determined empirical action, lead by a rational idea. On 
the one hand, Swedenborg exemplifies, for Kant, the positive consequences of spirit’s 
animation at the hands of reason, recalling the combination of reason and feeling that 
constitutes the sublime and specifically enthusiasm. On the other, Swedenborg’s 
delusion of thinking this spirit originates in an external source  - his belief in 
inspiration – makes him a fanatic. 
Occurring at the end of his pre-critical phase, Kant’s critique of fanaticism 
articulates a fundamental boundary in his critical philosophy: between the 
supersensible, internal domain of reason, and sensible nature. The fanatic’s error lies 
in conflating these two domains, confusing an internal “spiritual” movement, 
associated with reason, with an external sensible source. In a sense, then, the critique 
of fanaticism is aimed not only at mystics like Swedenborg, but rationalist 
metaphysics as well, with its belief in the substantial appearance of supersensible 
principles and notion that one can prove the sensible existence of something through a 
rational proof. As commentators have suggested, the subtitle of Kant’s essay on 
Swedenborg, Träume eines Geistessehers, Erläutert durch Träume der Metaphysik, 
seems obliquely to critique metaphysics by comparing Swedenborg’s fanatical visions 
to philosophical speculation.201 Alison Laywine in particular has claimed that the 
subtitle is directed at the rationalism of Moses Mendelssohn and Johann Heinrich 
                                                
201 See Laywine, 88; and Zamitto, Kant, Herder, 208-214. 
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Lambert, whose claims to authoritatively know the absolute are comparable to 
Swedenborg’s confusion of spirit and matter.202 Indeed, years later, in Kant’s 1786 
essay, “Was heißt: Sich im Denken orientieren?” Kant will explicitly claim that 
Mendelssohn’s belief that a rational proof can be evidence of God’s sensible existence 
falls “in Gefahr gerathen würde, zum Grundsatze der Schwärmerei und der gänzlichen 
Entthronung der Vernunft zu dienen” (8:134).203 The metaphysician’s claim to prove 
God’s existence through reason is fanatical because it makes a supersensible idea a 
substantial reality, a confusion of internal idea and sensible appearance analogous to 
the fanatic’s claim to experience god directly. If Kant’s initial break with rationalism 
comes through an aesthetics that, influenced by moral sense theory, relates feeling to 
morality, his critique of Swedenborg’s Schwärmerei establishes the firm boundary 
between nature and reason characterizing his critical system. 
 
 
Geist in the Kritik der Urteilskraft I: Beautiful Art and the Aesthetic Idea 
When Kant returns to aesthetics, nearly thirty years after Beobachtungen and in the 
form of his third critique, it appears radically different. No longer is aesthetics 
understood as a syncretic amalgamation of moral sense theory and rationalist morality 
– a feeling implicated in morality, understood as a principle. Rather, it reflects Kant’s 
                                                
202 See Laywine, 88. 
203 See Friedrich Beiser’s discussion of the text in light of the “Pantheism 
Controversy,” the debate between Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi and Moses Mendelssohn 
concerning the claim that Lessing was a Spinozist, in Friedrich Beiser, The Fate of 
Reason: German Philosophy from Kant to Fichte (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press), 44-126. 
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critical rejection of rationalist morality based on absolute external moral principles in 
favor of freedom. In the context of his critical system, however, aesthetics nonetheless 
remains a feeling, and indeed, one related to morality by serving as a “Brücke” (5:195) 
between the sensible realm of causal nature, and the supersensible realm of reason and 
moral freedom that constitute the topics of his first and second critiques respectively.  
In particular, Kant is interested in those moments where ordinary, determinate 
cognition, involving the subordination of an imaginary representation to a concept, 
break down. These moments, which Kant calls reflective judgments, leave the 
imaginary representation undetermined, and in the case of aesthetic reflective 
judgments, produce instead a pleasurable feeling in the subject.204 Echoing his interest 
in life as self-determination, Kant refers to this feeling as a “Lebengefühl” (5:204, 
5:244), and, in relation to aesthetic judgments of beauty, described it as a feeling of 
freedom from the laws of association characterizing determinate cognition.205 John 
Zammitto has stressed the relation between supersensible freedom and sensible nature 
implied in the notion of “Lebensgefühl,” which Kant applies to both the beautiful and 
the sublime, suggesting that it is “an awareness of our empirical freedom, our status as 
                                                
204 In the unpublished introduction, Kant writes: “Durch die Benennung eines 
ästhetischen Urtheils über ein Object wird also sofort angezeigt, daß eine gegebene 
Vorstellung zwar auf ein Object bezogen, in dem Urtheile aber nicht die Bestimmung 
des Objects, sondern des Subjects und seines Gefühls verstanden werde.” (20:223). 
205 Kant writes of beauty: “Wir unsere Freiheit vom Gesetzte der Association (welches 
dem empirischen Gebrauche jenes Vermögen anhängt) fühlen” (5:314). This feeling of 
freedom is especially emphasized by Magdalena Ostas in “Kant with Michael Fried: 
Feeling, Absorption, and Interiority in the Critique of Judgment,”Symploke 18, no. 1 
(2010): 15-20 and Linda Zerilli, “’We Feel our Freedom’: Imagination and Judgment 
in the Thought of Hannah Arendt” Political Theory 33, no. 2 (2005): 158 -188. 
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practically purposive in the world of sense” (Genesis, 295).206 In different ways, these 
feelings “bridge” causal nature and freedom. In the sublime, reason demonstrates its 
superiority over nature in the subject’s encounter with a limit to their sensible being 
(one that, echoing the description of the sublime as an ambivalent feeling in 
Beobachtungen, is described as a momentary “Hemmung” of the “Lebenskräfte”, 
followed by a “stärkern Ergießung derselben” (5:245)). And in beauty, the encounter 
with what Rodolphe Gasche calls “mere form” (97), or form unsubordinated to a 
concept, prompts a state of mental freedom that, while not related to supersensible 
reason directly, symbolizes its freedom by way of analogy.207  
More recently, Rachel Zuckert has suggested that the concept of intrinsic 
purposiveness, or the kind of purposiveness implied in Gasche’s “mere form” 
independent of a concept indicating its function in a chain of external causality, is 
central to the third critique in its entirety.208 Intrinsic purposiveness relates the 
aesthetics, as a thinking of free human purposiveness in nature, to the teleology, as the 
recognition of organic form more generally. Since this kind of form is related to both 
human and natural life, characterized by self-determination, as Jan Völker suggests, 
the teleology and aesthetics are unified in a common thinking of life in nature.209  
Since purposive form in nature, and life, are the unifying concern of the text, as Kant 
himself makes clear, the sublime is, in Kant’s words, “einen bloßen Anhang” (5:246) 
                                                
206 A similar point is suggested by Ostas, 21. 
207 See Rodolphe Gasché’s account of “symbolic hypotyposis” (212), suggesting that 
the freedom experienced in aesthetic experience symbolizes the rational freedom of 
the good in section 59 of the Kritik der Urteilskraft in Rodolphe Gasché, The Idea of 
Form: Rethinking Kant’s Aesthetics (Stanford: Stanford University Press), 210-218. 
208 See Zuckert, 1.  
209 See Völker, 1-12. 
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to the critique of the beautiful. For Kant, the sublime is related to the formless and the 
unrepresentable; indeed, he even goes as far as to caution against calling an object 
sublime at all.210 If Kant’s first approach to aesthetics, Beobachtungen, prioritized the 
sublime owing to its association there with a moral principle, the Kritik der 
Urteilskraft prioritizes the beautiful, as the thinking of natural form and the subject’s 
relation to it. 
Thus while Kant reformulates his distinction between Enthusiasmus and 
Schwärmerei in the text one final time in his discussion of the sublime – famously 
comparing the prohibition against the substantial appearance of the supersensible 
governing the sublime here to the prohibition against graven images in the Hebrew 
Decalogue – his most prolonged discussion of Geist itself occurs in the context of his 
discussion of aesthetic judgments of beauty.211 Specifically, it occurs in the context of 
his discussion of beautiful art as the work of genius (sections 46-50); particularly in 
section 49, “Von den Vermögen des Gemüths, welche das Genie ausmachen”; of 
which, in a claim echoed in the 1798 writings on anthropology, Geist is the principle 
faculty associated with genius.212 These sections of the KU are an anomaly in the text, 
                                                
210 Writes Kant: “wir uns überhaupt unrichtig ausdrücken, wenn wir irgend einen 
Gegenstand der Natur erhaben nennen, ob wir zwar ganz richtig sehr viele derselben 
schön nennen können ... Wir können nicht mehr sagen, als daß der Gegenstand zur 
Darstellung einer Erhabenheit tauglich sei, die im Gemüthe angetroffen werden kann” 
(5:245). 
211 In his comparison of the prohibition against Schwärmerei to the Decalogue, Kant 
writes: “Vielleicht giebt es keine erhabenere Stelle im Gesetzbuche der Juden”, 
suggesting “Dieses Gebot allein kann den Enthusiasm erklären, den das jüdische Volk 
in seiner gesitteten Epoche für seine Religion fühlte” (5:275). 
212 Examples of this close association between Geist and genius given in the writings 
on anthropology include the claim “Das Ursprunglich des Geistes ist Genie” (15:926). 
For a discussion of their relation across Kant's writings, see Giorgio Tonelli, “Kant’s 
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for three reasons. Firstly, they constitute an extended discussion of beautiful art in a 
text otherwise overwhelmingly devoted to beauty in nature. Secondly, they concern 
the production of such artworks by the genius in a text whose theme is reception, that 
is, aesthetic judgment. And finally, they specify objective conditions qualifying a work 
as potentially beautiful, in a text that is otherwise a subjective description of 
aesthetics: concerned with the transcendental a priori of aesthetic experience, itself 
found to be free from external determination.213  
That Kant’s text aims for a subjectivist aesthetics is agreed upon by the 
majority of scholars, constituting the basis, for Gadamer, of Kant’s break with the 
historically situated notion of sensus communis found in the humanist tradition before 
him.214 Scholars who disagree with reading Kant’s aesthetics as a completely 
subjective account such as Andrew Chignell and Anthony Savile, viewing it as failing 
to ground the universality of particular judgments, have pointed to these sections of 
the KU to support their arguments. 215 In different ways, Chignell and Savile both 
                                                                                                                                       
Early Theory of Genius (1770-1779): Part 1,” Journal of the History of Philosophy 4, 
no. 2 (1966): 109-132. 
213 Andrew Chignell summarizes this subjectivism: not the form of an object, but 
rather “the form of a subject’s experience of the object is what provides the normative 
basis of our aesthetic judgment about it” (415). 
214 See Gadamer, Wahrheit, 16-27, discussed in the introduction of this dissertation. 
Scholars who have suggested that Kant’s aesthetics remain subjectivist include Paul 
Guyer, who claims that the fact that everyone possesses the same faculties does not 
imply that aesthetic judgment, “the special case of unifying a manifold without any 
empirical concept at all must occur in precisely the same circumstances for everyone” 
(12) in Paul Guyer, Kant and the Experience of Freedom (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993), as well as Henry Allison, Kant’s Theory of Taste (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2001), 177, and Hannah Ginsborg, “On the Key to 
Kant’s Critique of Taste,” Pacific Philosophical Quarterly 72, no. 4 (1991): 290-313. 
215 See Chignell, 418, and Anthony Savile, Aesthetic Reconstructions: The Seminal 
Writings of Lessing, Kant and Schiller (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1987), 168.  
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claim that Kant here specifies a particular subject matter or theme as the conditio sine 
qua non of an artwork being judged as beautiful.216 This theme concerns the artwork’s 
relation to an idea of reason: that is, a concept that lacks an adequate sensible 
counterpart. Drawing on the theory of the aesthetic idea that Kant presents in these 
sections (a sensible presentation that, in direct contrast to the rational idea, lacks a 
concept), Savile and Chignell suggest that the artwork’s particular relation to the idea 
of reason is one of presentation.217  
 The question is: why specify these determining conditions, which seem only to 
impinge upon the autonomy of the subject’s experience of beautiful art? I want to 
suggest an answer that explains both Kant’s recourse to the concept of Geist in these 
sections, and the other two ways in which it deviates from the rest of the KU, namely, 
its discussion of artistic production in a text otherwise primarily concerning the 
reception of natural beauty. Kant specifies, I propose, the necessary conditions of 
beautiful art here in order to make both the production and reception of such art 
examples of human Geist: that is, specifically human forms of free purposiveness in 
nature. Through Geist and the theory of aesthetic ideas, Kant makes the production of 
                                                
216 Chignell refers to these interpretations as “content interpretation” (419), which 
claim that: “only an art object that has a certain kind of subject matter or theme allows 
an individual’s positive aesthetic judgments about it to be imputed legitimately to 
everyone else” (419). 
217 Savile claims that beautiful art “that handles a given theme presents its own 
[aesthetic] idea of the theme” (185). By contrast, Chignell critiques Savile’s claim by 
suggesting that it deviates too far from the subjectivism of Kant’s account, “grounding 
aesthetic pleasure on the interest we have in the rational ‘themes’ contained in the 
work, rather than in the subjective form of the experience of the object” (421). His 
solution is to read Kant’s theory of the aesthetic idea as referring primarily to the 
subject’s reception of the work, rather than the artwork’s actual content. See Chignell, 
423-432. 
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art an act of free natural purposiveness, and its reception a demonstration of human 
freedom within it. But in order for this to be true, these two “spirits” – that of the 
genius in the artwork, and of the spectator judging it aesthetically – must be cut off 
from each other. As before with Swedenborg, his understanding of Geist is wholly 
opposed to the notion of inspiration. Though Geist is a necessary component, for Kant, 
of beautiful art, neither the genius, in producing it, nor the spectator in experiencing it 
aesthetically, are subjected to an external spirit. Rather, the Geist of the genius, 
embodied in the aesthetic idea, occasions the free play of the observer in aesthetic 
judgment – the autonomous action of their own Geist. In this way, both the production 
and reception of art can qualify as expressions of human freedom in nature, without (at 
least in theory) impinging on each other and violating the subjectivism and autonomy 
of aesthetic experience.  
 In section 49 of the KU, Kant suggests that genius, related to Geist, involves 
the presentation of what he calls aesthetic ideas. Kant here repeats his earlier 
definition of Geist as an animating (belebende) principle, reiterating its relation to life 
as self-determination: “Geist in ästhetischer Bedeutung heißt das belebende Princip im 
Gemüthe” (5:314). If before, however, Geist’s ability to animate the mind was 
described as lead by a rational idea, here, in the context of his discussion of genius, it 
is redefined as an ability to present (darstellen) an idea of a different kind – what Kant 
calls an aesthetic idea:  
Nun behauptet ich, dieses Princip sei nichts anderes als das Vermögen der 
Darstellung ästhetischer Ideen; unter einer ästhetischer Idee aber verstehe ich 
diejenige Vorstellung der Einbildungskraft, die viel zu denken veranlaßt, ohne 
daß ihr doch irgend ein bestimmter Gedanke, d. i. Begriff, adäquat sein kann, 
die folglich keine Sprache völlig erreicht und verständlich machen kann. Man 
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sieht leicht, daß sie das Gegenstück (Pendant) von einer Vernunftidee sei, 
welche umgekehrt ein Begriff ist, dem keine Anschauung (Vorstellung der 
Einbildungskraft) adäquat sein kann. (5:314) 
 
Whereas the rational idea is, for Kant, a concept without a corresponding sensible 
intuition, the aesthetic idea is its “Gegenstück” – a presentation of the imagination that 
lacks a determining concept, and “viel zu denken veranlaßt.”  
 The discussion of Geist in these sections of the KU mark a break with its 
earlier association with the rational idea and the sublime exclusively. With the 
introduction of the aesthetic idea, Geist is no longer simply free mental purposiveness 
in nature led by reason. More broadly, it becomes a principle of animation (Belebung) 
– free purposiveness in nature, evincing life – involving forms of presentation that, 
owing to the absence of either a corresponding concept (aesthetic ideas) or an intuition 
(rational ideas), do not allow for determinate object-cognition. In the KU, Kant will 
call these forms of presentation, “Ideen,” which he makes clear encompasses both 
rational and aesthetic ideas.218  
This change is noted by Jan Völker with reference to Foucault’s account of 
Geist in his introduction to Kant’s anthropology. Völker suggests that for Foucault, the 
“vom tranzendentalen Gebrauch befreiete Idee” (179) serves in the later anthropology 
                                                
218 Writes Kant: “Ideen in der allgemeinsten Bedeutung sind nach einem gewissen 
(subjektiven oder objektiven) Prinzip auf einen Gegenstand bezogene Vorstellungen, 
sofern sie doch nie eine Erkenntnis desselben werden können. Sie sind entweder nach 
einem bloß subjektiven Princip der Übereinstimmung der Erkenntnisvermögen unter 
einender (der Einbildungskraft und des Verstandes) auf eine Anschauung bezogen und 
heißen dann ästhetische, oder nach einem objektiven Prinzip auf einen Begriff 
bezogen, können aber doch nie eine Erkenntnis des Gegenstandes abgeben und heißen 
Vernunftideen” (342). 
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to animate empirical understanding beyond the boundaries of existing knowledge.219 
But with reference to the above quotation, Völker expresses confusion as to its use in 
the KU, where Geist is associated with the production of aesthetic ideas rather than led 
by rational ones.220 I suggest that the production of aesthetic ideas by the genius 
remains guided by rational ideas here. The genius’s ability – what makes their work a 
product of Geist as free mental purposiveness in nature– rests in transforming these 
rational ideas into material correlates, beyond the currently existent or cognizable: 
aesthetic ideas.  
Why broaden the definition of ideas to include sensible presentations 
abstracted from concepts, then? Kant, I propose, does so not to account for the 
production of beautiful art, but its reception: understanding it as involving the action 
of Geist as well. Kant’s definition of the aesthetic idea both approximates the “mere 
form” occasioning aesthetic judgment, and echoes the “Spiel” of the faculties that is 
this judgment itself – an association that will persist in the later anthropology. In this 
section of the KU, Kant uses the language of “Spiel” to describe the state of mind 
animated by the “belebende Princip” of Geist: “Dasjenige aber, wodurch dieses 
                                                
219 Writes Völker: “Es ist vielmehr die vom transzendentalen Gebrauch befreite Idee, 
die sich vermittels des Schemas auf die Möglichkeiten der Dinge öffnet und ihr Gebiet 
aus er Erfahrung erhält und derart, so Foucault, den Geist in die Bewegung des 
Unendlichen eintreten last, mit anderen Worten: in dei Bewegung der unendlichen 
Annährung… Durch Ideen wird der empirische Verstand mit dem Unendlichen 
belebt” (179). 
220 Völker suggests “Diese Stelle erscheint ambivalent, weil sie den Geist als 
“Vermögen der Vernunft” bestimmt, in der Folge aber der Akzent auf die Darstellung 
gesetzt wird. In der KU hingegen wird Geist explizit als Vermögen der Darstellung 
ästhetischer Ideen begriffen und somit Geist in ästhetischer Hinsicht als Vermögen der 
produktiven Einbildungskraft, die aber nicht Ideen der Vernunft, sondern ästhetische 
Ideen “Schafft” (182). 
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Princip die Seele belebt, der Stoff, den es dazu anwendet, ist das, was die 
Gemüthskräfte zweckmäßig in Schwung versetzt, d. i. in ein solches Spiel, welches 
sich von selbst erhält und selbst die Kräfte dazu stärkt” (5:314). This association 
between the animating action of Geist and the free mental play in aesthetic judgment 
is made even more explicitly in the later anthropology: “Geist ist das, was das Gemüt 
belebt, dessen thätigkeiten in ein freyes Spiel versetz” (15:817).221 By broadening the 
definition of the idea to encompass sensible forms abstracted from a concept, Kant is 
able to understand aesthetic judgment in terms of Geist as well. In the encounter with 
an aesthetic idea, the subject is animated into a state of free purposiveness. Through 
the notion of the aesthetic idea, Kant can understand the reception of beautiful art as 
an act of Geist, or free human purposiveness in nature, as well.  
 On the side of production, the genius’s ability to produce an aesthetic idea 
through the action of Geist remains connected to rational ideas. Kant’s examples 
involve artworks (overwhelmingly poetry) that bring aesthetic ideas into relation with 
rational ones:  
Man kann dergleichen Vorstellungen der Einbildungskraft Ideen nennen: 
einesteils darum, weil sie zu etwas über die Erfahrungsgrenze  hinaus 
Liegendem wenigstens streben und so einer Darstellung der Vernunftbegriffe 
(der intellektuellen Ideen) nahe zu kommen suchen, welches ihnen den 
Anschein einer objektiven Realität gibt; anderseits und zwar hauptsächlich, 
weil ihnen als inneren Anschauungen kein Begriff völlig adäquat sein kann. 
Der Dichter wagt es, Vernunftideen von unsichtbaren Wesen, das Reich der 
Seligen, das Höllenreich, die Ewigkeit, die Schöpfung u. dgl. Zu 
versinnlichen; oder auch das, was zwar Beispiele in der Erfahrung findet, z.B. 
den Tod, den Neid und alle Laster, imgleichen die Liebe, den Ruhm u. dgl. 
Über die Schranken der Erfahrung hinaus, vermittelst einer Einbildungskraft, 
die dem Vernunft-Vorspiele in Erreichung eines Größten nacheifert, in einer 
                                                
221 That the aesthetic idea is another way of describing the free play of the faculties is 
suggested by Chignell, 424. 
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Vollständigkeit sinnlich zu machen, für die sich in der Natur kein Beispiel 
findet, und es ist eigentlich die Dichtkunst, in welcher sich das Vermögen 
ästhetischer Ideen in seinem ganzen Maße zeigen kann.  (5:314) 
 
The passage evokes Kant’s praise of Swedenborg’s creativity thirty years earlier – his 
ability to create “wilde Chimären” (2:340) beyond what exists in nature. And as per 
the critique in that text, this ability is by no account due to inspiration. Rather, led by 
the impossible telos of representing a rational idea (a concept without a sensible 
correlate), the poet’s Geist is enlivened indefinitely, beyond the existing order of 
nature. Yet by definition, this Geist acts in the sensible realm, is an intermediary 
between the idea and nature: animating the poet to open this order up to the unknown 
by producing a host of hitherto nonexistent imaginary representations, or by making 
sensible the existent beyond what can be experienced. Through the action of Geist, the 
supersensible telos of the idea drives the production of novel objects of sensible 
experience, beyond the presently conceptualized. 
 The result is an aesthetic idea:   
Mit einem Worte, die ästhetische Idee ist eine einem gegebenen Begriffe 
beigesellte Vorstellung der Einbildungskraft, welche mit einer solchen 
Mannigfaltigkeit der Theilvorstellungen in dem freien Gebrauche derselben 
verbunden ist, daß für sie kein Ausdruck, der einen bestimmten Begriff 
bezeichnet, gefunden werden kann, die also zu einem Begriffe viel 
Unnennbares hinzu denken läßt, dessen Gefühl die Erkenntnißvermögen 
belebt und mit der Sprache, als bloßem Buchstaben, Geist verbindet. (5:316 
my italics) 
 
Produced in the impossible pursuit of representing the rational idea, the aesthetic idea 
is a multitude of “Theilvorstellungen,” – novel representations that are related to the 
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idea and “unnennbar”, in the sense of nonconceptual.222 They are partial because the 
rational idea cannot, by definition, be represented adequately in sensible form. 
Animated by an idea then, the genius transforms nature, moving it, in a creative act of 
Geist, beyond the currently existing in an indefinite array of partial representations.  
Kant is insistent that this creative act of production through Geist is itself an 
act of nature. When Kant introduces the topic of genius by defining it as “die 
angeborne Gemüthsanlage (ingenium), durch welche die Natur der Kunst die Regel 
giebt” (5:307), he is on the one hand reconciling genius and artistic innovation with 
the classical conception of art as an imitation of nature (Nachahmung der Natur). The 
products of genius may exceed the imitation of existent nature, but they are creations 
of that nature itself, imitations not of its products but its creative potential.223 By 
redefining genius as a natural disposition to change existent nature, Kant is doing 
more than simply contesting the classical conception of art. He is likewise divorcing 
genius from inspiration, by making it an inborn capacity for expressing aesthetic 
ideas, a point emphasized elsewhere in the KU and in the later anthropology.224 Most 
                                                
222 This nonconceptuality is further emphasized by Kant when he defines the aesthetic 
idea as “diejenige Vorstellung der Einbildungskraft, die viel zu denken veranlaßt, ohne 
daß ihr doch irgend ein bestimmter Gedanke, d. i. Begriff, adäquat sein kann, die 
folglich keine Sprache völlig erreicht und verständlich machen kann.” (5:314). See 
also Völker 186. 
223 This is suggested by Völker when he writes that aesthetic art imitates the “Techne” 
(198) of nature, not its products. 
224 Writes Kant in the KU: “Daher denn auch vermuthlich das Wort Genie von genius, 
dem eigenthümlichen, einem Menschen bei der Geburt mitgegebenen, schützenden 
und leitenden Geist, von dessen Eingebung jene originale Ideen herrührten, abgeleitet 
ist.” (5:308). See also his comment in the 1798 anthropology: “Geist ist die 
Ursprungliche Belebung, die nämlich aus uns selbst kommt und nicht abgeleitet ist” 
(15:934). 
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importantly, perhaps, Kant’s redefinition of genius incorporates artistic production 
itself into natural purposiveness, the topic of the second half of the third critique, the 
teleology. This natural purposiveness is of a uniquely-human kind: the rational action 
of Geist. Led by rational faculties known to belong to humans alone, it creates novel 
products of natural life. 
 And just as purposive form in nature, abstracted from a concept, offers the 
basis for not only teleological but aesthetic judgment, so too do the genius’s 
“unnennbare” imaginary representations, collectively forming the aesthetic idea, 
occasion aesthetic experience in the observer. As an example, Kant cites Jupiter's 
eagle – a symbol that he calls an “Attribute (ästhetische)” (5:315). This imaginary 
presentation, associated with an idea of reason (the god Jupiter) that cannot be 
presented adequately, occasions an interminable movement of the observer’s faculties: 
[der Adler Jupiters] stellen etwas anderes vor, was der Einbildungskraft 
Anlass giebt, sich über eine Menge von verwandten Vorstellungen zu 
verbreiten, die mehr denken lassen, als man in einem durch Worte bestimmten 
Begriff ausdrücken kann; und geben eine ästhetische Idee, die jener 
Vernunftidee statt logischer Darstellung dient, eigentlich aber um das Gemüth 
zu beleben, indem sie ihm die Aussicht in ein unabsehliches Feld verwandter 
Vorstellungen eröffnet” (5:315). 
 
 
Confronting the “mere form” of the presentation lacking a concept, the faculties are 
animated, moving over a host of related presentations that together yield an aesthetic 
idea, or presentation without a concept. As Chignell suggests, in Kant’s description of 
the reception of beautiful art, he appears to be reformulating his account of aesthetic 
judgment in terms of aesthetic ideas:  in the encounter with a form abstracted from a 
concept, the imagination and understanding are loosed into a state of free play, here 
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understood as ranging over a host of related representations that together constitute an 
aesthetic idea.225  
But if this is so, then Kant’s formulation of aesthetic judgment in terms of 
aesthetic ideas creates confusion between production and reception. Whereas earlier 
he seems to suggest that the poet presents an aesthetic idea in the act of production (a 
series of imaginary representations without a concept, such as Jupiter’s eagle), here he 
suggests that it is the reader’s encounter with such representations that animates their 
faculties into producing an aesthetic idea. This claim is made by Chignell, who 
suggests that what occurs in the reception of beautiful art in free play, in fact, an 
aesthetic idea: one occasioned by, but not synonymous with, the content of the 
work.226 If genius lies in an ability to produce sensible representation without concepts 
related to a rational idea (aesthetic ideas), then they prompt an autonomous series of 
sensible representations – an aesthetic idea – in the observer. In this way, Kant’s claim 
that beautiful artworks are the products of Geist and contain aesthetic ideas adheres 
more closely to the subjective autonomy characterizing aesthetic judgment in the 
remainder of the KU.  
This interpretation allows beautiful art to both expresses the Geist of the artist 
(their free natural purposiveness, led by a rational idea), and the Geist of the observer 
                                                
225 Chignell identifies the “manifold structure” (424) of the aesthetic idea, which 
involves “an ‘inexhaustible’ and ‘non-exponible’ series or multitude of representations 
unified by a certain theme [a rational idea]” (424), with the experience of aesthetic 
judgment: “I think this is another way of characterizing what Kant calls the ‘free play 
of the faculties’: the imagination runs through this series of ‘partial representations’ 
and associations which are connected to the object by the mind and yet somehow 
elude determinate conceptualization” (424). 
226 Ibid. 
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(their free purposiveness in nature, led by an aesthetic idea). Prompted by the artist’s 
aesthetic idea, the nonconceptual representations expressing the animating movement 
of their Geist, the reader embarks on their own spirited chain of associations. Guided 
by Kant’s prohibition on the appearance of Geist, this split structures a conception of 
art in which both artistic production and reception are revelations of a uniquely-human 
form of empirical self-directedness, their Geist. Only by abstracting the reader’s own 
spirit away from that in the artwork does aesthetic experience become a sensible 
revelation of the reader’s freedom in nature, for if the emphasis where placed on the 
reader’s engagement in the artwork’s form alone  (the progression of forms in a poem, 
for example) the autonomy of their experience would be lost at the hands of animation 
by a common (the poet’s) spirit. Kant’s theory structures, in other words, an aesthetic 
experience of art as an experience of Geist, occasioned by, but autonomous from the 
Geist of the artist and artwork itself.  
 
Geist in the Kritk der Urteilskraft II: The Geist of the Work and the Geist of the 
Subject 
In the sections of the KU related to genius, Kant will repeatedly distinguish between 
genius and taste. As he puts it, “Zum Beurteilung schöner Gegenstände, als solcher, 
wird Geschmack, zur schönen Kunst selbst aber, d.i. der Hervorbringung solcher 
Gegenstände, wird Genie erfordert” (5:311). Kant asserts that taste, or aesthetic 
judgment, is related to reception, and genius to the production of beautiful art as (a 
rational/human form of) natural purposiveness. The difference between such an 
observation and a judgment of taste, he suggests, is the difference between an 
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observation related to imagination and one related to judgment: “Wenn die Frage ist, 
woran in Sachen der schönen Kunst mehr gelegen sei, ob daran, daß sich an ihnen 
Genie, oder ob, daß sich Geschmack zeige, so ist das ebensoviel, als wenn gefragt 
würde, ob es darin mehr auf Einbildung als auf Urteilskraft ankomme” (5:319). The 
observation concerning imagination is a claim that an object is “geistreiche Kunst,” 
the latter, concerning judgment, “schöne Kunst” (5:319). If the Geist of the observer in 
aesthetic judgment is autonomous from that of the genius and the work, what does it 
mean, then, for Kant to claim we can judge a work as possessing Geist? 227 And why is 
Geist (along with taste, understanding, and imagination) a “condition sine qua non” 
(5:319) of beautiful art? 
 The observation about a work containing Geist, I would claim, related as it is 
to imagination and therefore form, is analogous to a special kind of teleological 
judgment: one concerning a work of human rational purposiveness. Such Geist is 
necessary to beautiful art, because as we’ve seen it offers the basis for understanding 
beautiful art as an extension of free purposiveness in nature, albeit produced by a 
human being uniquely equipped with reason. In this way, on the one hand, as Jan 
Völker claims in his book, both the accounts of aesthetics and teleology can be related 
to self-determination in nature, and therefore life – a self-determination extended to 
their experience of beautiful art.228 And on the other, it allows us to identify the form 
of beautiful art as itself exhibiting free teleological purposiveness of a kind unique to 
human rational creation: that is, of Geist.  
                                                
227 See Kant, 5:314. 
228 See Völker, 1-12. 
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Just as teleological judgments are distinguished from aesthetic judgments, the 
observation concerning the Geist of the genius expressed in the form of the work (its 
aesthetic idea) must be distinguished from the Geist revealed in the aesthetic 
experience of it. In a teleological judgment, we observe intrinsic purposiveness in 
nature and identify an organism as a “Naturzweck” (5:370), that is, self-organizing, an 
“Analogon des Lebens” (5:375). In an aesthetic judgment, we experience our own 
intrinsic purposiveness amidst natural forms, and experience, in a “Lebensgefühl,” our 
life as free human subjects. Both claims are reflective judgments: they don’t produce 
any knowledge concerning their object.  
 But there is a crucial difference between a teleological judgment of nonhuman 
nature and the claim that an artwork exhibits Geist. In a normal teleological judgment, 
we claim that an object a form of intrinsic purposiveness analogous to life. But – and 
this is crucial of Kant’s intellectual commitment to the split between spirit and matter 
– we in no case know that it does: the claim is not determinative, but a regulative 
concept of reflective judgment. Under absolutely no circumstance do we claim that 
nature itself is alive or spirited, for according to Kant’s definition in the Kritik der 
praktischen Vernunft, life, as “das Vermögen eines Wesens, nach Gesetzen des 
Begehrungsvermögens zu handeln“ (5:9), involves internal faculties of representation 
not accessible to the external world and known to belong to humans alone. Kant is 
resolutely opposed to the notion of living matter – that of the hylozoism promoted by 
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contemporaries such as Herder.229 This is true of Kant’s commitments, as we’ve seen, 
dating back to the 1766 Träume eines Geistersehers, with its absolute distinction 
between matter and spirit. It is the schwämerisch foil to Kant's own interest in Geist 
since that time, critiqued in the account of Swedenborg in Träume, as a violation of 
the laws of natural science in Metaphysische Anfangsgründe, and eventually in the 
second half of the Kritik der Urteilskraft, the critique of teleological judgment. It errs 
because it “belebt alles” (2:330), and is “Das Gegentheil [des Satzes der Trägheit] und 
daher auch der Tod aller Naturphilosophie” (4:544). Matter, accessible to experience, 
is mechanism alone.  
 Thus, in a normal teleological judgment:  
Man sagt von der Natur und ihrem Vermögen in organisierten Produkten bei 
weitem zu wenig, wenn man dieses ein Analogon der Kunst nennt; denn da 
denkt man sich den Künstler (ein vernünftiges Wesen) außer ihr. Sie 
organisiert sich vielmehr selbst und in jeder Species ihrer organisierten 
Produkte, zwar nach einerlei Exemplar im Ganzen,aber doch auch mit 
schicklichen Abweichungen, die die Selbsterhaltung nach den Umständen 
erfordert. Näher tritt man vielleicht dieser unerforschlichen Eigenschaft, wenn 
man sie ein Analogon des Lebens nennt: aber da muß man entweder die 
Materie als bloße Materie mit einer Eigenschaft (Hylozoism) begaben, die 
ihrem Wesen widerstreitet; oder ihr ein fremdartiges mit ihr in Gemeinschaft 
stehendes Prinzip (eine Seele) beigesellen: (5:375) 
 
Natural forms exhibiting intrinsic purposiveness can neither be considered a product of 
art – which would imply a “rational being” behind it – nor an analog of life, which for 
Kant can involves faculties not present in nature and matter. But the same caution does 
not apply to recognizing art as a product of genius, for in this instance, we know that 
“ein vernünftiges Wesen” is behind it. Since this Geist remains for Kant by definition 
                                                
229 See John Zammito’s discussion of Kant’s rejection of hylozoism and critique of 
Herder in John Zammito, The Genesis of Kant’s Critique of Judgment (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1992), 189-213. 
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separate from matter, we still don’t experience it directly and know it (i.e. the 
judgment remains reflective and teleological, rather than determinative), but we can 
nonetheless identify the free purposiveness of a specifically human product as 
exhibiting Geist. Thus, the claim that a work possesses Geist is a kind of teleological 
judgment about purposive human products. But though this Geist can be identified in 
the case of art as in teleological judgment, as per the critique of hylozoism, it is not 
experienced: it is not the agent moving the subject in aesthetic experience, which 
occurs by means of their own Geist alone.  
 Kant’s theory of artistic production and reception make both into revelations of 
a uniquely human form of free purposiveness in nature – of human Geist. As we’ve 
seen, in order for this to be the case, the autonomy and freedom of the subject must be 
preserved in both instances. Kant does so with recourse to his longstanding 
commitment to the non-appearance of Geist itself: the prohibition against fanaticism 
(Schwärmerei). In his later anthropology, Kant makes this connection explicit: “Genie 
ist nicht Eingebung. Nach Genie haschen ist das Schwärmen” (15:926). 
 
The Experience of Written Poetry 
Kant’s theorization of artistic production and reception as autonomous acts of Geist 
doesn’t completely solve the threat to the subjectivism and autonomy of aesthetic 
experience posed by his treatment of beautiful art. His claim that the genius presents 
aesthetic ideas in relation to rational ones assumes that beautiful art is unified by a 
rational (in the Kantian sense of a representation not having a sensible correlate) 
theme. This problem is not altogether solved by suggesting that the aesthetic idea it 
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occasions in the observer is their own, as both Chignell and my interpretation of the 
theory in terms of Geist claim.230  
 In section 53 of the text, “Vergleichung des ästhetischen Werths der schönen 
Künste untereinander,” Kant gets even more specific as to what features qualify a 
work as potentially beautiful. According with his theory of aesthetic ideas, I suggest 
that this section makes clear that his description of the production and reception of 
beautiful art is, more specifically, a description of the production and reception of 
written poetry. Kant is drawn to this medium, I propose, because it conforms most 
closely to his account of aesthetic experience as such.  
 In Kant’s discussion of aesthetic ideas as the work of genius, he makes clear 
that he has poetry in mind. Not only do the majority of his examples consist of poetry, 
but he explicitly states that “es ist eigentlich die Dichtkunst, in welcher sich das 
Vermögen ästhetischer Ideen in seinem ganzen Maße zeigen kann“ (5:314). Kant’s 
ranking of poetry in section 53 on the basis of its aesthetic “Werth” accords with his 
account of aesthetic ideas in the preceding discussion. Poetry is the greatest art owing 
to its status as pure discourse, abstracted from a sensible world inscribed in the 
existing order of signs. Poetry is thus for Kant not limited to representing the sensible 
world alone, but can expand its sphere of representation beyond nature, extending it in 
relation to a supersensible telos nature cannot present. It is this feature that gives 
poetry its particular creative potential: 
Sie stärkt das Gemüth, indem sie es sein freies, selbstthätiges und von der 
Naturbestimmung unabhängiges Vermögen fühlen läßt, die Natur als 
Erscheinung nach Ansichten zu betrachten und zu beurtheilen, die sie nicht 
                                                
230 See Chignell. 
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von selbst weder für den Sinn noch den Verstand in der Erfahrung darbietet, 
und sie also zum Behuf und gleichsam zum Schema des Übersinnlichen zu 
gebrauchen. (5:326) 
 
Owing to its abstraction from the material world of determinate objects corresponding 
to signifiers, poetry can freely create forms for which no object exists in nature and 
therefore cognition, representing that which is beyond experience and knowledge in 
the form of an aesthetic idea. And poetry’s abstract status further allows for the 
representation of rational ideas, which have no sensible presentation and are in a sense 
at home in language. More, it brings the rational idea into relation with its aesthetic 
counterpart. As abstract discourse, poetry thus manifests most completely the creative 
Geist of the poet, producing novel forms out of the endless pursuit of the rational idea 
in the sensible.  
 But Kant is not just praising poetry for its ability to produce sensible 
presentations associated with rational ideas. If this were the extent of his critique, it 
would not exclude the visual arts. While the visual arts can’t represent rational ideas 
themselves, which by definition are not exhausted by any sensible depiction, there is 
nothing preventing them from depicting them in part or by association. Indeed, Kant’s 
example of an aesthetic attribute, Jupiter’s eagle, is taken from painting: an instance 
where a representation associated with a rational idea (the god Jupiter) offers the 
viewer a basis for their own chain of associations related to it.231 Rather, what is 
particular about poetry is that it can depict these ideas – more specifically, signify them 
– without giving them a determinate, cognizable visual form at all. It is poetry’s status 
as abstract language – its lack of transparency qua its object, which it signifies but 
                                                
231 See Kant, 5:315. 
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does not represent directly – that is for Kant its strength. It can both refer to rational 
ideas themselves, which painting cannot do, and present aesthetic ideas related to 
these rational counterparts without reducing them to a determinate sensible object. 
And it is the lack of determination characteristic of the poetic depiction of aesthetic 
ideas that allows for aesthetic experience – by definition experience independent of 
cognition – on the part of the viewer: 
[Dichtkunst] erweitert das Gemüth dadurch, daß sie die Einbildungskraft in 
Freiheit setzt und innerhalb den Schranken eines gegebenen Begriffs unter der 
unbegränzten Mannigfaltigkeit möglicher damit zusammenstimmender 
Formen diejenige darbietet, welche die Darstellung desselben mit einer 
Gedankenfülle verknüpft, der kein Sprachausdruck völlig adäquat ist, und sich 
also ästhetisch zu Ideen erhebt. (5:326) 
 
Poetry’s indeterminacy occasions a free play of the faculties on the part of the viewer 
characteristic of aesthetic judgments of beauty in relation to a rational idea, which it 
signifies directly. It is this free play – not the sensible presentation itself – which for 
Kant “symbolizes” the supersensible rational idea: the aesthetic idea produced in the 
mind of the viewer in its play. The freedom of this play, rather than any content, is 
what presents the freedom of the corresponding supersensible idea. This is what Kant 
means here when he suggests that it is the “Gedankfülle”produced by the imagination 
in play in relation to poetry, “der kein Sprachaudsdruck völlig adäquat ist” that raises 
the aesthetic to the level of the idea. Owing to its abstract status, poetry can represent 
rational ideas in direct relation to the play of the subject’s imagination it occasions. 
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 As Rodolphe Gasche has suggested, this is what is meant when, in section 59 
of the KU, Kant referes to beauty as a symbol of the morally good.232 Gasche 
emphasizes that in that section, beauty is not a representation, a Vorstellung of the 
good, but a Darstellung, a “Hypotypose” (5:351). Such hypotyposes concerning the 
making sensible, the “Versinnlichung” (5:351) of a concept, such as the rational idea. 
Gasche insists that the type of Darstellung at play in beauty symbolizing the morally 
good is symbolic. Rather than (impossibly for Kant) attempting to represent a rational 
idea directly in a corresponding sensible intuition, in symbolic Darstellung “concepts 
of reason are presented not by the content of a corresponding intuition but only by the 
form of reflection that applies to it” (211). It is in this sense of a symbolic Darstellung 
that Gasche proposes beauty symbolizes the good: in the experience of the beautiful, 
the power of judgment proceeds in a way analogous to that of moral reason – that is, 
freely. It does not reduce the idea to a sensible form, which would preclude its 
freedom, but offers an experience of freedom analogous to it. 
 Kant uses the term Darstellung to refer to the aesthetic idea throughout the 
sections devoted to it, including in the above-quoted passage privileging poetry. It is 
poetry’s status as abstract discourse, naturally detached from object cognition, which 
leads Kant to favor it above the other arts. It is this same characteristic of language 
that allows for human reason itself, the aesthetic idea’s counterpart. The abstract 
character of poetry as language reflects the abstract character of reason. All of these 
specifications concerning poetry are at odds with the autonomy of aesthetic experience 
                                                
232 See Gasche, 210-218. See also Völker, 225-230. Chignell offers a similar analysis 
of the analogy between the experience of aesthetic ideas and Kant’s claim concerning 
beauty’s status as a symbol of the morally good. See Chignell, 423-426.  
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emphasized in the remainder of the text, and its paradigm of beauty as beauty in nature 
– even, as discussed in the previous section, Kant integrates the production of 
beautiful art into nature through his theory of Geist. 
Kant’s account of poetry’s privileged status suggests a further qualification: 
that he is referring to written rather than spoken poetry. Poetry’s beauty, for Kant, is 
not related to its diachronic character: the fact that, unlike painting or sculpture, it 
unfolds over time. Whereas we can say that the Geist of the poem itself – the chain of 
associations or aesthetic attributes related to a rational idea, produced by the poet in 
the sensible pursuit of the rational telos – is revealed in the poem diachronically, this 
is not the grounds of its privileged relationship to aesthetic experience (this Geist is, 
however, the basis for Kant’s integration of poetry into natural beauty). Rather, it is 
the medium’s abstract character as language – a synchronic feature of the poem – that 
Kant views as its strength in occasioning aesthetic experience in the viewer. This 
aesthetic experience – exemplifying the viewer’s Geist – in turn unfolds 
diachronically, but autonomous from the unfolding of the poem.  
 This is in direct contrast to the grounds upon which Klopstock favors poetry, 
discussed in chapter two. Klopstock likewise understands the poem as a manifestation 
of Geist, which for him is also located in its non-signifying deploying of form over 
time – the poem’s formal progression. As Winifred Menninghaus has suggested, 
Klopstock invents the notion of Darstellung in his poetics.233 And as with the aesthetic 
idea in Kant, this Darstellung is likewise related to language divorced from reference 
to a cognizable object, serving to express a fundamental spirit. But for Klopstock, 
                                                
233 See Menninghaus, “’Darstellung’,” 210. 
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what is emphasized is precisely opposite to that of Kant. This spirit is not an 
autonomous one, unfolding independently in the work and in the observer, but rather a 
collective spirit: received by the author through an act of inspiration, transferred to the 
progression of the poem over time, and shared by an audience immersed in this formal 
progression. Klopstock’s model is entirely premised on the notion of shared spirit – of 
inspiration – this spirit moving the poet to poetic production in the first place. For 
Klopstock, poetry does not occasion a sensible revelation of the subject’s essential 
autonomy, but this autonomy’s erasure in the collective movement of spirit, found in 
the poem’s sequence. 
 As chapter two argues, Klopstock’s paradigm – emphasizing the poem’s 
homogenous deployment over time for all viewers, controlled by an external source – 
corresponds best to the medium of spoken poetry, where the poem’s sequence is 
favored over the audience’s imaginary response. In direct contrast, Kant’s favoring of 
poetry, on the basis of its abstract character, occasioning an autonomous diachronic 
response on the part of the viewer separate from its progression corresponds to the 
medium of written poetry, where the viewer is in control of the sequence. Precisely 
Klopstock’s anxiety about written poetry, expressed in the essay “Zur Poetik,” 
included in the 1774 Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik, is for Kant its strength. There, 
Klopstock is concerned that the reader’s control over the sequence might cause them 
to deviate from this common spirit (“ich setze voraus, daß man höre, und nicht selbst 
lese, wenigstens nicht so, daß das Auge Sprünge voraus mache” (163)). By contrast, 
this ability to engage in imaginative play independent of the work is praised by Kant; 
in the KU, he speaks of “lingering”  (weilen) over the observation of the beautiful, 
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which strengthens the use of the faculties.234 This ability to linger in one’s own 
imaginative response to a work is favored by the medium of reading. 
 Indeed, Kant’s account of poetry’s intrinsic relation to the abstract idea by 
virtue of its status as abstract discourse suggests a provocative relationship between 
the medium of reading and his theory of the subject’s rational freedom more generally. 
If the subject is capable of reason abstracted from material determination, then this 
reason finds a natural home in the medium of print. There, the subject’s consciousness 
is abstracted from natural object-cognition, as Kant’s theory of poetry emphasizes. 
The relation between print and the subject’s rational freedom is made explicit in 
Kant’s well known 1784 essay, Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist Aufklärung?235 In it, 
Kant articulates a strict divide between the public and private use of reason. As he puts 
it, “Der öffentliche Gebrauch seiner Vernunft muß jederzeit frei sein, und der allein 
kann Aufklärung unter Menschen zu Stande bringen; der Privatgebrauch derselben 
aber darf öfters sehr enge eingeschränkt sein, ohne doch darum den Fortschritt der 
Aufklärung sonderlich zu hindern” (8:37). Whereas the public use of reason is 
governed by freedom, the private use is defined by obedience. What is interesting, 
however, is his definition of these two uses: “Ich verstehe aber unter dem öffentliche 
Gebrauche seiner eigenen Vernunft denjenigen, den jemand als Gelehrter von ihr vor 
dem ganzen Publicum der Leserwelt macht. Den Privatgebrauch nenne ich denjenigen, 
den er in einem gewissen ihm anvertrauten bürgerlichen Posten oder Amte von seiner 
Vernunft machen darf” (8:37). Freedom of reason, for Kant, is allocated to one’s role 
                                                
234 Writes Kant: “Wir weilen bei der Betrachtung des Schönen, weil diese Betrachtung 
sich selbst stärkt und reproduziert” (5:222). 
235 See Kant, Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist Aufklärung? in Kant, 8:33-42. 
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as a scholar (Gelehrter) before a reading public, contrasted with obedience within 
one’s civic post.236 The full use of the subject’s rational freedom is manifested fully as 
part of a reading public. Kant’s essay transfers the divide between free supersensible 
reason and the causal determination of material nature onto a social theory, in which 
absolute obedience in a civic role is contrasted with absolute freedom in the context of 
a reading public.  
 At the level of practice, then, it is an existence abstracted from sensible, 
cognizable nature – in the isolated context of reading and writing, mediated through 
the abstraction of written language – that corresponds to the autonomy of reason 
promoted in his transcendental account of the subject. More, it is the modality of 
experience offered particularly by the medium of written poetry that is promoted by, 
and corresponds most closely to, his likewise-autonomous account of aesthetic 
experience. 
As we’ve seen, beginning in the 1760s, Kant articulates a commitment to a 
divide between Geist, an internal capacity for free purposive action, and the external 
world of matter, governed by causality – a commitment whose boundary he names 
fanaticism (Schwärmerei). His aesthetics emerge alongside this commitment as an 
attempt to “bridge” these two domains in a sensible experience of this supersensible 
freedom that is wholly opposed to the notion of inspiration. Structured accordingly, he 
develops a humanist aesthetics reflective of the autonomy of the subject more 
generally. This commitment to aesthetic humanism leads him to privilege the medium 
                                                
236 That Kant emphasizes freedom of reason particularly in the context of a reading 
public is stressed by Michael Warner, 44-45. 
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of written poetry- the very medium rising to prominence in the context of the German 
Leserevolution, the rapid expansion of literacy and the book market – occurring over 
the same period.237  
Given Kant’s own promotion of the humanist publics enabled by the 
emergence of vernacular print culture in Was ist Aufkluarung?, it is easy to see the 
complicity between the structure of these publics, central to the development of the 
bourgeois public sphere, and his notion of the autonomous subject.238 But the 
coincidence of his theory and the emergence of an autonomous bourgeois reading 
public suggest a materialist critique of Kant’s transcendental notion of subjectivity and 
corresponding aesthetic theory. This coincidence suggests that perhaps it is not simply 
Kant’s commitment to human autonomy that informs his privileging of written poetry 
and the reading public, but their widespread emergence that informs his notion of the 
subject and aesthetic experience. Whatever the causal mechanism may be, Kant’s 
aesthetics articulate most fully the experience of the bourgeois reading public coming 
into being during his own lifetime.   
 
                                                
237 See the discussion of the Leserevolution in the introduction to this dissertation, as 
well as Erich Schön’s account in Verlust der Sinnlichkeit, 23-176. 
238 See Habermas’s discussion of Kant’s relation to the emerging public sphere in 
Habermas, Strukturwandel, 178-194.  
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CODA 
 
The Origins and Aporias of Charismatic Nationalism in Germany 
 
 
In 1908, a young Italian socialist enamored with the thought of Georges Sorel and the 
nationalist Giuseppe Mazzini published an article on Klopstock in the syndicalist 
journal Pagine Libere.239 Together with an essay on Schiller, the text was to be the 
first in a collection of works on German literature by the author, which never 
materialized.240 The article on Klopstock appeared in Germany in 1944, in a “vom 
Duce autorisierte” (Die Dichtung 30) translation under the Nazis.241 Its author was 
Benito Mussolini himself. 
 Mussolini expresses a telling ambivalence towards the eighteenth-century 
German poet. He identifies Klopstock as a transitional figure between a feudal society 
grounded in religious authority and a bourgeois class increasingly seeking autonomous 
representation. The literate bourgeoisie, he suggests, was between 1725 and 1750 
increasingly waiting for “der Gedicht” (5), a poem that would offer a unifying symbol 
to a class coming into self-consciousness. Inspired by Milton, Mussolini claims, 
Klopstock chose the Christian hero – Christ – and published the first three songs of his 
epic poem, the Messias.  
                                                
239 See Benito Mussolini, “La Poesia di Klopstock dal 1789 al 1895.” [1908], in Opera 
Omnia, vol.1, ed. Odoardo and Duilio Susmel (Florence: La Fenice, 1951), 167-173. 
240 See Stefano Biguzzi, “A Revolutionary in Trentino,” in Mussolini 1883-1915: 
Triumph and Transformation of a Revolutionary Socialist, ed. Spencer M. Di Scala 
and Emilio Gentile (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2016): 124. 
241 See Benito Mussolini, Die Dichtung Klopstocks von 1789-1795, trans. Heinrich 
Lüteke (Weimar: Gesellschaft der Bibliophilen, 1944). 
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 Mussolini attributes the success of the Messias to the “lange Erwartung des 
Nationalgedichts, aus dieser lebhaften und allgemein verbreiten, im Grund religiös-
patriotischen Sehnsucht der literarischen Kreise Deutschlands,die endlich eine 
Erfüllung fand” (6). While the Messias satisfied this “religiös-patriotischen” desire for 
collective representation among the bourgeoisie, Klopstock’s choice of a religious, 
rather than nationalist hero makes him a failure as a political poet for Mussolini. In 
offering the symbol of an old feudal order rather than a novel nationalist alternative, 
Klopstock fails to represent a class seeking autonomy on its own terms. Praising 
Klopstock’s patriotic odes and dismissing the Messias, which he suggests has been 
judged by contemporary critics as “ein verfehltes Gedicht” (6) and is for Italians 
“sozusagen unlesbar” (6), Mussolini considers at length Klopstock’s ambivalent 
treatment of the French Revolution – for him emblematic of the poet’s potential, and 
ultimate failure, to offer the bourgeoisie symbolic representation.242 
 Mussolini’s interest in Klopstock’s potential as bourgeois myth-maker was 
shared by another major figure in European politics around the time of the 1905 
Russian Revolution: the German socialist Franz Mehring, who came to remarkably 
similar conclusions concerning the poet in 1903.243 In his historical moment, 
Klopstock presented for these authors a problem relevant to their own: nationalized 
                                                
242 See Mussolini, 15-16. 
243 See Franz Mehring, “Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock” [1903] in Aufsätze zur 
deutschen Literatur von Klopstock bis Werth (Berlin: Dietz Verlag, 1983), 7-12.  
Mehring views Weimar Classicism, of which he considers Klopstock the earliest 
example, “der beginnende Emanzipationskampf des deutschen Bürgertums” (8). He 
praises Klopstock’s secular odes, but critiques the poet’s waffling over the French 
Revolution and religious writings, since religion – during Klopstock’s time, “das 
ideologische Symbol eines Despotismus” (8) – could not be “das Morgenlied eines 
modernen Bürgertums” (8). 
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Italian and German states that remained under dynastic authority a century and a half 
later. The question of a poet’s ability to offer the bourgeoisie an autonomous symbol 
at the beginning of their class-consciousness confronted Mehring and Mussolini with 
even greater urgency in their time – a question with potentially revolutionary 
consequences.  
 At the end of his essay on Klopstock, Mussolini claims that the poet’s waffling 
between nationalist and religious symbolism, his unwillingness to commit to a 
unifying principle observable in his treatment of the French Revolution, makes him 
exemplify “das Problem der Psychologie der “Großen Männer”” (16): 
Die “Größen Männer” sind im Grunde reaktionäre Konservative. Ihr Genie, 
ihr ganzes Format, die Tatsache, daß sie zu einem gegebenen Zeitpunkt als 
erwählte Repräsentanten einer Nation gelten, führen sie dazu, den 
Manifestationen ihres Geistes eine Art prophetischer oder dogmatisch-
Kategorischer Haltung zu geben. Sie ziehen Richtlinien für die Zukunft der 
Völker, setzen Grenzen fest, die man nicht überschreiten soll, und wenn die 
Völker darüber hinaus gehen, regnet es Bannflüche, Verdammungen, und 
Schmähungen. (17) 
 
Supporting his criticism with reference to Mazzini’s judgment of the Paris commune, 
Mussolini suggests these “great men” claim to represent the people themselves, 
offering a cult of personality in place of a unifying symbol.244  
 What is absolutely remarkable is that Klopstock’s stance criticized here by 
Mussolini – that of the divinely-inspired genius-leader – will itself become a unifying 
                                                
244 Mussolini supports his judgment of Klopstock through an analogy to Giuseppe 
Mazzini’s own judgment of the Paris Commune, in which the nineteenth-century 
Italian nationalist admonishes the commune’s own individualism and lack of a moral 
principle. See Giuseppe Mazzini, “Neither Pacifism nor Terror: Considerations on the 
Paris Commune and the French National Assembly” [1871], trans. Stefano Recchia, in 
A Cosmopolitanism of Nations: Giuseppe Mazzini’s Writings on Democracy, Nation 
Building, and International Relations, ed. Stefano Recchia and Nadia Urbinati 
(Princeton: Princeton UP, 2009), 153-165. 
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myth of National Socialism in the post-revolutionary Weimar Republic. In his analysis 
of this myth, Eric Michaud has convincingly shown how, in the void opened by the 
demise of the Hohenzollern monarchy, “The legitimation of power through a divine 
right was replaced by legitimation through artistic genius” (1), culminating in Hitler’s 
proclamation of a “dictatorship of genius” (38). Michaud’s work reveals not only the 
prevalence of the metaphor of the “statesman as inspired artist” in statements by Hitler 
and Goebbels, but the role of the genius myth in legitimizing the authority of the 
Führer, promoted by the Nazis at rallies and theatrical events as well as in film and 
print. 245 In a closed circle of representation, Hitler projected himself as the 
embodiment of the quasi-divine Volksgeist, shaping a unified Volkskörper. 
Two historical factors underpin Hitler’s decision to mythologize himself as a 
sovereign artist-genius. On the one hand, it can be understood in light of National 
Socialism’s ascendency following Germany’s comparatively late revolution. If the 
pre-revolutionary monarchy was an authority legitimized within what Benedict 
Anderson refers to as a “divinely-ordained, hierarchical dynastic realm” (7), then the 
notion of genius offers a form of divine legitimation valid within the bourgeois 
context of the nation – a community imagined as a “deep, horizontal comradeship” (7) 
between individuals. Premised on equal rights amongst individual citizens, the concept 
of affiliation operative within nationalism precludes authority by divine birthright. Yet 
within this framework, genius allowed any individual, regardless of social position, to 
nonetheless claim divine authority, based not on birthright but inspiration. The nature 
                                                
245 See Eric Michaud, The Cult of Art in Nazi Germany, trans. Janet Llyod (Stanford: 
Stanford UP, 2004), 1-73.   
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of such authority is charismatic according Max Weber’s definition of the term: an 
exceptional power, whose authority is dependant not on dynastic lineage, but an 
acknowledgement of its exceptional status by a group.246 By mythologizing himself as 
a genius unifying the German people under a collective spirit, Hitler could claim the 
same divine legitimacy within the nascent German nation as the Hohenzollern 
monarch within the German empire, independent of the institutions of the church or 
the monarchy against which the bourgeoisie defined themselves. 
There is perhaps another reason for the effectiveness of the myth of the genius-
Führer in the post-revolutionary Weimar context: its prevalence within German 
national literature since the eighteenth century. While the notion of the genius is not 
German, appearing in Plato’s Ion and Phaedrus and persisting in the middle ages, it 
has been a central motif of German romanticism since Klopstock. In the context of 
German romanticism, genius constituted the basis for the artist’s autonomy. While this 
autonomy might be contrasted with religious/dynastic authority and understood as an 
assertion of individual independence, already within eighteenth-century bourgeois 
literature it became the grounds for authority within a new, aesthetic state. From its 
very beginnings, then, bourgeois national literature in Germany not only contained the 
notion of the artist-genius, but that of the artist-genius as leader – found in Schiller’s 
declaration of an “ästhetische Staat” at the end of his Briefe über die ästhetische 
Erziehung des Menschen, to the image of Goethe as “Dichterfürst” in Weimar, all the 
                                                
246 See Weber, Wirtschaft, 179-188, discussed in chapter two of this dissertation. 
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way back to Klopstock’s Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik.247 As Eberhard Lämmert 
has suggested, among the nineteenth-century Bildungsbürgertum this literary tradition 
functioned to symbolize a nation that had not yet found a political reality – in the 
process placing Goethe,“als Repräsentaten der Nation” (13), on equal footing with 
Bismark “als Begründer des Reiches” (13). Together with the neoclassical notion of 
Germany as the heir to ancient Greece, the figure of the genius-Führer offered the 
Weimar Republic a symbol of secular collectivity present in Germany since the 
eighteenth century. If the genius-Führer functioned as a potent unifying myth among 
the bourgeoisie of the Weimar Republic then in part this was because it was already, 
in a sense, a unifying myth: present in German national literature and analogous to the 
dynastic authority from which Germany had only recently taken leave. It is 
unsurprising, then, that the metaphoric substitution of “politician as artist-genius, 
artist-genius as politician” became a typical “Seitenwechsel” (Raulff 9) in the Weimar 
Republic  – appearing not only in the context of National Socialism, but in the works 
of Helmuth Plessner, Ernst Jünger, and Stefan George.248  
Hitler doesn’t reference Klopstock as a predecessor to his own form of 
charismatic nationalism. But in 1928, Stefan George harnessed the mythology of the 
genius-Führer with explicit reference to Klopstock, in an effort to legitimize his own 
claim to the leadership of his private aesthetic state: geheimes Deutschland, a spiritual 
                                                
247 See Eberhard Lämmert, “Der Dichterfürst. Metamorphosen einer Metapher in 
Deutschland” in Vom Künstlerstaat: ästhetische und politische Utopien, ed. Ulrich 
Raulff (Munich: Carl Hanser Verlag, 2006), 144-178. 
248 See Ulrich Raulff, “Der Traum vom ästhetischen Staat und die Diktatur der 
Dichter,” in Vom Künstlerstaat, 7-17. 
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dictatorship he defined in opposition to the political status quo in Weimar Germany.249 
In 1928, three works emerged from the George circle: George’s collection of poetry, 
Das neue Reich, Kantorowicz’s Kaiser Friedrich der Zweite, and Max Kommerell’s 
Der Dichter als Führer in der deutschen Klassik. These latter two books were part of a 
series of eighteen scholarly works published between 1916 and 1934, which George 
referred to as “spirit books” (Geistbücher).250 As Robert Norton suggests, these books, 
which George regularly claimed were “politics” (585), were far from objective works 
of scholarship. Rather, they used literature “as an instrument to promote the specific 
ideological agenda of George and his circle” (585) – a kind of scholarly propaganda 
for George’s secret Germany. 
In Kaiser Friedrich der Zweite and Der Dichter als Führer in der deutschen 
Klassik, Ernst Kantorowicz and Max Kommerell construct a historical lineage – one in 
politics, the other in national poetry – justifying George’s own self-proclaimed status 
as genius- Führer of secret Germany. If as Ulrich Raulff suggests, Kantorowicz 
constructs a historical tradition equating the poetic genius with the divinely-
legitimated monarch, then Kommerell transforms the canonical geniuses of German 
literature into charismatic leaders of a German nation. In the text, he presents an 
esoteric literary history of Weimar Classicism, in which Klopstock, Schiller, Goethe, 
Jean Paul, and Hölderlin are figured as charismatic manifestations of a German 
national Volksgeist.   
                                                
249  For more on George’s concept of secret Germany, see Robert E. Norton, Secret 
Germany: Stefan George and his Circle (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 2002). 
250 Ibid., 585. 
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Kommerell’s literary history of German Dichter-Führer begins with 
Klopstock. The text demonstrates an obsessive attempt to cut the poet off from foreign 
influence, to make him a pure representative of a collective German spirit 
(commenting on Klopstock’s time spent in Copenhagen in the 1750s for instance, 
Kommerell deems the Danish city “ein deutsche Provinz wenn man nach der geistigen 
Zugehörigkeit einordnet” (38)). This includes an attempt to downplay Klopstock’s 
religious epic the Messias in favor of his odes, severing the poet from his relation to 
Christianity, since he needs to replace Christ in his spiritual authority, rather than refer 
to Christ for legitimation, if he is to be the spiritual leader of the secular nation. The 
Vorbild for the German nation is not Klopstock’s Messias, but Klopstock as messiah. 
Despite Kommerell’s attempt to sever Klopstock from foreign influence, he 
reinforces the myth of neoclassical German nationalism, in which modern Germany is 
the heir to ancient Greece. Since the emergence of Johann Winckelmann’s accounts of 
ancient Greek art in the 1750s, ancient Greece has offered German nationalists a 
model for a non-Christian society that could be idealized as utopian – an alternative to 
the Christian status-quo from which the nation takes leave. Kommerell offers an 
explicitly Winckelmannian theory of Klopstock’s charismatic power, which, originally 
derived from imitating the ancient Greeks, comes to embody an essentially-German 
Volksgeist following an awakening experience on Lake Zurich (mythologizing 
Klopstock’s famous ode, Der Zürchersee).251 Only then is Klopstock able to inspire a 
                                                
251 Writes Kommerell: “Weil der das griechische Wort reiner und unvermischter 
vernahm als je ein früheres Ohr, hat er Teil an der großen Erweckung des deutschen 
Geistes durch das gradweis entschlerte griechische Gesicht: jene Erweckung die auf 
Winckelmann als den hohen Ahnen weist” (12).  See Johann Joachim Winckelmann, 
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community of followers, of which Kommerell cites the two literary circles that 
surrounded him – the Bremer Beiträgern and Göttinger Hain: “Klopstock hat im 
wirklichen Bund einen höheren, hat die Kräfte erfahren, wodurch wahrhaft Volk 
geschaffen wird: der priesterliche Beruf des Dichters, das in Deutschland wieder 
erstehende Hellas und die Liebe mit der sich die „wenigen Edlen“ lieben“ (23). 
Kommerell’s mythical vision of Klopstock may have been written to legitimate 
George’s paradigm of the genius-Führer. But it is in crucial ways identical to the 
mythology promoted by Hitler himself, described by Michaud: the image of the genius 
as national messiah replacing the Christian one, Germany as the neoclassical heir to 
the spirit of ancient Greece, and the Führer as the embodiment of this national 
Volksgeist. While there are no reports of Hitler ever reading Kommerell’s book, it is 
perhaps unsurprising that Kantorowicz’s contribution to legitimizing this paradigm for 
George, Friedrich der Zweite, was a favorite of the Nazi dictator, and Hermann 
Göring sent a copy of the book to Mussolini on Hitler’s behalf.252 As Walter Benjamin 
wrote concerning the rise of the Nazis in a 1933 letter to Gershom Scholem, “Wenn 
jemals Gott einen Propheten durch Erfüllung seiner Prophetie geschlagen hat, so ist es 
bei George der Fall gewesen.”253 
Yet as Mussolini himself perhaps intuits in his own essay on Klopstock, the 
genius-Führer suffers from an inherent contradiction as a national myth.  As Benedict 
                                                                                                                                       
Gedancken über die Nachahmung der Griechischen Wercke in der Mahlerey und 
Bildhauer-Kunst (Leipzig: Reclam Verlag, 1986). 
252 See Ernst Osterkamp, “The Legacy of the George Circle,” in Exile, Science, and 
Bildung: The Constested Legacies of German Émigré Intellectuals, edited by David 
Kettler and Gerhard Lauer (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2005), 24.  
253 See Walter Benjamin, Gesammelte Briefe, vol. 4., ed. Christoph Gödde, Henri  
Lonitz, and Theodor W. Adorno (Frankfurt a.M.:Suhrkamp, 1998), 237. 
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Anderson has claimed, the nation is an imagined community, in which “the members 
of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, 
or even hear of them” (6). If this is so, then the nation is a form of collectivity at odds 
with the lived experience of community. Not only is it an abstraction, but one 
premised on isolation: namely, the widespread organization of bourgeois readers into 
vernacular print publics in the eighteenth century, brought about by the solitary 
reading of newspapers and other periodicals.254 While this tension is alleviated 
through lived experiences occurring under the banner of the nation– parades, sporting 
events, and so on, where citizens united under an imaginary identity can experience 
each other directly  –such nationalist practices are also insufficient: the imagined 
community always in excess of any of its concrete manifestations. 
If this tension between collective self-conception and lived experience is 
endemic to all forms of nationalism, then for a charismatic nationalism grounded in 
the experience of a powerful leader such as Nazism, it becomes an aporia. For Nazism, 
national collectivity is conceived as an immediate experience of community under a 
leader, an ecstatic loss of self at odds with the conditions of bourgeois subjectivity that 
enabled it.  Direct experience not only confirms the image of the national community, 
but is its very model. Such charismatic nationalism not only demands a unifying myth, 
but direct lived experience.  
Charismatic nationalists in Germany sought to contain this aporia by 
emphasizing practices reinforcing the image of immediate spiritual community. 
Firstly, they placed great emphasis on nationalized events in the here and now, such as 
                                                
254 See Anderson, 37-46. 
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the proliferation of rallies under the Nazis described by Michaud, which sought to 
move audiences to a common “Erlebnis, the lived experience of a community closed 
in upon itself” (40). 
Secondly, charismatic nationalism in Germany circulated the image of this 
spiritual communion with the leader through reproducible media such as print, radio, 
film, or television. In the case of Nazism, one thinks here above all of the ecstatic 
contact between people and Führer captured in what Susan Sontag has called the 
“fascist aesthetic” of Leni Riefenstahl’s cinematic images. 255 But Stefan George also 
circulated images of this spiritual community – namely, in Kommerell’s Geistbuch, 
Der Dichter als Führer. Indeed, as Walter Benjamin has suggested in his review of the 
book, there are similarities between Kommerell’s image of the Dichter-Führer and 
Nazism not only at the level of content, but aesthetic: presenting the figures of Weimar 
Classicism as timeless, mythical images stripped of an inner life – a kind of unironic, 
purely external Romanticism that Goebbels will later call a “stahlerende Romantik” 
(Michaud 33).256 
                                                
255 See Susan Sontag, “Fascinating Fascism” in The New York Review of Books, 
February 6, 1975. Michaud recounts Hitler’s emphasis that “The determining factor in 
a mass meeting was not the content of a speech but its “visible success,” for when it 
was successful, “the will, the longing, and also the power of thousands are 
accumulated in every individual”” (39).  
256 See Walter Benjamin, “Wider ein Meisterwerk,” in Gesammelte Schriften, vol.3, 
ed. Rolf Tiedermann and Hermann Schweppenhäuser (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 
1974), 252-259. See also Eckart Goebel, “Critique and Sacrifice: Benjamin-
Kommerell” The German Quarterly 87, no. 2 (2014): 151-170. Goebel suggests that 
in Kommerell’s work, “The poets of German Classicism are presented as paragons 
removed from historical time. The prerequisite for this mode of description is radical 
exteriority. By this he means that the self-reflexive aspect of human existence must be 
carefully dimmed in favor of the representation of types” (161). See also Elke Siegel, 
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 Finally, charismatic nationalism in Germany sought to compensate for its 
aporia by reconfiguring the channels through which it circulates these images, to 
create lines of distribution linking the national community directly with the genius-
Führer. Stefan George, for instance, founded his own literary journal, Blätter für die 
Kunst. And when he first made his agreement with his publisher, Bondi Verlag, he had 
the artist Melchior Lechter design a publisher’s vignette to be included on the cover of 
all of the works from his circle, which included the title “Blätter für die Kunst¨ and 
could be instantly recognized by his readers on account of their unique neoclassical 
binding and typeface, reassuring readers that the works came directly from George. 
Indeed, in another uncanny parallel with Nazism, the covers of his propagandistic 
Geistbücher – Der Dichter als Führer included – are further emblazoned with a 
swastika, which had been the symbol of Blätter since 1910 – forcing George to 
publicly dissociate the symbol from the Nazis in 1928.257 For the Nazis themselves, 
the abolishment of the free press not only served to silence criticism, but also insured 
the public that all media linked the nation directly to the Führer. 
*** 
Kommerell’s book may be propaganda justifying George’s own charismatic 
nationalism. But as this dissertation shows, he is nonetheless correct in locating 
Klopstock at the beginning of this tradition in Germany. In Klopstock’s writings of the 
1760s, we can see both the beginnings of a strain of charismatic nationalism in 
                                                                                                                                       
“Contested Legacies of ‘’German’ Friendship: Max Kommerell’s The Poet as Leader 
in German Classicism” Telos 176 (2016): 77-101. 
257 See Norton, 586. 
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Germany, originating in the encounter between a pietistic notion of spiritual 
community and a public imagined as a nation in print, and the constitutive 
contradiction between these two forms of social organization. Conforming closely to 
the idea of spiritual community underlying charismatic nationalism in the Weimar 
Republic, Klopstock’s notion of a German nation united in spirit under a genius-
Führer suggests that the genealogy of this mode of political thought extends back 
further than the romantic writers explicitly cited by George and the Nazis. That there 
is a link between Pietism and German nationalism has been suggested by both K.S. 
Pinson and Gerhard Kaiser, who, without locating the essence of Pietism in an 
immanent, ecstatic experience of community or the origins of nationalism in a 
vernacular print public, have shown relations between Pietist motifs and the nationalist 
thought of such writers as Friedrich Carl von Moser, Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, Lavater, 
Schleiermacher, Herder, Hamann, and Klopstock himself.258 
 And as Mussolini perhaps himself intuits in his criticism of Klopstock’s own 
charismatic solution to the question of a unifying national myth and as chapter three of 
this dissertation demonstrates, Klopstock himself confronts the contradiction between 
nationalism and charismatic authority. And his own solutions to the aporia of 
charismatic nationalism mirror those of later charismatic nationalists in Germany 
exactly. This is above all true of Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik, which in both its 
mythic presentation and mode of distribution attempts to overcome the isolation of 
                                                
258 See Gerhard Kaiser, Pietismus und Patriotismus im literarischen Deutschland, 2nd 
ed. (Frankfurt a.M.: Athenäum Verlag, 1973); and Koppel Pinson, Pietism as a Factor 
in the Rise of German Nationalism (New York: Columbia UP, 1934). 
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print to further the image of charismatic authority. Indeed, just as live events were 
heavily promoted under the Nazis, Klopstock began to actively promote the 
declamation of his poems around the time of Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik – 
bringing their immanent experience to a national audience exceeding his personal 
grasp.259 Such practices reveal the tension inherent to charismatic nationalism in 
Germany – the incompatibility of immediate spiritual communion with a leader and 
the scope of the nation. More, they invite us to think about the manner in which this 
tension drives charismatic practices in the German context and beyond, manipulating 
representation and media in an attempt to convey socially recognized power.260  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
259 In 1770, Klopstock founded a women’s reading society in Hamburg, and wrote the 
poem Teone, which exorted his female readers to declaim his poetry. The declaiming 
of Klopstock’s texts became so popular, and the collective catharsis it elicited so 
famous, that not only was it immortalized in Goethe’s Die Leiden des Jungen 
Werthers, but professional declaimers such as Franz Wilhelm Jung and Carl Ignaz 
Geiger reported earning income reading Klopstock’s poems before weeping 
audiences. See Richard Alewyn, “Klopstock’s Leser,” and Johannes Birgfeld. 
260 Klopstock’s subscription project, using direct distribution to surpass third-party 
media and bring himself into interpersonal contact with his public, whose names he 
printed in Die deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik to represent his effect on this public to 
itself, offers an illuminating comparison with the use of Twitter in charismatic politics 
today. It suggests that such practices are not primarily about offering alternative facts 
to those found in the news media, but demonstrating socially-acknowledged power.  
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APPENDIX  
 
 
Appendix A: Friedrich Klopstock, “Die künftige Geliebte” (1771 Version)261 
 
Dir nur, liebendes Herz, euch, meine vertraulichsten thränen, 
 Sing' ich traurig allein dieß wehmüthige Lied. 
Nur mein Auge soll's mit schmachtendem Feuer durchirren, 
 Und, an Klagen verwöhnt, hör'es mein leiseres Ohr! 
Ach warum, o Natur, warum, unzärtliche Mutter, 
 Gabest du zum Gefühl mir ein zu biegsames Herz? 
Und in das biegsame Herz die unbezwingliche Liebe, 
 Daurend Verlangen, und auch keine Geliebte dazu? 
Die du künftig mich liebst, (wenn anders zu meinen Thränen 
 Einst das Schiksal erweicht eine Geliebte mir giebt!) 
Die du künftig mich liebst, o du aus allen erkohren, 
 Sag', wo dein fliehender Fuß ohne mich einsam jetzt irrt? 
Nur mit Einem verrathenden Laut, mit Einem der Töne, 
 Die der Frohen entfliehen, sag' es, einst Glückliche, mir! 
Fühlst du, wie ich, der Liebe Gewalt, verlangst du nach mir hin, 
 Ohne daß du mich kennst; o so verheel' es mir nicht! 
Sag' es mit einem duchdringenden Ach, das meinem Ach gleicht, 
 Das aus innerster Brust Klage seufzet, und stirbt. 
Oft um Mitternacht wehklagt die bebende Lippe, 
 Daß, die ich liebe, du mir immer unsichtbar noch bist! 
Oft um Mitternacht streckt sich mein zitternder Arm aus, 
 Und umfasset ein Bild, ach das deine vielleicht! 
Wo, wo such' ich dich auf? Wo werd' ich endlich dich finden? 
 Du, die meine Begier stark und unsterblich verlangt! 
Jener Ort, der dich hält, wo ist er? Wo fließet der Himmel, 
 Welcher dein Aug' umwölbt, heiter und lächelnd vorbey? 
Werd' ich mein Auge zu dir einst, segender Himmel, erheben, 
 Und umarmet sie sehn, die aufblühen du sahst? 
Aber ich kenne dich nicht! Es ging die fernere Sonne 
 Meinen Thränen daselbst niemals unter und auf. 
Soll ich jene Gefilde nicht sehn? Führt nie dort im Frühling 
 Meine zitternde Hand sie in ein blühendes Thal? 
                                                
261 In Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock: Werke und Briefe, Vol. I.i.: Oden, ed. Horst 
Gronemeyer, Elisabeth Höpker- Herberg, Klaus Hurlebusch and Rose-Maria 
Hurlebusch (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2010), 32-37.  
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Sinkt sie, von süßer Gewalt der mächtigen Liebe bezwungen, 
 Nie mit der Dämmerung Stern mir an die bebende Brust? 
Auch wie schlägt mir mein Herz! Wie zittern mir durch die Gebeine 
 Freud' und Hofnung, dem Schmerz unüberwindlich dahin! 
Unbesingbare Lust, ein süßer begeisternder Schauer, 
 Eine Thräne, die mir still den Wangen entfiel; 
Und, o ich sehe sie! Mitweinende, weibliche Zähren, 
 Ein mir lispelnder Hauch, und ein erschütterndes Ach; 
Ein zusegnender Laut, der mir rief, wie ein Schatten dem Schatten 
 Liebend ruft, weissagt, dich, die mich hörete, mir. 
O du, die du sie mir und meiner Liebe gebahrest, 
 Hältst du sie, Mutter, umarmt; dreymal gesegnet sey mir! 
Dreymal gesegnet sey dein gleich emfindendes Herz mir, 
 Das der Tochter zuerst weibliche Zärtlichkeit gab! 
Aber laß sie itzt frey! Sie eilt zu den Blumen, und will da 
 Nicht von Zeugen behorcht, will gesehen nicht seyn. 
Eile nicht so! Doch mit welchem Namen soll ich dich nennen, 
 Du, die unaussprechlich meinem Verlangen gefällt? 
Heißest du Laura? Laura besang Petrarcha in Liedern, 
 Zwar dem Bewunderer schön, aber dem Liebenden nicht! 
Wirst du Fanny genannt? Ist Cidli dein feyrlichter Name? 
 Singer, die Joseph und den, welchen sie liebte, besang? 
Singer! Fanny! Ach Cidli! Ja Cidli nennet mein Lied dich, 
 Wenn im Liede mein Herz halb gesagt dir gefällt! 
Eile nicht so, damit nicht vom Dorn der verpflanzeten Rose 
 Blute, wenn du so eilst, dein zu flüchtiger Fuß; 
Du mit zu starken Zügen den Duft des Lenzes nicht trinkest, 
 Und um den blühenden Mund sanfter die Lüfte nur wehn. 
Aber du gehest denkend und langsam, das Auge voll Zähren, 
 Und jungfräulichter Ernst deckt das verschönte Gesicht. 
Täuschte dich jemand? Und weinest du, weil der Gespielinnen eine  
 Nicht, wie von ihr du geglaubt, redlich und tugendhaft war? 
Oder liebst du, wie ich? Erwacht mit unsterblicher Sehnsucht, 
 Wie sie das Herz mir empört, dir die starke Natur? 
Was sagt dieser seufzende Mund? Was sagt mir dieß Auge, 
 Das mit verlangendem Blick sich zu dem Himmel erhebt? 
Was entdeckt mir dieß tiefere Denken, als sähst du ihn vor dir? 
 Ach, als sänkst du ans Herz dieses Glücklichen hin! 
Ach du liebest! So wahr die Natur kein edleres Herz nicht 
 Ohne den heiligsten Trieb derer, die ewig sind, schuf! 
Ja, du liebest, du liebest! Ach wenn du den doch auch kenntest, 
 Dessen liebendes Herz unbemerket dir schlägt; 
Dessen Wehmuth dich ewig verlangt, dich bang vom Geschicke 
 Fodert, von dem Geschick, das unbeweglich sie hört. 
Weheten doch sanftrauschende Winde sein innig Verlangen, 
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 Seiner Seufzer Laut, seine Gesänge dir zu! 
Winde, wie die in der goldenen Zeit, die vom Ohre des Schäfers, 
 Hoch zu der Götter Ohr, flohn mit der Schäferin Ach. 
Eilet, Winde, mit meinem Verlangen zu ihr in die Laube, 
 Schauert hin durch den Wald, rauscht, und verkündet mich ihr; 
Ich bin redlich! Mir gab die Natur Empfindung zur Tugend; 
 Aber mächtiger war, die sie zur Liebe mir gab, 
Zu der Liebe, der schönsten der Tugenden, wie sie den Menschen 
 In der Jugend der Welt stärker und edler sie gab. 
Alles empfind' ich von dir; kein halb begegenendes Lächeln; 
 Kein unvollendetes Wort, welches in Seufzer verflog; 
Keine stille mich fliehende Thräne, kein leises Verlangen, 
 Kein Gedanke, der sich mir in der Ferne nur zeigt; 
Kein halb stammelnder Blick voll unaussprechlicher Reden, 
 Wenn er den ewigen Bund süßer Umarmungen schwört; 
Auch der Tugenden keine, die du mir sittsam verbirgest, 
 Eilet mir unerforscht und unempfunden vorbey! 
Ach, wie will ich Cidli, dich lieben! Das sagt uns kein Dichter, 
 Und selbst wir im Geschwätz trunkner Beredtsamkeit nicht. 
Kaum, daß noch die unsterbliche selbst, die fühlende Seele 
 Ganz die volle Gewalt dieser Empfindungen faßt! 
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Appendix B: Friedrich Klopstock, “An Fanny” (1771 Version)262 
 
Wenn einst ich todt hin, wenn mein Gebein zu Staub' 
Ist eingesunken, wenn du, mein Auge, nun 
Lang' über meines Lebens Schicksal, 
Brechend im Tode, nun ausgeweint hast, 
 
Und stillanbetend da, wo die Zukunft ist, 
Nicht mehr hinauf blickst, wenn mein ersungner Ruhm, 
Die Frucht von meiner Jünglingsthräne, 
Und von der Liebe zu dir, Messias! 
 
Nun auch verweht ist, oder von wenigen 
In jene Welt hinüber gerettet ward: 
Wenn du alsdann auch, meine Fanny, 
Lange schon todt bist, und deines Auges 
 
Stillheitres Lächeln, und sein beseelter Blick 
Auch ist verloschen, wenn du, vom Volke nicht 
Bemerket, deines ganzen Lebens 
Edlere Thaten nunmehr gethan hast, 
 
Des Nachruhms werther, als ein unsterblich Lied, 
Ach wenn du dann auch einen beglückteren 
Als mich geliebt hast, laß den Stolz mir, 
Einen Beglückteren, doch nicht edlern! 
 
Dann wird ein Tag seyn, den werd ich auferstehn! 
Dann wird ein Tag seyn, den wirst du auferstehn! 
Dann trennt kein Schicksal mehr die Seelen, 
Die du einander, Natur, bestimtest. 
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Dann wägt, die Wagschaal in der gehobnen Hand, 
Gott Glück und Tugend gegen einander gleich; 
Was in der Dinge Lauf jetzt misklingt, 
Tönet in ewigen Harmonicen! 
 
Wenn dann du dastehst jugendlich auferweckt, 
Dann eil' ich zu dir! säume nicht, bis mich erst 
Ein Seraph bey der rechten fasse, 
Und mich, Unsterbliche, zu dir führe. 
 
Dann soll dein Bruder, innig von mir umarmt, 
Zu dir auch eilen! dann will ich thränenvoll, 
Voll froher Thränen jenes Lebens 
Neben dir stehn, dich mit Namen nennen, 
 
Und dich umarmen! Dann, o Unsterblichkeit, 
Gehörst du ganz uns! Komt, die das Lied nicht singt, 
Komt, unaussprechlich süsse Freuden! 
So unaussprechlich, als jetzt mein Schmerz ist. 
 
Rinn unterdeß, o Leben. Sie komt gewiß 
Die Stunde, die uns nach der Zypresse ruft! 
Ihr andern, seyd der schwermuthsvollen 
Liebe geweiht! und umwölkt und dunkel! 
 
 
 
 
